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These novel experiments set the stage for a variety of exciting future studies across the natural sciences, including attosecond and singlespin microscopy and videography of complex reactions, elementary energy exchange as well as local phase transitions that involve order and correlations in solids.

We  apply  tipconfined  terahertz  waveforms  in  STM  to  drive  oneelectron tunneling through a select orbital of a single molecule with combined 0.6 Å and ~100  fs  spatiotemporal  precision.  This  process  resolves  the  first  singlemolecule femtosecond snapshot and tracks a vibration of an individual molecule in space and time. Moreover, to control matter dynamically in the most direct way, we introduce femtosecond atomic forces as a novel stimulus that steers structural motion locally, with atomic precision. The forces – derived from tailored tipconfined electricfield waveforms – push key atoms of a molecular switch to coherently steer a select ultrafast structural rotation. This motion can be driven so vigorously that the switching rate of the molecule is modulated by up to 39%, on the femtosecond scale. To observe such unidirectional transitions, we implement  a  novel  singleshot  detection  strategy:  Ultrafast  action  spectroscopy monitors every individual switching event of the molecule to resolve the statistics −4with an accuracy of 10 . Finally, we measure the first quantitative, atomically confined nearfield waveform,  introducing a direct  spatiotemporal access  to lightmatter dynamics at atomic length scales.

To that end, this work demonstrates the first femtosecond videography as well as the first ultrafast electronic and structural control at the atomic scale. Lightwavedriven scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) allows us to track singlemolecule vibrations, steer molecular transitions with atomic forces and resolve angstromscale near fields – all with subopticalcycle temporal precision, for the first time.

Across the natural sciences, most phenomena trace back to elementary dynam−10ics that occur at extremely small atomic distances (1 Å = 10  m) and, at the −15same time, develop over ultrafast femtosecond time scales (1 fs = 10  s). To understand and harness these basic processes, such as a transition of a single molecule for example, direct observation and immediate control are vital.

Cover:   The tip of an ultrafast STM (topleft) hovers over a molecular switch (bottom, connected red and black spheres). Femtosecond atomic forces (shock waves) induce vigorous motion of a select atom (red sphere) of the molecule to control its reactivity on ultrafast time scales.© Brad Baxley  www.parttowhole.com
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kakine kana

When I look carefully ...
Nazuna is blooming
by the hedge!
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Introduction: Elementary
dynamics in nature 1

The natural sciences have always evolved around one central question: How does
nature work? Analytical thinking seeks insight by dissecting the world into its el-
ementary building blocks. Therefore generations of scientists have discovered the
microscopic processes at the heart of physical phenomena, (bio)chemistry and life. In-
triguingly, the closer we look, the fainter do the boundaries between these disciplines
appear. Often elementary processes and their dynamics – the origin of function – are
not specifically attached to a certain field of research.
For example, reactions and transitions of atoms and molecules are the pivot of

chemistry. Understanding how these building blocks of matter interact, separate and
form new connections, is a prerequisite for many of today’s industries, including
polymer and petrochemistry, agriculture and the pharmaceutical industry. In detail,
the physical laws of quantum mechanics describe the relevant atomistic excitations
and respective molecular motion1. Biology, moreover, examines how such reactions
can cooperate and balance each other to induce function in living cells.

Quantum coherence is another phenomenon that is closely related to nanoprocesses
across all natural sciences. For example, coherently ordered states in solids give rise to
non-trivial phases of matter: Phase coherence seems to lie at the heart of exotic states
in many correlated materials2. From a technological point of view, coherent control of
various degrees of freedom in condensed matter sets the stage for future information
processing3–6 and green-energy solutions7. Intriguingly, on the other hand, current
research investigates to what extent life makes use of quantum coherence in the

1



1 Introduction: Elementary dynamics in nature

Figure 1.1 |Ultrafast molecular movie. Schematic illustration of a slow-motion
movie (film strip) in which a single molecule (skeletal model) is time-resolved stro-
boscopically. The individual frames combine sub-angstrom and femtosecond spatio-
temporal resolution, such that ultrafast dynamics – e.g. structural motion (blur)
subsequent to orbital charging (blue glow) – can be directly observed.

bio-processes that evolution has shaped8–11.
Moreover, energy conversion of atomistic degrees of freedom of matter are our

microscopic key to harnessing elementary dynamics at will, across the disciplines.
An essential question in catalysis, for example, is how a single adsorbed molecule
exchanges vibrational quanta and hot electrons with a surface12,13. At the same time,
optoelectronics provide a route to improving the efficiency of conventional solar cells,
namely excitonic energy conversion in single molecules via singlet fission14,15. Evolu-
tion, however, has developed light-harvesting complexes with spectacular quantum
efficiencies close to unity9. In this spirit, the elementary processes of life will likely
fuel bio-inspired nanoengineering in the future.

A detailed understanding of such nanoprocesses is key to all modern life and natural
sciences as well as nano- and biotechnologies. Fortunately, today, the elementary
structure of the nanocosm can be directly imaged with highest-resolution scanning-
probe, optical and electron microscopes (Nobel prizes in physics 1986 as well as in
chemistry 2014 and 2017). While a spatial resolution down to the atomic length scale
(1 angstrom = 1 Å = 10−10 m) is possible, the established microscopy methods in
general only provide static images. But the nanoworld is in permanent motion. Still
images are not sufficient to fully understand its excitations, atomistic transitions
and coherent dynamics, as well as their consequences for macroscopic function of
biological, chemical and physical systems.

2
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Figure 1.2 |Ultrafast microscopy
techniques. Ultrafast scanning near-
field optical microscopy (U-SNOM16),
atomic force microscopy (U-AFM17)
and transmission electron microscopy
(U-TEM18) have demonstrated a tem-
poral resolution down to a few fem-
toseconds, but lacked simultaneous
atomic precision. Angstrom spatial
scales have been resolved by scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM19), but not
faster than a nanosecond. Lightwave-
driven STM (LW-STM20, this work)
provides the first access to the com-
bined atomic and femtosecond spatio-
temporal scales of elementary dynam-
ics.

Instead, one would need to follow the interplay of these elementary processes in
moving images, resolved in space and time simultaneously. And since many of these
dynamics occur on extremely short time scales (1 femtosecond = 1 fs = 10−15 s),
two central challenges must be mastered simultaneously: One needs an ultrafasta

microscope that delivers atomic spatial and femtosecond temporal resolution at the
same time, allowing one to record ultrafast movies of atomic and molecular dynamics
(Fig. 1.1).

Several techniques have accessed either of these scales separately (Fig. 1.2). But
so far, no microscope has combined the spatial and temporal precision necessary to
directly watch ultrafast atom-scale dynamics in femtosecond movies. To really grasp
the nanocosm with its vast richness of dynamics and transitions, a revolutionary new
approach is required that opens the door to atomic femtosecond videography. This
summarizes the central achievement of my thesis.

In this work, I will introduce how we recorded the first true single-molecule movie.
I will demonstrate that combining atomically resolved tunnel microscopy with ultra-
fast lightwave control allows us to visualize individual molecules in motion, directly

aThe conventional term "ultrafast" means faster than 1 picosecond = 1 ps = 10−12 s.
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1 Introduction: Elementary dynamics in nature

in femtosecond snapshots and movies, for the first time20. Moreover, I will present
a novel mechanism to control atom-scale structural dynamics in the most direct
and selective way, namely via femtosecond atomic forces21. Finally, I will demon-
strate quantitative measurements of atom-scale near-field waveforms, which open the
door to an uncharted territory of non-classical light-matter interaction on combined
sub-cycle temporal and atomic length scales22. Together with related works23, these
recent milestones have triggered a whole new vibrant field of research24–28. In my
thesis, I will outline the physical ideas behind lightwave-driven scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM), summarize the technical cornerstones of implementing such an
ultrafast microscope, and demonstrate experiments which show that this concept
solves a number of challenges of modern nanoscience.

Chapter 2 will start with a brief introduction to the prospects and limits of state-
of-the-art atomic tunneling microscopy on the one hand, and femtosecond nano-
photonics on the other. This will illustrate that combining the core principles of
these two fields promises a route towards molecular movies, coherent atomic control
and light-matter dynamics at the limits of space (one atom) and time (one optical
cycle). To this end, we build on a concept recently developed in the domain of ultrafast
photonics: While light-driven dynamics are often governed by photonic quantum
excitations, the idea to, in contrast, make use of the carrier wave of light to directly
steer electron motion has paved the way for so-called lightwave electronics5,29–35.
In this spirit, we design a lightwave-driven tunneling microscope where, similarly,
ultrafast tip-confined electric-field waveforms steer electron dynamics on sub-cycle
timescales.
I will outline the physical background of lightwave-driven STM and deduce the

necessary technical requirements to implement the first low-temperature femtosecond
STMb (section 2.1). We put our microscope to the test by imaging single molecules,
where we can successfully record state-selective snapshot images of individual molec-
ular orbitals, for the first time (section 2.2). Analyzing the spatial and temporal
definition of the ultrafast current shows that sub-cycle lightwave control allows us
to confine a single-electron tunneling event with combined sub-Å and ~100 fs spatio-
temporal precision.

bThroughout this work, for simplicity, "STM" abbreviates both "scanning tunneling microscopy"
as well as "scanning tunneling microscope", depending on the respective context.

4



This process enables us to charge organic molecules with a single electron, providing
an impulsive trigger with femtosecond definition. In a pump-probe experiment, we
time-resolve the response of the molecule to this electronic excitation and find that
it entails an ultrafast structural motion of the molecular frame. For the first time,
we track single-molecule vibrations directly in the time domain, probed locally and
with femtosecond accuracy (section 2.3). When we alter the molecular species or the
substrate, we observe motion patterns with the same phase relation, but different
oscillatory frequencies between 0.3 THz and 0.5 THz. Our findings suggest that the
observed mode is a frustrated vertical vibration of the molecule within its van-der-
Waals adsorption potential on the surface. This clear observation of single-molecule
motion opens the door to femtosecond videography of all kinds of atomic-scale
elementary excitations.
At the same time, deliberate control of ultrafast atomic motion along a select

degree of freedom has not been available so far, owing to the lack of an ideal control
stimulus. While electronic charging induces motion in a rather indirect way, in
order to selectively steer the course of atom-scale excitations, or even choreograph a
chemical reaction, a novel control mechanism is required. To this end, in chapter 3,
I will introduce femtosecond atomic forces as a new ultimate stimulus to directly steer
select atoms of a nanosystem, coherently and locally, with sub-cycle precision. The
ultrafast force is provided by a nano-confined electric-field waveform. We demonstrate
the new dynamical force by means of a prototypical functional nanodevice, namely
a single-molecule switch.
To examine the impact of the force on the switch, we develop a novel single-

shot detection scheme that registers every single switching event of the molecule,
separately for different directions (section 3.1). In this way, the statistics of transitions
and reactions, which are purely probabilistic processes by nature, can be directly
resolved, with simultaneous atomic and femtosecond resolution.
We find that, while leaving the electronic system in the ground state, atomically

strong fields can locally and coherently steer a frustrated rotation of the molecule.
Notably, we can drive amplitudes large enough to modulate the reaction probability
of the switch by up to 39%, on the femtosecond scale (section 3.2). Moreover, the
switch only reacts to forces when applied at specific regions of the molecule. Density
functional theory (DFT) calculations show that these regions coincide with the key

5



1 Introduction: Elementary dynamics in nature

atoms that determine the delicate energetics of the switch (section 3.3). In addition,
our simulations confirm that when local fields deflect these key atoms, the molecular
rotation can be controlled selectively. This illustrates the atomic spatial definition
of the ultrafast force and demonstrates that it serves as an ideal local stimulus to
coherently steer select degrees of freedom in atom-scale functional devices.
A full femtosecond movie of the locally driven switching probability summarizes

the full impact of the sub-cycle atomic force. Separately for the different switching
directions, our reaction microscope resolves the evolution of a single-molecule’s reac-
tivity in space and time, triggered by one quantum of charge, and coherently steered
on femtosecond scales via local atomic forces.

These experiments demonstrate that tip-confined light fields can serve remarkable
technical purposes, such as introducing new avenues for atom-scale videography and
control. At the same time, even the fundamental properties of light-matter interac-
tion at these spatio-temporal scales have a significant impact in numerous related
domains that make use of nano-photonics. Prominent examples are (bio)chemical36

and medical sensing37, photoenergy harvesting38,39 and nano-spectroscopy16,40,41. Dif-
ferent techniques have resolved sub-wavelength near fields in the time domain to
observe light-matter interaction at the nanoscale16,42. Down at the dimensions of
individual atoms, though, it has been predicted that near fields exhibit angstrom-
scale structure, and may be strongly influenced by non-classical ultrafast quantum
dynamics43,44.

Such processes are probably key to light-matter interaction at the elementary scale
of nature’s building blocks, and therefore of utmost importance for nanoscience and
technology. But for the lack of a quantitative atomic-scale near-field sensor, these
local fields and their interactions have remained experimentally entirely uncharted
territory so far.
We tackled this challenge and developed a technique to resolve the first atom-

scale femtosecond waveform, directly calibrated in absolute units. Chapter 4 will
introduce how we make use of a single-molecule switch as a gauged local field detector.
In a tailored pump-probe scheme, tip-confined femtosecond fields translate into a
molecular reaction rate that we measure and gauge self-consistently (section 4.1). As a
result, we sample the first quantitative atomic near-field waveform, with femtosecond
precision and calibrated in units of volts (section 4.2). The oscillatory near field

6



exhibits a number of distinct features remarkably different from the incident far-field
waveform. We find that most of these characteristics are reproduced in detail by a
classical numerical simulation of the plasmonic dynamics in our geometry.

Remarkably, classical electrodynamics can describe the near-field waveforms even
quantitatively, with a deviation of the local peak field of only 2%, which is 3.5 mV
in absolute values. This comes as a major surprise since the tip-confined fields drive
extreme electron tunnel rates of approximately one charge per 100 fs. In such a
scenario, one might in principle expect severe back-action of the carrier dynamics
on the local fields, as well as strong screening effects from polarization and possibly
accumulated charge imbalance44. To obtain a thorough understanding of the involved
non-classical processes, we calculate the atom-scale light-matter interaction within
our tunnel junction in a full quantum-dynamical simulation (section 4.3). The ab
initio study confirms the assumptions in our sampling method, and shows that the
accuracy of our near-field detection derives from a fundamental quantum-mechanical
principle. This first observation of atomic femtosecond light fields opens the door to
a new experimental domain of non-classical light-matter dynamics at the ultimate
spatio-temporal scales.

Chapter 5 concludes my thesis with a short summary of our experimental findings
and provides some perspectives on exciting physics that may be resolved in future
lightwave STM studies.

7





Ultrafast videography and
electronic control of single

molecules 2
A vivid imagination of molecules that move and collide, interact, maybe form chemi-
cal bonds, and eventually separate again has inspired curious scientists over centuries.
The dream of watching a single molecule move45 has stimulated research and tech-
nology, has given rise to technical breakthroughs in imaging and spectroscopy, and
served as a mission statement for major research facilities all over the globe. In this
chapter, I will present the route that allowed us to resolve the first molecular movie,
using a newly developed microscope that can unveil the inner structure of a single
molecule with ultrafast temporal precision. First, I will introduce the key ideas and
today’s main applications of two major fields of research: Atom-level microscopy, on
the one hand, and ultrafast lightwave control of matter, on the other.

Atom-scale tunneling microscopy. Scanning tunneling microscopy has initi-
ated a new era in nanoscience, providing tools to probe the electronic properties of
nanoobjects with atomic resolution46. Atom-level imaging, once considered a dream47,
has fundamentally changed the course of surface science and engineering. Previously
unknown atomic surfaces could be resolved48, and new quantum structures could
be assembled atom by atom49–51. Also dynamical interactions and excitations of a
variety of systems have been probed, including molecular vibrations52 and single-
atom magnetism53,54. In particular the ability to spectroscopically resolve electronic
states with atomic resolution has boosted research on two-dimensional platforms55,56,
atomistic information storage57,58 and strongly correlated materials59.

9



2 Ultrafast videography and electronic control of single molecules
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Figure 2.1 | Schematic of scanning tunneling microscopy. a, STM circuit dia-
gram. When a bias voltage, V , is applied between tip and sample, electron tunneling
across the atomic-scale junction (b) drives a current, I (blue arrows). b, Atoms of
the tip apex and sample surface are sketched as circles. Electrons tunnel through
the vacuum gap while the tip is scanning across the sample. c, A one-dimensional
diagram of the potential landscape across the tunneling junction illustrates occupied
electronic states (gray) in tip and sample, separated by a vacuum barrier. When the
STM is electronically biased, a voltage window eV opens up where electrons can
tunnel from occupied tip states into empty sample states, or vice versa. d, Recording
the tunneling current as a function of tip position, atom-scale features of the sample
surface such as an individual protruding atom can be sensed.

The basic idea in scanning tunneling microscopy is to utilize an atomically sharp
metal needle as a movable probe, which controls a tunnel current confined to sub-Å
dimensions (Fig. 2.1). This tip is brought close to a sample until the electronic wave
functions of tip apex and sample overlap. When a bias voltage is applied between
tip and sample (Fig. 2.1a), electrons can tunnel across the junction, giving rise to a
current that depends sensitively on the geometry and the energetics of local electronic
states, down to the atomic scale (Fig. 2.1b).

In a one-dimensional picture, the vacuum gap between tip and sample constitutes
a potential barrier that separates tip and sample electronic states (Fig. 2.1c). Biasing
of this landscape by a voltage V offsets tip and sample states by eV (e, elementary
charge), and thereby opens a so-called "bias voltage window" where electrons can tun-
nel from occupied tip into empty sample states, or vice versa. The tunneling current
thereby encodes information about the local properties of the sample. Consequently,

10
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Figure 2.2 | Single-
molecule STM. Illustration
of electron tunneling between
the tip apex (top spheres) and
a single molecule adsorbed
on a flat substrate (bottom
spheres). When the electronic
wavefunctions of tip and
molecule (red) overlap, elec-
tron injection (blue symbol
with arrow) can be steered
with sub-molecular spatial
precision.

when the tip is scanned across the sample and the tunnel current is recorded as a
function of tip position, atom-scale maps of the sample topography, or other local
observables, can be obtained (Fig. 2.1d).

In particular, imaging of individual molecules has accessed the elementary building
blocks of biology and chemistry, one by one. In contrast to ensemble studies, tunneling
microscopy can observe single molecules in their unique surroundings60,61, and even
synthesize62 and manipulate them63, by virtue of a movable source of tunnel current.
When a molecule is approached by the tip, at a certain distance, the electronic states
around the very front-most apex atoms begin to protrude into the molecule (Fig. 2.2).
Then electrons can tunnel into an unoccupied molecular orbital, selected via external
biasing. Moving the tip across the molecule, the tunneling current directly encodes
the density of the molecular orbital, with a spatial resolution determined by the
electronic definition of the atomically sharp tip apex.
Since its invention the STM has provided a direct view into the realm of atoms

and molecules. While this technique now routinely provides static images of atomic
surfaces, recording ultrafast movies of the nanoworld in motion, however, has re-
mained a dream. This is because conventional tunnel microscopes cannot define
tunnel currents faster than a nanosecond19, as they are limited by the bandwidth of
the electronic circuitry. To resolve atom-scale dynamics that occur on the femtosec-
ond scale and even faster, the temporal resolution of tunnel microscopes needs to be
improved by orders of magnitude.

11



2 Ultrafast videography and electronic control of single molecules

Ultrafast nano-photonics. Meanwhile, the idea to control matter with ultrashort
light pulses has prompted a vivid field of research exploring light-matter interaction on
femtosecond time scales. Ultrafast photonics has started to examine processes faster
even than a single field cycle of light. To this end, electronic motion has been directly
steered via the oscillating carrier wave of tailored light pulses – a principle often
dubbed lightwave electronics. In particular, phase-stable femtosecond pulses have
driven electron-ion recollision in gases29,30 and directly controlled ultrafast internal
dynamics in matter31–33, including Dirac currents in topological surface bands34

and spin degrees of freedom5,35. Meanwhile, the ongoing innovation of phase-locked
high-field sources that generate few- to half-cycle waveforms in the terahertz (1 THz
= 1012 Hz) frequency range is opening new avenues for ultrafast electric biasing of
condensed matter.
Moreover, tailored plasmonic nanostructures including antennas35,64–66, nano-

gaps67–69 and tips70–74 can confine and enhance electromagnetic waveforms in ex-
tremely sub-wavelength volumes (Fig. 2.3). Exploiting such strong near fields has
improved a variety of optical processes across scientific domains. Plasmonic fields
have, for example, pushed spectroscopic sensitivity in chemical36 and medical37 sens-
ing, enhanced photoenergy harvesting38,39 and paved the way for nanosources of
electrons75. Additional temporal control of such locally oscillating, ultrafast fields
provides direct access to a plethora of nanooptical dynamics. For example, intense
near fields have steered the emission of electrons from sharp tips, exploring a fascinat-
ing regime of light-matter interaction at the crossover between ballistic acceleration72,
interferometric backscattering70, quiver motion71, and Rabi oscillations73. Techno-
logically, near-field confinement at sharp tips has facilitated femtosecond nanoimag-
ing16,18,23–25,76 and -spectroscopy16,40,41,76.

Yet, even though these phenomena fundamentally rely on atom-scale light-matter
interaction, many aspects of ultrafast near fields are not accessible by experiments,
or have even remained completely open questions. For example, the influence that
a single atom on a surface can exert on the amplitude and the spatial distribution
of local near fields – a crucial issue for surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy –
is a matter of current debate. While modern theory approaches predict that near
fields can be drastically influenced by single-atom structural features43, quantitative
experimental evidence has been out of reach so far.

12
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Figure 2.3 | Tip-confined near fields. a, When electromagnetic waves (blue wave-
form) interact with metallic objects, plasmonic motion of the surface electrons can
cause strongly enhanced near fields in the vicinity of sharp geometric features. These
near fields can be structured with extreme sub-wavelength definition, down to even
atomic dimensions. b, Such atomistic femtosecond dynamic fields (arrows), i. e. in
the vicinity of an irradiated tip apex, entail rich physics, ranging from ballistic to
quantum light-matter interaction. In particular, lightwaves can be utilized to control
local ultrafast electron dynamics.

Most fascinatingly, the ultrafast dynamics of atom-scale light-matter interaction
hold a wealth of possibly non-classical phenomena yet to be explored by experiments.
This regime is almost entirely uncharted territory: bare understanding in which sce-
narios atomic near fields obey classical electrodynamics or quantum-mechanical laws
has mostly relied on theoretical modeling so far43,44.

In the following I will demonstrate that combining atom-scale tunnel microscopy
with femtosecond lightwave control allows us to solve a number of challenges across
nanoscience and technology at once. Not only can tip-confined near fields provide
tunnel microscopy with femtosecond temporal imaging resolution (this chapter), but
this combination also introduces new mechanisms to control matter coherently, at
the atom level (chapter 3). And, most fundamentally, this alliance grants us seminal
access to atomic light-matter interaction at the elementary scales of space and time,
opening our eyes to the interplay of (even nonclassical) radiative and matter dynamics
(chapter 4).
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2 Ultrafast videography and electronic control of single molecules

2.1
Lightwave-controlled scanning tunneling
microscopy

During the last decades, a number of attempts have aimed at improving the temporal
resolution of scanning tunneling microscopy with the aid of ultrafast light pulses.
Figure 2.4 illustrates the different approaches. While all-electronic tunneling micro-
scopes (Fig. 2.4a) are limited to the nanosecond scale by their finite bandwidth19,
the toolbox of ultrafast photonics can provide much faster stimuli. The central goal
has been to introduce an ultrashort trigger to the microscope junction in order to
obtain temporal tunnel control via optical techniques.
In the first attempt at combining ultrafast lasers with STM, optical pulses were

used to induce a surface photovoltage that momentarily increases the tunnel current77.
This seminal work was followed by a number of experiments that combined ultrafast
optics and tunnel microscopy in different ways.

In some cases, particular structures were designed in order to generate fast voltage
transients, and subsequently propagate them to the STM junction. As a prominent
example, photoconductively gated STM incorporated photoconductive switches into
the STM electronics (Fig. 2.4b). Ultrashort laser pulses were employed to generate
carriers and thereby close the tunneling circuitry transiently78. Later it was shown,
however, that this approach is limited by capacitive charging instead of providing
actual tunnel control79.
Other designs generated fast field transients directly on the substrate and used

striplines to propagate the pulses to the STM junction80 (Fig. 2.4c). This technique
known as junction-mixing STM could confine tunnel currents to a combined nanome-
ter and picosecond window. Yet, the major limitation is that this design drastically
restricts possible samples, because all experiments must be performed on a trans-
mission line. Altogether, all schemes where voltage pulses are propagated into the
tunneling gap via transmission elements suffer from limited electronic bandwidths.
Further approaches have directly focused laser pulses at optical frequencies onto

the junction of an STM, like in the seminal experiment mentioned above77 (Fig. 2.4d).
From a technical point of view, all of these attempts suffered from an ever-present
concern, which is optically induced heating and, hence, periodic tip expansion that
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2.1 Lightwave-controlled scanning tunneling microscopy
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Figure 2.4 | Fast STM techniques. Schematic diagrams illustrating techniques
that have aimed at introducing ultrafast temporal resolution in STM. a, All-electronic
biasing employs an arbitrary wave generator to pre-compensate the dispersion of the
electronic circuitry, and directly apply voltage pulses Vbias(t) to the STM junction.
b, In photoconductively gated STM, optical excitation of a photoconductive switch
(PS) transiently closes the biasing circuitry. This scheme is supposed to convert an
optical gating pulse Igate(t) (intensity envelope) into a bias voltage pulse Vbias(t).
c, Similarly, junction-mixing STM generates a voltage pulse with a photoconductive
switch. Here, Vbias(t) is coupled to and propagated along a transmission line (TL)
that serves as a substrate. d, Pulsed optical excitation (Iexc(t), intensity envelope)
of the sample can induce a surface photovoltage that affects the tunnel current on
ultrafast time scales. e, Shaken-pulse-pair STM employs pulse pairs Iexc,1(t) and
Iexc,2(t) (intensity envelopes) mutually delayed by an oscillatory time interval to
obtain temporal resolution while reducing artifactual tip expansion. f, In lightwave-
driven STM, a phase-stable electromagnetic waveform ELW(t) directly adds a bias
field to the tunnel junction. Thereby electron tunneling (blue arrow) can be steered
with sub-cycle temporal accuracy.
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2 Ultrafast videography and electronic control of single molecules

Figure 2.5 | Lightwave scanning tunneling mi-
croscopy. When lightwaves are coupled to an STM
(top), they can induce near fields in the tunnel junc-
tion (bottom). These ultrafast fields may be exploited
to steer local electron tunneling with femtosecond tem-
poral definition, and even control atom-scale objects di-
rectly and coherently. Measuring the ultrafast tunnel
current, I, driven through a molecular orbital (red), for
example, allows us to probe single-molecule dynamics
with combined femtosecond and atomic spatio-temporal
resolution.

overwhelms all other effects. To a certain extent, technical tricks can extract non-
thermal transient signals81,82 (Fig. 2.4e). Of particular interest are excitations that
cause a surface photovoltage since this can directly modify the tunneling current.
But still, the full dynamics locally driven by the light pulses can be hard to in-

terpret. Indeed, local electron heating and multiphoton excitation may drive the
electronic systems of tip and sample out of equilibrium on short time scales. Har-
nessing such a photoexcited STM to extract the pure dynamics of the sample might
be rather complex though: In contrast to steady-state STM where the observables
directly reflect sample properties, in a photoexcited STM, non-equilibrium dynamics
of microscope and sample need to be disentangled somehow. In addition, at optical
frequencies, metallic tips and substrates feature plasmonic resonances that impede
straightforward coupling of ultrashort pulses with large bandwidths to the junction.
To avoid all these drawbacks, we pursue a different approach (Fig. 2.4f). The

key idea of lightwave-controlled STM (or short: lightwave STM) is to directly steer
electron tunneling in an STM by the carrier wave of an ultrashort light pulse. Fig-
ure 2.5 illustrates this process. When suitable pulses are focused directly onto the
tunneling junction, their carrier wave translates into a quickly oscillating electric-field
distribution at the tip apex. This near field is intended to act classically, adding an
ultrafast AC bias potential between tip and sample, which would allow direct control
of femtosecond tunnel processes. When an electric circuit between tip and sample
is closed and pulses are injected repeatedly, the tunneled charges should add up to
a measurable current, I, that directly encodes the ultrafast tunnel dynamics of the
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2.1 Lightwave-controlled scanning tunneling microscopy

involved electronic states.
This process has been successfully employed to image carrier dynamics in semi-

conductor nanodots with a combined 2 nm and 500 fs spatio-temporal resolution23.
Whereas this seminal experiment drove huge tunnel currents of thousands of elec-
trons per pulse, we aim to enter a novel regime of lightwave-driven tunneling. We
want to control state-selective tunnel dynamics of a single electron with combined
atomic spatial and femtosecond temporal precision. In the following I will derive the
requirements to achieve this ambition.

Ultrafast bias fields via terahertz waveforms. In general, light-matter inter-
action manifests in between the two poles of perturbative quantum absorption and
classical, field-driven dynamics (Fig. 2.6). For a given scenario where electromagnetic
waves act on a system that provides an electronic transition, the Keldysh parameter,
κ, quantifies the balance between these two regimes83:

κ =
√

ε

2UP
=
√

2mεω
eE

. (2.1)

This quantity essentially describes the ratio between the excitation or ionization
energy ε of a system and the ponderomotive energy UP = e2E2

4mω2 , which is the kinetic
energy that a free electron would acquire by field-induced acceleration during one
optical cycle. m and e are the electron mass and elementary charge, E describes
the electric-field amplitude and ω denotes the frequency of the driving field. Also,
one can show that κ denotes the ratio between the ballistic tunneling time and the
oscillation period. Intuitively, at high optical frequencies ω, the photon energy ~ω
is large and thus, (multi-)photon absorption is likely (Fig. 2.6a). This perturbative
regime κ > 1 can be described by a power series of photon contributions. When the
photon energy ~ω is small compared to the excitation energy ε, or the applied field
E is very intense, however, electromagnetic waves act rather classically, accelerating
charges and distorting potential landscapes within the exposed matter on sub-cycle
time scales (Fig. 2.6b). In this strong-field regime κ < 1, the carrier wave of light can
be directly used as an ultrafast bias, which may eventually drive electron tunneling
on sub-cycle timescales – precisely the control mechanism desired in lightwave STM.

For this purpose, pulses in the terahertz spectral domain are particularly well-suited
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2 Ultrafast videography and electronic control of single molecules
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Figure 2.6 | Regimes of light-matter interaction. A schematic one-dimensional
potential landscape (black lines) hosts a bound electronic state (red wavepacket).
When electromagnetic radiation interacts with the system, two extremal processes
can be described. a, At a Keldysh parameter κ > 1, multiphoton excitation (blue
arrows) to energetically higher states (red dashed lines) is more likely. b, In the
opposite strong-field regime κ < 1, the electric field E(t) (blue waveform) adds a
transient slope −Ez (blue dashed line) to the potential landscape, which may enable
electron tunneling (red arrow).

for several reasons. Light fields oscillating at terahertz frequencies are fast enough
to probe the dynamics of typical low-energy elementary excitations of matter, which
feature energies ranging from millielectronvolts to few electronvolts that translate
into femtosecond time scales. At the same time, terahertz electric-field waveforms
can be accurately tailored and time-resolved with sub-cycle precision. The toolbox of
nonlinear optics facilitates generation of terahertz waveforms with a duration shorter
even than a single oscillation cycle of the carrier wave. Electro-optic techniques allow
us to observe such waveforms directly in the time domain, like in an oscilloscope
for light. Making use of dispersive media, the pulses’ phase can be tuned such that
the resulting waveforms essentially consist of only a single prominent field crest – an
ideal ultrashort bias spike.
Figure 2.7 shows such a sub-cycle terahertz waveform. When pulses of this kind

are coupled into an STM, their unidirectional field crest may be expected to translate
into an ultrafast voltage pulse across the junction. To steer electron tunneling, this
transient voltage must be comparable with typical electronic tunnel resonances on the
order of ε ≈ 1 eV. For a typical tip-sample tunnel distance of several angstroms, near
fields E ≈ 0.1 V/Å are required. These numbers yield a convincingly low Keldysh
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2.1 Lightwave-controlled scanning tunneling microscopy
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Figure 2.7 | Sub-cycle terahertz waveform.
Terahertz electric-field transient generated by
optical rectification in lithium niobate, and de-
tected electro-optically. The waveform contains
only one single prominent half-cycle in the posi-
tive field direction, and after a delay time of just
1 ps, virtually no trailing field oscillations follow.
Such a quasi-unidirectional field spike appears
ideally suited for ultrafast biasing of a lightwave-
controlled STM.

parameter κ ≈ 0.02 at ω/2π = 1 THz, which is why terahertz pulses are expected to
controllably steer purely field-driven tunnel dynamics in lightwave STM.

In addition, suitable terahertz pulses are so low in energy that they avoid thermal
tip expansion. With typical pulse energies of 1 pJ, even at high repetition rates
towards 1 MHz such a terahertz beam exhibits a power of only 1µW approximately.
As the experiments presented below confirm, these pulses allow lightwave control of
electron tunneling without compromising the stability and atomic precision of STM.

Optical source requirements. An optical source for lightwave STM needs to
fulfill a number of design requirements. The generated pulses must possess a well-
characterized waveform with a tunable carrier-envelope phase (CEP). In this way,
the transients can be tailored to steer the microscope in a desired manner. To achieve
the highest possible temporal resolution, and ideally obtain single-electron tunnel
control with only one field crest, the shortest technically possible waveforms are
required, shorter even than one oscillation cycle of the carrier wave. For repetitive
experiments with pulse trains, CEP stability across all pulses is mandatory such that
all waveforms are identical. In this way, experiments where the same well-defined
conditions are required over and again become feasible.
Following the ongoing development of high-power femtosecond lasers, terahertz

sources generating high field strengths (>1 kV/cm) at simultaneous large repetition
rates (>1 MHz) have become available. In lightwave STM, a high repetition rate
of the pulse source directly translates into a large number of tunneled electrons,
promising strong tunnel currents to be detected. As a benchmark, state-of-the-art
current preamplifiers employed in STM technology achieve a noise level as low as
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2 Ultrafast videography and electronic control of single molecules

850 fA at a bandwidth of 1.1 kHz (ref. 84), which allows for millisecond acquisition
times. In STM measurements where the signal bandwidth can be further restricted,
the tunnel current typically exhibits a noise level around 100 fA, corresponding to a
charge flow of approximately half a million electrons per second. An optical source
with a repetition rate larger than 500 kHz should therefore yield practical acquisition
times. Moreover, designing a source that can also deliver individual pulses as well
as pulse trains at select low repetition rates will enable single-shot experiments and
access statistical dynamics induced by a single electron tunnel event, as will be
demonstrated in chapter 3.

At the same time, the peak field of each pulse needs to be strong enough to address
typical tunnel resonances in the STM energetically. As will be elaborated in detail
in chapter 4, the tip-substrate geometry acts as an antenna for lightwaves coupled
into the gap. Focussing terahertz radiation with a wavelength of λ ≈ 300µm down
to the diffraction limit85 dlim = λ

2NA (NA, numerical aperture) still yields a spot size
large enough to illuminate a macroscopic fraction of tip and substrate. Due to their
dielectric properties at terahertz frequencies, the metallic structures plasmonically
propagate the waveforms into the atom-sized gap. In this process the fields are
localized in an extremely sub-wavelength volume and thereby strongly enhanced.
Antenna theory provides a rough estimation of this effect86: Terahertz frequencies are
enhanced by approximately five orders of magnitude in a gap a few angstroms wide.
Consequently, to achieve atomically strong near fields on the order of ENF ≈ 1 V/Å
across the tunnel junction, waveforms with amplitudes EFF ≈ ENF/105 ≈ 1 kV/cm
need to be available in the far field.

Optical source. Taking all these considerations into account, the terahertz source
schematically illustrated in Fig. 2.8 has been designed and implemented. A high-
stability ytterbium-based femtosecond laser and amplifier system delivers pulses in
the near-infrared (NIR) spectral region, centered at a wavelength of 1030 nm, with
a pulse length of approximately 240 fs (full width at half maximum, FWHM, of the
intensity). The repetition rate can be tuned from 610 kHz down to single shots at
a constant pulse energy of 16µJ. This laser primarily serves to generate terahertz
pulses via nonlinear optics, but also, a small fraction of the pulse energy is split off
to produce short gate pulses for electro-optic detection of the terahertz waveforms.
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2.1 Lightwave-controlled scanning tunneling microscopy
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Figure 2.8 | Optical lightwave-STM setup and logics. Sub-cycle lightwaves
are generated and custom-tailored in several steps. We derive femtosecond infrared
pulses from a commercial high-power laser system (red, top left) and exploit optical
rectification in a nonlinear-optical crystal to generate strong and broadband terahertz
waveforms (left). Then we split the pulses into pairs that can be mutually delayed
and separately shaped (center). The field strength and polarization of the individual
waveforms in a pair are individually tailored, before the pulses are coupled into the
STM vacuum chamber through a low-dispersion viewport. In situ, the pulses are
focussed onto the tunnel junction with optics mounted to the STM scanhead. The
same focussing geometry is emulated on the optical table to accurately characterize
the waveforms. To this end, even shorter gate pulses are generated in an optical
filamentation process (bottom left) and subsequently shaped so they can sample
the terahertz waveforms electro-optically, directly in the time domain (bottom). All
the pulse generation and shaping, STM operation as well as data acquisition are
computer-controlled and united in one logical platform (top right, arrows). In this
overview, only key optical components are shown and labeled in a legend (bottom
right). The relevant parameters of the pulses are given in the figure.
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Figure 2.9 | Terahertz generation via optical rectification. The optical source
provides near-infrared spectral components ωNIR around 292 THz (red). Optical rec-
tification (OR) in a lithium niobate crystal converts this spectrum into its difference
frequencies ωTHz in the low-terahertz range (blue).

Terahertz waveform generation. Terahertz pulses are generated by so-called
optical rectification in a lithium niobate (LiNbO3) crystal. In a simple picture, this
process can be rationalized as follows87,88:

The short laser pulses contain a range of spectral components, which is mandatory
due to the quantum mechanical energy-time uncertainty. The laser amplifier we
employ provides wavelengths, λNIR, ranging from 1025 nm to 1034 nm (intensity
FWHM).
When such a light pulse interacts with a dielectric medium, the electric carrier

wave of light E(t) accelerates bound electrons within their local potential energy
surfaces. The optical response can often be described by expressing the polarization
P (t) as a power series in the field strength E(t). Particularly, the polarization term
may contain a second-order contribution

P (2)(t) = ε0χ
(2)E2(t) (2.2)

where ε0 denotes the vacuum permittivity and χ(2) is called second-order nonlinear
susceptibilitya. This nonlinear response causes the reemitted radiation to contain
frequencies different from those of the driving field, as a consequence of the electrons’
anharmonic motion pattern.
Optical rectification denotes the case where electrons, accelerated by several fre-

aIn general, the material-specific susceptibility is a complex-valued, frequency-dependent tensor.
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2.1 Lightwave-controlled scanning tunneling microscopy

quencies ωNIR,1 and ωNIR,2 at once, reemit radiation at the difference frequency
ωTHz = ωNIR,2 − ωNIR,1. Lithium niobate turns out to be very efficient in difference-
frequency conversion from near-infrared to low-terahertz frequencies. Figure 2.9
show the amplitude spectrum of the laser source, together with a terahertz spectrum
generated by optical rectification.
Such nonlinear optical phenomena can be used for efficient frequency conversion

of coherent light. In this case, the radiation generated at different positions in the
medium must interfere constructively in a certain emission direction. To achieve this
so-called phase-matching condition88 in lithium niobate, a geometry based on pump
pulses with tilted pulse fronts has proven most efficient87,89.
Figure 2.10 illustrates the non-collinear phase matching geometry. In lithium

niobate, the group velocity of the optical pump pulses vNIRgr = 0.45c is larger than the
phase velocity of the generated terahertz radiation vTHzph = 0.20c (c, vacuum speed of
light). Hence a single ray of pump light would emit terahertz radiation under an angle
of acos(vTHz

ph /vNIR
gr ) = 63 deg in a way that resembles Cherenkov radiation (Fig. 2.10a).

When a physical beam of pump light with a finite lateral extent is propagated through
the crystal, tilted pulse fronts can be applied to ensure constructive interference of
all terahertz radiation generated at different crystal positions (Fig. 2.10b).
In the present optical setup, the pulse fronts of the pump pulses are tilted by

diffracting the beam off a blazed grating (Fig. 2.10c). Since the different spectral
components of the pump pulses are diffracted by different angles, a telescope setup
is employed for imaging of the tilted pulse fronts into the nonlinear crystal. The
generated terahertz radiation is emitted in a divergent way under an angle of 63 deg
with respect to the incident pump beam. After collimation with an off-axis parabolic
mirror, the pulses enter a part of the setup where they are conditioned for flexible
lightwave-STM experiments.
The pulses contain frequencies ranging from 0.1 THz to 2 THz (Fig. 2.9) and

describe a cosine-like sub-cycle waveform (Fig. 2.7) with an envelope as short as
0.5 cycles of the center frequency (FWHM of the intensity envelope). Directly after
generation, the pulse energy amounts to approximately 400 pJ, allowing for peak field
strengths of approximately 5 kV/cm in a diffraction-limited far-field focus generated
with a numerical aperture of 0.1.
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Figure 2.10 |Non-collinear phase matching. a, When an optical pump pulse
propagates during a lithium niobate crystal along a single optical ray (light red),
terahertz radiation is generated at different positions (e.g. red dots). Due to the
different velocities of propagation, interference of the terahertz Huygens elementary
waves (blue circles) causes terahertz emission under an angle, similar to Cherenkov
radiation. b, When a pump beam with a finite lateral profile exhibits suitably tilted
pulse fronts, the terahertz Huygens elementary waves generated at all positions of the
crystal interfere constructively in a certain emission direction. c, In the present setup,
this pulse front tilt is achieved by diffraction off a blazed grating (Gr). A tailored
telescope geometry (L, lenses) images the different spectral components that are
dispersed by the grating into the lithium niobate crystal (LN). Knife edges (K)
placed in the Fourier plane of the telescope precondition the pump spectrum.

Pulse pair shaping. Subsequently, the pulses are split into pairs separated by
an adjustable delay time, τ , via a Michelson interferometer (Fig. 2.11). Such pairs
can be employed to time-resolve ultrafast dynamics in a stroboscopic fashion, by
so-called pump-probe experiments. In such experiments, an initial pump pulse excites
dynamics, followed by a delayed probe pulse that senses a snapshot of the response.
Varying τ allows the observer to trace the temporal evolution of the object under
study, step by step, directly in the time domain. As shown later, we will use different
configurations of these pulse pairs where the individual amplitude and field direction
of each pulse needs to be chosen freely. For this purpose, we tailor the pulses sepa-
rately through a number of externally controllable components, summarized by the
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Figure 2.11 | Tailoring of pulse pairs. We em-
ploy a Michelson interferometer to split the gener-
ated terahertz pulses into pairs (Si, silicon beam
splitter). Motor-controlled positioning of one end
mirror allows us to tune the delay time τ . The po-
larization and amplitude of both pulses in a pair
is separately controlled (C1, C2) via optomechani-
cal elements. Hence we obtain tailored sequences of
pump and probe electric-field transients, Epump

THz (t)
and Eprobe

THz (t).

placeholders "C1" and "C2" in Fig. 2.11. In detail, to adjust the field strengths at will,
pairs of crossed polarizers are used. The field directions are chosen in a geometry
with flexible beam paths, making use of the phase shift of π that a waveform acquires
upon reflection off one mirror or transmission through a focus.

Electro-optic waveform detection. We monitor the terahertz waveforms via
electro-optic detection90–92. To this end, a broadband white light continuum is gen-
erated in an yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG, Y3Al5O12) crystal (Fig. 2.12). In this
process, a self-focusing filament produces a coherent spectrum that contains wave-
lengths ranging from approximately 600 nm up to the laser fundamental at 1030 nm.
A prism compressor serves to compensate the pulses’ chirp and filter their spectral
components (Fig. 2.12a). In this way, we condition gate pulses that cover wavelengths
from 700 nm to 900 nm and are as short as 10 fs (Fig. 2.12b).
These pulses are much shorter than the oscillatory period of the terahertz tran-

sients, hence they can be used to sample our waveforms electro-optically. To do so,
terahertz and gate pulses are spatially overlapped and focused into a zinc telluride
(ZnTe) crystal. Due to the Pockels effect, the instantaneous terahertz field strength
is imprinted on the polarization state of the gate pulses, which we can read out with
polarization optics and photodiodes. We vary the delay time, tEOS, between terahertz
and gate pulse, and detect the gate polarization for every sub-cycle temporal overlap.
This procedure directly yields the terahertz waveform, E(tEOS), like the one shown
above in Fig. 2.7.
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Figure 2.12 |Gate pulse generation and compression. a, A broadband white-
light continuum is generated in a YAG crystal and conditioned through a prism
compressor (Pr, prisms). b After spectral filtering (K, knife edge in Fourier plane)
and compression, the pulses feature a flat spectrum ranging from 700 nm to 900 nm.
An interferometric autocorrelation of the pulses (inset) exhibits a width of 15 fs
(dashed lines, simulated envelope), indicating a pulse length of around 10 fs.

Setup periphery. All optics and the laser source are mounted onto a portable
high-stability optical table in a geometry as compact as possible. The whole optical
setup is housed and purged with nitrogen gas such that ambient absorption does
not corrupt the generated sub-cycle terahertz waveforms. Several beam branches
are guided across parallel planes on different heights, and optomechanics including
motors and air-pressure control serve to steer and condition the beams remotely. The
optics are placed on the same frame as the entire STM system. Thereby all optical
and terahertz beams can be coupled to the STM in a precise and stable manner, with
lowest possible mechanical noise. All beams enter the STM chamber in a collimated
geometry through a sapphire window, which exhibits almost now dispersion at low
terahertz frequencies.

STM design. The microscope operates under ultra-high vacuum conditions. The
scanhead is mounted to a liquid-helium bath cryostat where it is kept at low temper-
atures down to 7 K at a pressure of ~10−10 mbar. This clean environment allows us
to keep atomically defined surfaces uncontaminated for weeks. Moreover, cooling a
sample down to cryogenic temperature ensures a low mobility of surface adsorbates.
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2.1 Lightwave-controlled scanning tunneling microscopy

In this way individual atoms and molecules can be localized at atomic adsorption
sites, and remain stable and in place to be examined for extended periods of time.
Also, thermal drift is minimized in a low-temperature scanning probe microscope,
such that the tip can be kept at a certain position relative to the sample, defined
with picometer precision, for as long as half an hour approximately. In this way, we
can conduct experiments with atom-scale spatial stability, on samples where every
atom and molecule is well-defined.
In addition to the STM electronics and tools, optical elements for focussing and

alignment of the terahertz beam are mounted on the scanhead. A parabolic mirror
(effective focal length, feff = 75 mm) conditions a far field focus with a diameter of
d = 5.4 mm (1/e-decrease of the electric field). The convergent beam is directed onto
the tip apex via a flat movable mirror mounted onto a piezo motor that we control
externally. In this way, the terahertz radiation is aligned in-situ and directly coupled
to the tunnel junction.

Control logics. All of the setup is computer-controlled such that fully automated
measurements can be performed. The pulse generation is steered via software con-
trol of the laser. Waveforms are tailored by motor-driven optomechanics. The STM
electronics are controlled and read out through a real-time processing unit, which
communicates with a desktop computer. Hence optics and STM are operated and sig-
nals are read out within one central computing unit, allowing complex experimental
logics to be carried out. In particular, measurement algorithms can be implemented
where the protocol adapts autonomously, depending on the acquired data and ex-
perimental circumstances. Ideal measurement parameters can be chosen on the fly,
which allows us to record complete and self-consistent datasets. In particular, we
implement a feedback control that compensates thermal drift of the tip position, such
that we can acquire data at one well-defined position of the sample for arbitrarily
long periods of time, in principle. These aspects have proven vital in particular for
the high-precision statistical experiments presented in chapter 3.

In the remainder of this chapter, terahertz pulses will be used to drive ultrafast
electron tunneling in STM. Individual molecules adsorbed on atomically flat surfaces
serve as an ideal testbed for lightwave tunnel control, as they provide sharp orbital
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resonances with a unique spatial structure at atomic scales. When the terahertz
waveforms are tuned to access such a resonance, they can controllably inject or
eject a single electron into or out of a select orbital of one molecule. This process
allows us to record the first femtosecond snapshot image of an individual molecule.
Moreover, a detailed analysis of the spatial and temporal properties of the tunnel
process itself serves as a benchmark: I will show that via lightwave control, single-
electron tunneling in an STM can be steered with combined 0.6 Å spatial and ~100 fs
temporal accuracy. Most surprisingly, we find that the injection of a single charge
into a molecule does already trigger structural picosecond dynamics. Single-molecule
vibrations are directly observed in the time domain, providing a first impression of
what the nanoworld in motion looks like, observed through a femtosecond atom-scale
camera.
The results discussed in the remainder of this chapter follow the presentation in

reference 20. Parts of these experiments have already been depicted in reference 93,
but are repeated here for completeness.

2.2
Femtosecond snapshots of individual
molecules’ orbitals

The fascination of studying single molecules in STM stems from the intimate con-
nection with chemistry, where the way a molecule "works" derives from its coupled
electronic and structural degrees of freedom1. In particular, the multifaceted orbital
structures of organic molecules – the origin of biological function and a versatile
platform for optoelectronics – prompts curiosity across scientific disciplines.

At the heart of molecular reactions and function, however, lie ultrafast dynamics,
which cannot be resolved by steady-state STM. In this section, I will introduce
lightwave-steered orbital tunneling of a single electron. This novel process allows us to
capture the first femtosecond snapshot of an orbital of one single molecule. Moreover,
it will later serve as our key tool to directly track a single-molecule femtosecond
vibration, for the first time.
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Figure 2.13 | Single-molecule STM tunneling barrier. a, Schematic illustra-
tion of a single pentacene molecule (ball-and-stick model) studied in lightwave STM.
The molecule is adsorbed on a decoupling layer of sodium chloride (NaCl) on a
gold (Au) substrate. When a constant external bias voltage, V DC

bias , is applied between
substrate and tip (front-most atoms shown), a continuous tunneling current, I, can
be driven. Conversely, we intend to steer electron tunneling with ultrafast temporal
definition via terahertz electric-field waveforms (blue), ETHz(t). b, A one-dimensional
scheme of the energetic landscape across the tunnel junction visualizes that the vac-
uum gap between tip (t) and substrate (s) constitutes a potential-energy barrier.
When no bias voltage is applied, electronic states in both tip and substrate are
occupied (gray shaded areas) up to the Fermi energy, εF. Orbital resonances (red
and blue line) of the molecule (m) are localized within the tunneling barrier.

Single-molecule tunneling microscopy. To study single molecules in STM, we
adsorb them on a substrate in such a way that they are electronically decoupled from
the surroundings. When working on a metallic substrate, this decoupling is achieved
by first growing one or a few atomic layers of an insulating material on the surface61.
When we then deposit molecules on top, their orbitals do not strongly hybridize with
the underlying metal. Hence the molecules’ electronic structure remains similar to
that of free species in vacuum.
In the present experiment, we grew monolayer islands of sodium chloride (NaCl)

on a (110) surface of a gold substrate and adsorbed pentacene molecules on top
(Fig. 2.13a). This sample was then inserted into the STM, the electronic circuitry
was applied and the tip was brought in tunnel contact.

To see how orbital resonances of a molecule can be probed via electron tunneling,
it is instructive to visualize the energy landscape across the junction. Figure 2.13b
illustrates the relevant electronic states of tip (t), substrate (s) and molecule (m) in
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2 Ultrafast videography and electronic control of single molecules

a one-dimensional picture. Following a line in z-direction, i. e. parallel to the tip axis,
one finds a continuum of occupied states (gray) below and unoccupied states (blank)
above the Fermi energy, εF, in the metallic tip and substrate. At a temperature of 7 K,
the edge of the Fermi distribution is as sharp as 1 meV. The molecular orbitals are
spatially located within the barrier between tip and substrate. This tunnel barrier
consists of the NaCl layer below the molecule and a vacuum gap above. Its energetic
height is derived from the work functions of tip and sample. In a real experiment,
however, the barrier shape is slightly different due to the image charge effect, among
others94.
When no external bias voltage is applied to the junction, the Fermi energies of

tip and substrate align (Fig. 2.13b). In this equilibrium scenario, orbitals below the
Fermi energy will be occupied and those above the Fermi energy end up unoccupied.
The highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) is drawn as a blue line and the
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) as a red one. Two electrons (black
dots) with opposite spin occupy the HOMO.

Non-resonant cotunneling. If the junction is electrically biased, the energy level
alignment can be modified: An applied voltage, V , manifests as a potential-energy
drop eV between tip and substrate. The potential barrier is tilted and the Fermi
edges of tip and substrate differ by eV . Figure 2.14a shows the potential landscape
when a negative bias voltage smaller than any orbital resonance, Vorbital, is applied to
the substrate. Then an energetic window opens up where one finds occupied states in
the substrate and unoccupied tip states that share a mutual energy. In this so-called
"bias voltage window", electrons can tunnel directly from the substrate into the tip,
a process also denoted "cotunneling".

Resonant sequential orbital tunneling. By contrast, when a particular volt-
age is applied, a different tunnel phenomenon sets in that involves charging of the
molecule61. In the presented picture where external biasing tilts the energy landscape
of the tunnel barrier, the molecular orbitals remain mostly aligned with respect to
the substrate states94. The reason for this is that, due to the geometry and dielectric
properties of the insulating salt layer, only approximately 1/10 of the applied voltage
drops between molecule and substrate.
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Figure 2.14 |Non-resonant versus orbital-resonant tun-
neling through a single molecule. One-dimensional energy
landscape of the tunnel junction as described in Fig. 2.13.
a, When a small tip-substrate voltage V (defined in b) is ap-
plied, the potential landscape is slightly tilted. Then, electrons
(black dots) can only tunnel directly between tip and substrate
(gray arrow). b, Certain voltages, though, induce an energy level
alignment such that a molecular orbital resonance enters the en-
ergetic window where tunneling is allowed. In this case, electrons
can additionally tunnel via two-step sequential tunneling. After
an electron tunnels from the highest occupied molecular orbital
into the tip (right blue arrow), the remaining hole (striped cir-
cle) is filled up by an electron tunneling from the substrate (left
blue arrow). We aim to steer such level alignment transiently, at
terahertz clock rates, by using lightwaves to bias the junction.

When the applied bias is increased such that an orbital resonance enters the bias
voltage window, two-step orbital tunneling sets in (Fig. 2.14b). An electron can
tunnel from the HOMO into the tip, leaving a hole in the orbital occupation behind
(circle with striped texture). This void can be refilled by electron tunneling from the
substrate, yielding a contribution to the overall current through the STM circuitry
that we detect externally. Whenever allowed by the energy level alignment, sequential
tunneling quantitatively dominates over cotunneling as a result of the smaller barrier
widths.

dI/dV conductance spectroscopy. This remarkable quality of sequential tun-
neling being energy-selective via the applied voltage can be visualized in a scanning
tunneling spectroscopy experiment. We position the tip in tunneling distance on top
of a molecule, sweep the applied voltage V and record the resulting tunnel current I.
In this way, the bias voltage window is gradually enlarged, allowing more and more
tip, substrate and – eventually – molecular states to be involved in tunnel processes.
The differential conductance, dI/dV , then indicates, in a simplified view, how many
new tunneling channels contribute to an additional current increment dI when the
bias is increased by dV .
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2 Ultrafast videography and electronic control of single molecules

In the Bardeen model94, the tunneling current

I(V ) ∝
∫ eV

0
ρs(εF − eV + ε)ρt(εF + ε)|M |2dε (2.3)

is determined by the electronic densities of states of the tip, ρt, and the sample,
ρs, within the bias voltage window [0, eV ]. In this shorthand notation, the matrix
elements |M | account for the spatial overlap of each pair of tip and sample states.
Due to their proximity to the tip, the molecular orbitals exhibit significantly larger
matrix elements |M | than all other substrate states. Hence, the current I(V ) is
dominated by sequential tunneling through molecular orbitals. Equation 2.3 shows
that when ρt and |M | are approximately flat, the differential conductance dI/dV
directly reveals the molecular density of states at a given tip coordinate.
Figure 2.15a shows the result of a tunnel spectroscopy experiment where the tip

was positioned above a pentacene molecule. For voltages between −1.5 V and +1.5 V,
the differential conductance is comparatively small and flat. Only weak cotunneling
channels are probed in this bias window. At voltages of −1.9 V and +2.1 V, however,
strong peaks show up in dI/dV . These resonances correspond to the HOMO and
LUMO transport levels (Fig. 2.15b). They indicate a large number of sequential
tunneling events once energetically allowed by the external bias. The resonance
linewidths of 0.6 eV stem from phonon broadening due to coupling of sequential
tunneling channels with a phonon of the NaCl layer.

Lightwave-driven orbital tunneling. The central objective of this chapter is
to steer the dynamic analogue of sequential tunneling, where a lightwave replaces
the steady-state bias (waveform in Fig. 2.13). Light-matter interaction with intense
terahertz fields often drives dynamics that include different competing quantum ef-
fects33,70,73. The results presented below, however, will justify a semi-classical picture
in which the terahertz waveform acts as an ultrafast bias voltage, inducing a transient
modification to the level alignment of the system. Even though this picture cannot
be assumed a priori, to facilitate the discussion, it will be introduced right away and
justified later on through the experimental results.
Our idea is to tune the field strength of the terahertz waveforms such that only

the field crest of the most intense half-cycle accesses an orbital tunnel resonance
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Figure 2.15 | Lightwave-driven femtosecond orbital tunneling. a, Steady-
state tunnel spectroscopy measurement of a single pentacene molecule. Orbital res-
onances show up as peaks in the differential conductance, dI/dV , which indicate
additional sequential tunneling channels on top of the omnipresent, comparatively
weak cotunneling background. b, The resonances adjacent to V = 0 V correspond to
the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (HOMO and LUMO).
The voltage parameter directly accesses the energy scale of molecular states. c, When
terahertz lightwaves are used to transiently bias the junction, their electric-field wave-
form (vertical axis, far field) translates into a voltage pulse across the junction (dashed
line connecting the panels). If the terahertz amplitude is tuned such that only the
peak of the waveform accesses an orbital resonance, the duration of the field crest
may confine electron tunneling to a time window of ~100 fs.

(Fig. 2.15c). In other words, only at the instant where this field crest acts as an
instantaneous resonant bias across the tunnel junction, sequential tunneling is al-
lowed via transient level alignment. We thereby controllably define an extremely
sub-cycle time window during which an electron can be extracted from the HOMO,
for example. The asymmetry of the terahertz waveform should allow us to selectively
drive tunneling out of the HOMO without accessing the LUMO. In this scenario, we
expect the lightwaves to prompt unipolar current bursts with a duration defined by
the width of the waveform crest.

Spectroscopic onset of lightwave-driven tunneling. Our picture is put to the
test in a first experiment where we position the tip above a pentacene molecule, fix the
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2 Ultrafast videography and electronic control of single molecules

Figure 2.16 |Onset of lightwave-
driven pentacene HOMO tunnel-
ing. Lightwave-driven orbital tunnel-
ing (data points) sets in once the inci-
dent terahertz peak field (bottom axis)
exceeds a certain threshold. Currents
of tens of femtoamperes (left axis) de-
scribe an average tunnel rate around 0.1
electrons per pulse (right axis). A sim-
ple model (black line) calibrates the
terahertz-induced peak voltage across
the junction in units of volts (top axis).
Blue shaded area, HOMO resonance
width.
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tip at a constant height and turn off the steady-state bias voltage. Now the tip hovers
over the molecule and we measure zero tunnel current. Then we couple terahertz
pulses to the tunnel junction. If we now detect any average current with the STM
circuitry, it must stem from lightwave-steered electron tunneling. Figure 2.16 shows
the result. When we increase the field strength, we indeed observe a strong onset of
lightwave-driven tunneling at an external peak field of approximately 0.3 kV/cm.

Two quantitative details of these data strike the eye: First, the number of electrons
tunneled per pulse on average is below one. Second, we discover that lightwave-steered
tunneling already sets in at seemingly moderate field strengths. In fact, the physical
relation between the field strength coupled into the microscope and the resulting
voltage transiently applied across the junction lies at the heart of lightwave control
in STM. As indicated above, owing to the large field-enhancement of the tip (≈ 105),
moderate external fields (≈ 105 V/m) can already induce atomic field strengths
(≈ 1010 V/m = 1 V/Å) across the tunnel junction. The data in Fig. 2.16 supports
this approximate picture. Chapter 4 will elaborate on the physical background, and
present a more detailed analysis of the relation between the incident far field and
the near field that it induces.
For now, we will analyze the lightwave-driven current in more detail. In particu-

lar, we want to confirm whether the presented scheme indeed allows us to control
femtosecond tunneling out of an individual orbital. The absolute tunnel currents
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2.2 Femtosecond snapshots of individual molecules’ orbitals

Figure 2.17 |Orbital overlap. Schematic
illustration of the wavefunctions that govern
tunneling in a single-molecule STM junction.
The tip and substrate atoms are drawn as
white spheres and the molecular frame is
shown as a ball-and-stick model in side view.
The density of a molecular orbital, |ψmo(r)|2,
is drawn in red, where red dashed lines in-
dicate several isosurfaces. Density and iso-
surfaces of a spherical wavefunction located
at the tip apex, |ψt(r)|2, are shown in blue,
respectively. The overlap region of both or-
bitals that determines the tunnel integral is
localized in space.

shown in Fig. 2.16 give a first indication. Remarkably, only tunnel currents below
one electron per pulse are observed, which is reasonable if the lightwaves trigger
sequential tunneling as intended: After extraction of one electron out of a molecular
orbital, the energy landscape should change due to Coulomb interaction, which would
prevent subsequent tunneling of a second electron.

Spatial distribution of the tunnel current. The ultimate test of whether this
measured current is really due to lightwave-driven orbital tunneling is the spatial
distribution of the current. As known from steady-state STM, sequential tunneling
can be exploited to record real-space images of the quantum mechanical wavefunc-
tions of individual molecular orbitals61. The reason for this is that a tunnel event
between an orbital and the tip can only occur when the tip is in tunnel distance,
i. e. the wavefunctions of tip, ψt(r), and molecular orbital, ψmo(r), spatially overlap
significantly (Fig. 2.17).
Throughout this thesis, real space is described in a cartesian coordinate system

r = (x, y, z) where the substrate defines the (x, y)-plane (lateral direction). The tip
axis points in z-direction (vertical) perpendicular to this plane.
When the tip is moved laterally across a molecule, the spatial overlap of the

wavefunctions will vary within Å-scale distances. This variation directly derives from
the spatial shape of the orbitals, and is encoded in the tunneling probability. The
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2 Ultrafast videography and electronic control of single molecules

commonly used Bardeen model94 describes that the tunnel current I at tip position
r0 is proportional to the overlap integral squared

I(r0) ∝ |M |2 =
∣∣∣∣∫ drψt(r− r0)ψmo(r)

∣∣∣∣2 ≈ |ψmo(r0)|2 . (2.4)

When the tip wavefunction is very sharp, ideally a point in space, or approximately
a spherical s-like wave as discussed in the Tersoff-Hamann theory94, this integral
directly maps the molecular orbital density |ψmo|2. In other words, the tunnel current
follows the matrix element between tip and orbital states, and this matrix element
approximates the electron density of the molecular orbital. Hence we can directly
sense molecular orbitals in real space by scanning the tip across the molecule while
recording the tunnel rate as a function of lateral position.
Figure 2.18a shows a steady-state STM image of a pentacene molecule recorded

with a bias voltage close to the HOMO resonance, Vbias = −1.7 V. Ten lobes of
electron density are clearly visible, structured by one nodal plane along the long axis
of the molecule. A comparison with simulated electron distributions of HOMO and
LUMO (Fig. 2.15b) supports that this tunnel process indeed selectively images the
HOMO density.

This orbital image is in fact a topographic map. It has been acquired in a constant-
current measurement procedure. To be able to clearly interpret these and future STM
images, I will now briefly introduce two different technical measurement protocols
in STM, namely constant-current and constant-height data acquisition.

Constant-height and constant-current measurements. Imaging in STM is
often performed with the tip scanned across a certain (x, y)-plane at a fixed tip
height z = z0. In such constant-height measurements, one can measure a certain
property, f(x, y, z0), like the tunnel current, I(x, y, z0), or spectroscopic data, across
pre-defined coordinates. In other circumstances, however, it can be more practical to
vary the tip coordinates dynamically during imaging. For example, it may be useful
to scan across a lateral window of (x, y) coordinates while keeping a different aspect
than the tip height constant. To this end, the STM electronics are equipped with
a real-time processor that can implement feedback loops. During acquisition of the
steady-state map of the HOMO density (Fig. 2.18a), for instance, the tunnel current
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Figure 2.18 | First femtosecond snapshot of a molecular orbital of one
single pentacene molecule. a, Steady-state, constant-current STM image of the
HOMO density, recorded at VDC = −1.7 V and I = 0.83 pA. Linear grayscale range
of 2.3 Å. The ten tip-sided lobes of the wavefunction are structured in a clearly
visible two-by-five pattern. b, Non-resonant topographic imaging of an identical
molecule at VDC = 6 mV and I = 2.2 pA. The Au(110) missing-row reconstruction
beneath the NaCl film gives rise to an overall stripe pattern that affects the low-
voltage appearance of pentacene, which is otherwise featureless. Linear grayscale
range of 2.0 Å. c, Lightwave STM image recorded simultaneously with b, where the
terahertz peak voltage was set as −2.05 V to access the HOMO resonance. While
the applied DC voltage generated a non-resonant cotunneling current from the tip
to the substrate, terahertz pulses simultaneously steered electron tunneling in the
other direction, ejecting electrons out of the HOMO into the tip. In contrast to b,
the spatial distribution of the lightwave-driven current shows sharp sub-molecular
features. The two-by-five shape of the orbital density can be clearly seen, confirming
that the lightwaves drive sequential HOMO tunneling and thereby resolve this first
femtosecond orbital snapshot. The asymmetry of the snapshot image stems from the
topography that the tip followed (b), which is confirmed by a simulation based on
Tersoff-Hamann theory (d). All scale bars gauge a length of 2 Å. In all panels, spots
where no data has been acquired are drawn in black.
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was kept constant across the entire image. In this constant-current measurement, the
tip was scanned across the molecule in the (x, y)-direction while the tip height z was
constantly adjusted to maintain a tunnel current of I = I0 = −0.83 pA. As a result,
we obtain a topographic map, z(x, y, I0), that can be interpreted as an isosurface of
the orbital density94.
When we turn the bias voltage down such that no orbital resonance can be

accessed, only a non-resonant cotunneling current remains. Then we acquire a very
different image (Fig. 2.18b). At Vbias = +6 mV the topography of the molecule does
not resemble the HOMO or LUMO density anymore. Apart from a stripe pattern
induced by the underlying Au(110) missing-row reconstruction, the molecule appears
featureless. This typical in-gap topography of a molecule can be interpreted as a local
aggregation of charges. They act like a dielectric that locally modifies the tunnel
barrier for direct cotunneling between tip and substrate.

Detection of lightwave-driven tunneling. In the following, we aim to compare
the behavior of steady-state and ultrafast tunneling in a single measurement. To this
end, we implement a differential detection strategy that allows us to track lightwave-
induced tunneling, separate from any background like steady-state tunneling. We
periodically turn the terahertz pulse train on and off via a mechanical chopper
that blocks and unblocks the terahertz beam at a frequency ωchop. If the terahertz
pulses steer any electron tunneling events, these electrons will add up to an additional
component to the tunnel current, periodically modulated at ωchop. When the chopping
frequency is lower than the bandwidth of the STM electronics, this component can
be detected through the STM current amplifier. We demodulate the tunnel current
at ωchop to isolate the lightwave-driven component from the entire tunnel current.

First femtosecond orbital snapshot of a single molecule. In fact, this proce-
dure was carried out when measuring the in-gap topography of the molecule shown
in Fig. 2.18b. While the steady-state measurement was performed, terahertz pulses
tuned to the HOMO resonance were coupled into the STM simultaneously. The
lightwave-induced tunnel current was detected separately. A spatial map of the ac-
quired lightwave-induced tunnel rate is shown in Fig. 2.18c.

The lightwave STM image (Fig. 2.18c) differs dramatically from the in-gap topog-
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raphy (Fig. 2.18b). Ten lobes are clearly visible in the spatial distribution of the
lightwave-driven current, strikingly similar to the HOMO density. Contrast and spa-
tial definition of the lobes are even sharper than in the steady-state map (Fig. 2.18a).
This unique spatial pattern proves that the terahertz waveforms indeed drove se-
quential HOMO tunneling.

As will be detailed below, every single tunnel event contributing to this map was
confined to a femtosecond time window by the field crest of a terahertz waveform.
For CEP-stable terahertz pulses, this time window is locked to a fixed point within
the pulse envelope, identical at every pixel. In this way, we recorded a snapshot image
of the orbital in a stroboscopic way, pixel by pixel.

This lightwave STM map presents the first femtosecond snapshot of a select orbital
of one molecule, directly recorded in real space. Here the molecule has been captured
in equilibrium. Experiments presented later, though, will capture molecules that
undergo ultrafast motion.
Some details of the snapshot appear to deviate from the HOMO density, for

example the prominent dark region in the center of the map. The reason for this
is the particular topography that the tip followed during the scan (Fig. 2.18b).
In this measurement, the tip height was increased in the center of the molecule,
which reduced the orbital tunneling rate and caused the central dark region of the
snapshot. This can be seen in a simulation of the lightwave-driven tunnel current
that explicitly takes the tip topography into account. We evaluate the tunnel integral
in equation (2.4) for tip positions r0 along the actual topography that was traced
by the tip in the experiment (Fig. 2.18b). The orbital wavefunction ψmo is obtained
from a density functional theory calculation. For the tip wavefunction ψt we assume
a spherical s-wave as suggested by Tersoff and Hamann94.
The resulting simulation of the lightwave-driven current is shown in Fig. 2.18d.

It reproduces the salient features of the acquired snapshot very well, including the
asymmetry of the map which stems from a slight shift of the in-gap topography,
probably due to an asymmetric tip shape.
The best agreement between the experimental and simulated images is found for

a tip s-wave with a decay length of 0.5 Å, which is consistent with an examination
of the spatial resolution presented in the following paragraph.
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Figure 2.19 | Spatial resolution of lightwave STM. a, Constant-height, zero-
bias lightwave STM snapshot of three central lobes of the pentacene HOMO. The
image has a pixel size of 0.25 Å×0.25 Å and contains edges where the signal increases
from the background level to a maximum within 0.75 Å. b, A line scan (white arrow
in a) illustrates that the signal rises from 10% to 90% over a range of approximately
0.6 Å at the steepest edge, which provides an upper bound for the spatial resolution.

Spatial resolution of lightwave STM. Ultrafast imaging can also be performed
in constant-height mode, with the STM feedback loop and even the bias voltage
completely turned off. In this way, the only tunnel current between tip and sample
is the lightwave-driven component. Moreover, recording an image at constant height
avoids any artifacts from the in-gap topography.

Figure 2.19a shows a zoomed-in snapshot image of the pentacene HOMO pattern
obtained in this way. Three of the central lobes of the orbital wavefunction are
imaged in more detail here. To obtain this image, terahertz pulses applied the only
voltage to the junction. We directly measured the lightwave-driven tunnel current
calibrated in electrons rectified per terahertz pulse on average. Tunnel rates with
absolute values up to 0.58 electrons per pulse were detected, in agreement with the
conjecture that every lightwave induces tunneling of one electron at most.

This snapshot exhibits precise sub-orbital features. In some regions, the lightwave-
driven current is sharply defined by individual pixels (0.25 Å× 0.25 Å pixel size). We
examine a horizontal line scan across one of the lobes in more detail. Figure 2.19b
shows the lightwave-driven current measured pixel by pixel. On the right hand side
of the lobe, the tunnel probability rises from the baseline value to the local peak
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2.2 Femtosecond snapshots of individual molecules’ orbitals

within a sub-Å distance. A 10% to 90% increase of the signal is observed across a
spatial separation of only 0.6 Å.

This impressive spatial definition is indeed sharper than what is obtained in usual
steady-state STM imaging with metallic tips. The tunnel integral picture presented
above can explain this finding. In lightwave STM imaging where terahertz pulses
apply the only bias voltage, the repetition rate of the laser limits the tunnel cur-
rent. Consequently the tip can be approached more closely to the sample than in
steady-state STM where strong tunnel currents at small tip heights cause mechani-
cal instability. For lightwave-STM imaging, however, comparatively small tip-sample
distances are actually required such that the tunnel barrier is narrow enough for
electrons to tunnel within a sub-cycle time window. In addition, the tip and sample
wavefunctions then produce a laterally sharper overlap, resulting in a better spatial
definition of the tunnel current.
We note that, according to the tunnel integral (2.4), this spatial definition is

generally limited by the sample wavefunction. Hence, the observed feature of 0.6 Å
presents an upper bound for the spatial resolution of lightwave-STM imaging. Other
samples with sharper electronic features might be observed with even higher spatial
accuracy.

Temporal resolution of lightwave STM. The temporal confinement of the
tunnel process can be extracted from an autocorrelation measurement on a pentacene
molecule. To this end, we generate pairs of identical copies of the terahertz waveform,
separated by a variable delay time, τ (Fig. 2.20a, inset). We tune the field strength
of the individual pulses to approximately half of that needed to access the HOMO.
As a result, when they are temporally separated, neither of the pulses can drive
any orbital-resonant tunneling. If the delay time is chosen such that the waveforms
overlap around τ = 0 fs, however, constructive interference induces fields that are
strong enough to facilitate HOMO tunneling. Indeed we detect lightwave-driven
tunneling for delay times close to τ = 0 fs (data points in Fig. 2.20a). When one of
the pulses is delayed by more than ±250 fs, however, the waveforms drive almost no
measurable current.
The profile of this autocorrelation curve contains information about the tempo-

ral definition of lightwave-induced tunnel control. To extract this information, we
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Figure 2.20 | Temporal resolution of lightwave STM. a, Autocorrelation mea-
surement of HOMO tunneling induced by pairs of identical terahertz pulses. Whereas
each individual pulse is set too weak to drive sequential tunneling (far-field amplitude
0.12 kV/cm), constructive interference at a delay time close to τ = 0 fs (red arrow)
should provide access to the HOMO resonance, VHOMO (inset). The measurement
indeed demonstrates that tunneling occurs only within an interference time window
around τ = 0 fs (red data points). A simulation of the sub-cycle tunnel rate provides
fit curves to the autocorrelation (red lines). Best agreement is found when we assume
a combined peak voltage of −2.22 V upon constructive interference of both pulses
at τ = 0 fs. b, Simulated instantaneous tunnel rates for single HOMO-resonant THz
pulses (inset) that exhibit the peak voltages indicated in a. For small voltages, the
main burst of tunnel current becomes as short as approximately 100 fs (T , arrows,
FWHM).

simulate the sub-cycle tunnel confinement and fit our model to the measured auto-
correlation curve.
In this model calculation, for simplicity we assume that the lightwave-induced

voltage waveform across the tunnel junction, VTHz(t), is similar to the far-field wave-
form coupled into the STM. As mentioned before, this issue will be addressed in
detail in chapter 4. In the present context, we approximate the near-field transient
by the waveform, EEOS(t), detected electro-optically in the far field (Fig. 2.15c). The
only fit parameter in our model is a proportionality scaling factor, calibrating the
field waveform in terms of the voltage VTHz(t) that it transiently applies between
tip and molecule. For every delay time τ , we calculate the temporal interference
pattern of both voltage waveforms, V τ

THz(t), emulating the incident waveforms in
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2.2 Femtosecond snapshots of individual molecules’ orbitals

the autocorrelation experiment. Now we aim to simulate the instantaneous tunnel
current that these interference patterns induce.

To this end, we measure the steady-state tunnel rate as a function of the applied
bias voltage, I(Vbias). When we assume that this relation also holds true for transient
voltages varied at terahertz rates, we can calculate the instantaneous tunneling
current driven by the interfering pairs of waveforms

Iτ (t) = I(V τ
THz(t)). (2.5)

The integral of this current burst corresponds to the net charge that we expect a
pair of waveforms, separated by a delay time τ , to tunnel on average. This is exactly
what we measure in the autocorrelation experiment. Solid lines in Fig. 2.20a show
this integrated current that we calculate.
We now vary our only fit parameter, which effectively scales the terahertz field

strength. The three lines in Fig. 2.20a depict the results for different peak fields.
Smaller fields yield a narrower autocorrelation curve, whereas larger peak fields lead
to a split autocorrelation crest and emerging side peaks from neighboring waveform
cycles. The simulation with a combined peak voltage of −2.22 V upon constructive
interference at τ = 0 fs agrees best with the measured autocorrelation curve.

Having gaugedb the peak field in our simulation, we can examine the instantaneous
current burst driven by a single pulse, which describes for example the recording of
an orbital snapshot. When a single terahertz waveform is tuned such that its peak
field accesses the HOMO resonance, we expect ultrafast current bursts as shown in
Fig. 2.20b. These curves visualize the ultrafast opening and closing of sequential
tunneling channels, allowing us to assess the temporal resolution of lightwave-driven
tunneling.

Three current pulses are shown for the same peak voltages as indicated in panel a.
Whereas so far, we labeled the maximum peak voltage of the interference waveform,
here, the single-pulse peak is described. In this calculation, for simplicity, we do
not consider resonance shifts upon charging. What we observe is that strong pulses
induce a main current burst out of the HOMO (I < 0), followed by a short window

bThis calibration procedure also allowed us to specify the lightwave-induced peak field in Fig. 2.16
in units of volts.
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2 Ultrafast videography and electronic control of single molecules

of LUMO tunneling in the opposite direction (I > 0). Weaker pulses that only just
access the HOMO resonance, however, drive solely uni-directional electron tunneling
from the HOMO. In addition, the time window of this current burst becomes smaller
the more scarcely the waveform accesses the nonlinear HOMO tunnel resonance.

For all shown peak voltages, the full width at half maximum of this time window
is just above 100 fs. The corresponding 10% to 90% rise times of the average rectified
charge are even shorter. In subsequent experiments, the fields steering lightwave-
driven tunneling are chosen as low as possible for an optimal temporal resolution.
The field strength that was applied to record the HOMO snapshot in Fig. 2.18c, for
instance, confined tunneling to a time window of only 115 fs.

Integrating any of these current waveforms yields the average number of electrons
that are tunneled by one terahertz pulse. We did so for a range of assumed tera-
hertz peak voltages, and thereby obtained a simulation of the onset curve shown in
Fig. 2.16 (black line), which agrees well with the data.

Altogether, these results suggest that the initially presented semi-classical pic-
ture of ultrafast lightwave-driven sequential tunneling is valid. Transient, waveform-
controlled energy level alignment can indeed steer tunneling of a single electron with
a combined spatial precision better than 0.6 Å and temporal accuracy on the order
of 100 fs. Moreover, this process is state-selective, opening the door to ultrafast atom-
scale microscopy and spectroscopy of the electronic structure of atoms, molecules,
surfaces, photocatalysts, biomachines, nanocircuitry, and many more.

2.3
Single-electron injection triggers ultrafast
structural dynamics

Ultrafast electron tunneling might not only serve to probe nanosystems, but could
already trigger atomic-scale dynamics indirectly, via local electronic excitation. This
section will demonstrate that, indeed, single-electron tunneling through a molecular
orbital entails a prominent structural vibration of the molecule. We will directly
trace the molecular motion subsequent to a charging event in the time domain and
compare the oscillatory behavior of different species.
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Figure 2.21 | Charge-triggered femtosecond dynamics of a single molecule.
a, In a pump-probe experiment, dynamics of a single pentacene molecule are excited
and time-resolved by single-electron tunneling. Pairs of lightwaves are generated
where both transients are tuned in resonance with the HOMO voltage, VHOMO. The
first pulse (pump) removes an electron from the HOMO and thereby excites a vertical
vibration of the molecular frame. The second pulse (probe) detects the instantaneous
height of the oscillating molecule encoded in the transient tunnel rate. b, The relative
change of the probe-induced tunnel current, ∆ITHz,2(τ)/ITHz,2, exhibits a coherent
oscillation as a function of the pump-probe delay time, τ (sinusoidal fit shown as black
curve). The corresponding Fourier spectrum (c) reveals a sharp peak at a frequency
of 0.5 THz. Electron injection by the pump pulse is confined to a time window of
130 fs, which allows detection of the 0.5 THz molecular vibration with a well-defined
phase. d, Constant-current DC-STM image of the NaCl/Au(110) substrate used in
this measurement. The missing-row Au(110) reconstruction beneath the monolayer
NaCl film appears as a stripe pattern. Linear grayscale range of 2.0 Å.
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2 Ultrafast videography and electronic control of single molecules

Ultrafast pump-probe scheme: charge stimulus. To this end, we set up a
pump-probe experiment where we employ pairs of terahertz pulses, both of which
access the HOMO resonance of a pentacene molecule (Fig. 2.21a). If electron ex-
traction driven by the first pulse (pump) excites any dynamics of the molecule, the
second pulse (probe) will encounter the molecule "in motion". Varying the delay time
between both pulses should allow the second pulse to stroboscopically probe different
phases of the dynamics, directly in the time domain. Such an excitation could in
principle entail translational motion, internal vibrations and electron dynamics. If
they affect the tunneling probability, these dynamics should be encoded in the tunnel
events that the probe pulses drive.

We recordc the probe-induced component of the current, ITHz,2, and vary the delay
time τ between both pulses. Figure 2.21b shows the stroboscopic change of this
current, ∆ITHz,2(τ) = ITHz,2(τ) − ITHz,2, normalized to the running mean of the
signal, ITHz,2.

The time-resolved probe current indeed shows a marked oscillation at a frequency of
0.5 THz, confirmed by a sharp peak in the corresponding spectrum (Fig. 2.21c). Eight
periods of this clear harmonic signal can be observed in the time window between
2.5 ps and 18 ps after pump excitation. Throughout this range, the modulation of
the probe current amounts to approximately ±10% without any appreciable decay.

Single-molecule structural vibration. We interpret this behavior as a single-
molecule manifestation of the Franck-Condon principle. The adsorption geometry
of the molecule is determined by its van der Waals interaction with the substrate.
Charging the molecule with a pump pulse abruptly changes Coulomb and van der
Waals forces, and thereby modifies the potential landscape. We expect this impulse to
trigger a predominantly vertical vibration of the molecule due to Coulomb interaction
with image charges95.

As a consequence of the high tunneling rate through the underlying NaCl mono-
layer, the molecule is neutralized96 again within roughly 100 fs and ends up in a
vertical oscillatory mode about the neutral equilibrium height. When we apply a sub-

cTo record the tunnel current driven solely by the probe pulses, they are modulated separately by a
mechanical chopper, and the overall tunnel current is demodulated at this respective modulation
frequency.
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2.3 Single-electron injection triggers ultrafast structural dynamics

sequent probe pulse while the molecule is in motion, its transient position determines
the tunnel barriers between tip, molecule and substrate.
We have observed similar pump-probe signals with identical phase across the

entire molecule, reproducible for different molecules. So the dynamics resolved here
appear uniform and do not exhibit any in-plane variation. This observation strongly
supports the conjecture that the tunnel-induced motion is a vertical vibration. Hence,
the tunnel current driven by the probe pulses ITHz,2 directly samples the molecule’s
vertical position as a function of delay time τ .

While such a comparatively simple mode appears ideally suited for an initial study,
also much more complex patterns of motion can be driven in other molecular systems.
Later in chapter 3, for example, we will steer rotational and even unidirectional
dynamics that involve internal degrees of freedom of a single molecule.

Average values of statistical events. To interpret this and subsequent experi-
ments, it is essential to conceive the statistical nature of tunnel processes. As demon-
strated above, our scheme of lightwave control steers tunnel events with a probability
below one electron per pulse on average. This is not a technical limitation, but rather
illustrates the intrinsic quantum-probabilistic nature of single-electron femtosecond
tunneling, which lightwave STM has just provided access to for the first time.
The picture of the pump-probe scenario drawn above describes precisely those

cases where, by quantum chance, both the pump and the probe pulse successfully
tunnel an electron out of the HOMO. When the experiment is repeated many times,
these instances make up only a fraction of all pulse pairs. In some cases, only one
of the pulses, or neither of them, may induce electron tunneling. At an approximate
tunnel probability of 50%, for example, only one fourth of all pulse pairs would both
excite and probe molecular motion.
Altogether, we observe a clear average time-dependent signature in the probe-

induced current, which stems from exactly these instances. Here in our first study
on molecular dynamics, we describe such average quantities to begin with. For
experiments discussed later, however, it will become vital to precisely distinguish
different scenarios of quantum processes that can occur statistically. To this end, in
chapter 3 I will introduce a novel detection strategy that analyzes individual events
with single-shot accuracy.
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2 Ultrafast videography and electronic control of single molecules

Oscillatory amplitude. Assuming that the ±10% modulation of the average
probe current stems from a modification of the barrier width as a result of the
molecule’s motion, the average oscillation amplitude can be roughly estimated. Often
tunnel rates in STM decay exponentially by approximately one order of magnitude per
1 Å distance increase. This is evident from many experiments and can be calculated
in a WKB picture where typical metal work functions97 yield barrier heights of
approximately 5 eV. If a similar decay rate describes sequential tunneling driven by
the probe pulses, we obtain an average oscillatory amplitude of the molecule of 4 pm.
This is on the order of the quantum of excitation of such a single-molecule harmonic
oscillator. We expect that future experiments might capture ultrafast nanodynamics
purely governed by quantized states directly in space and time.

Influence of molecule-substrate interaction. The vibrational pattern we ob-
serve here, including its amplitude and frequency, is characteristic of the molecule-
substrate interaction. The corresponding energy landscape should depend critically
on the structure of the molecule and the underlying surface. To demonstrate this,
first, we modify the substrate surface and analyze how the vibrational mode changes.
The substrate used in these experiments is a Au(110) surface covered with a

monolayer of NaCl. When a gold crystal is cut in (110) direction, its surface typically
reconstructs such that every other row of atoms of the surface layer is left out98.
In the experiments demonstrated so far, this so-called "missing-row" reconstruction
was present underneath the NaCl monolayer islands. Steady-state images of the bare
NaCl surface show this unique pattern (Fig. 2.21d). The residual half of atomic rows
of the surface layer appears as prominent stripes with a distance of 8.2 Å.

Growing NaCl layers at a higher temperature allows us to remove the reconstruc-
tion. A substrate prepared in this way possesses a different surface structure, as
shown in Fig. 2.22a. The absence of the missing-row reconstruction is evident from
the fact that the stripe pattern that we see in Fig. 2.21d is missing in Fig. 2.22a.
Here, instead, the surface features a Moiré pattern emerging from the different lattice
constants of the NaCl layer and the Au crystal.
When we repeat the above pump-probe experiment with this new substrate, we

find that pentacene molecules adsorbed on this surface indeed vibrate at a different
frequency: The time-resolved probe current reveals a softer mode (Fig. 2.22b), oscil-
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Figure 2.22 | Influence of substrate surface and molecular species on ul-
trafast single-molecule dynamics. a, Constant-current DC-STM image of the
highest occupied molecular orbitals of a pentacene molecule (top left) and a copper
phthalocyanine molecule (bottom right), which are adsorbed next to one another on
a NaCl monolayer island (VDC = −1.75 V, I = 0.83 pA, grayscale range = 3.0 Å). On
this surface, the missing-row reconstruction had been removed. b, Time-resolving
the ultrafast dynamics of this pentacene molecule in a similar experiment as shown
in Fig. 2.21, we observe a coherent oscillation, but at a different frequency of 0.3 THz
(tip position indicated by a dark green circle in a, spectrum shown in c). d, A pump-
probe measurement recorded over the copper phthalocyanine molecule with identical
experimental conditions exhibits a coherent modulation at a frequency of 0.5 THz
(tip position indicated by an olive green circle in a, spectrum shown in e). Tracing
each sinusoidal fit (black curves) back to τ = 0 fs reveals a consistent absolute phase
with a temporal offset of less than 130 fs (vertical blue belt). The sinusoidal fit to
the oscillation in Fig. 2.21b yields the same phase.

lating at a frequency of 0.3 THz (Fig. 2.22c). Because this surface is less corrugated
than the missing-row reconstruction, one may consider it more inert from a geomet-
rical point of view. The molecule-substrate interaction should be weaker in this case,
which agrees with the observed softer mode.

Moreover, when we probe another molecular species, we observe different interac-
tion energetics as well: Copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) molecules adsorbed on the
very same substrate without reconstruction vibrate at a predominant frequency of
0.5 THz (Fig. 2.22d,e), which is higher than that of pentacene. This is consistent
with the slightly polar character of the bonds inside CuPc that should cause CuPc
to interact more strongly with the ionic NaCl layer, and thereby stiffen the binding
to the substrate.
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2 Ultrafast videography and electronic control of single molecules

In different experiments, similar frequencies of vertical molecular vibrations around
1.5− 2 THz have been reported for hydrocarbons adsorbed on Cu(110)99 as well as
Ru(0001)100. One can expect that introducing an insulating film between molecule
and metal support substantially weakens the adsorption interaction. Hence the oscil-
latory frequencies of 0.3− 0.5 THz that we observe lie precisely in the range where
they are expected.

Most importantly, our dataset rules out a number of potential artifactual origins of
the pump-probe signal. In principle, if there were trailing oscillations of the near-field
waveform, this might also cause pump-probe signals via interference. Plasmonic and
antenna resonances of the tip or the entire junction could induce such oscillatory
signals through standing waves. Also other surface modes could be coherently excited
and influence the tunnel rate as a function of τ . However, we observe different
oscillation frequencies on two different molecules adsorbed only a few Å apart with
otherwise identical experimental conditions, which rules out any of these artifacts.
Moreover, we found that a slight modification of the substrate surface alone can
drastically influence the oscillation frequency that we observe. This corroborates our
picture that the molecule vibrates in its van der Waals adsorption potential.

Delay times earlier than 2 ps have not been accessed to avoid interference between
pump and probe waveforms. Tracing the harmonic patterns back to the trigger event
at τ = 0 ps, however, shows that the oscillatory phase is the same in all observed
vibration patterns, regardless of their frequency (Fig. 2.21b, 2.22b, 2.22d). The signal
follows a sine function with zero phase, consistent with an impulsive excitation in
the 130-fs-long time window of the pump charge stimulus. We note that this phase
is well-defined only because the pump-induced tunnel trigger is confined to a time
window much shorter than the oscillatory period of 2 ps. Also we find that, in contrast
to frequency-based spectroscopy, our coherent pump-probe-scheme reveals surface
modes that are usually obscured by incoherent broadening.

◦

These experiments demonstrate that tip-confined terahertz waveforms allow us to
trigger single-electron tunneling through a select orbital of one individual molecule.
With a combined 0.6 Å and ~100 fs spatio-temporal precision, this novel energy-
selective process allows us to record femtosecond snapshot images of a single-molecule
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2.3 Single-electron injection triggers ultrafast structural dynamics

orbital. Also, electron injection indirectly triggers a dominantly vertical picometer
vibration of the molecular frame, which we directly resolve in pump-probe experi-
ments. Varying the surface of the substrate and the molecular species, we find that
the observed dynamics encode the molecule-substrate interaction.

We expect that these experiments pave the way for a broad range of future studies
that capture electronic and structural dynamics of a variety of excitations in ultrafast
atom-scale movies.
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Femtosecond atomic forces
choreograph reactions of a

molecular switch 3
Atomic forces have shaped matter atom by atom51,62,101,102. Novel artificial structures
have been assembled50,63 and (bio)chemical processes can be influenced via atomic
forces103–105. Exploiting local, ultrafast dynamics40,106–109, however, could introduce
a new era in nanotechnology where we coherently control matter at the single-atom
level. Femtosecond atomic forces could directly arrange matter in exotic and "hidden"
states, push quantum information processing to ultimately small scales or tailor
chemical reactions of single molecules at will. So far, an ultrafast and at the same
time atomically localized force stimulus has remained a theoretical concept, however.

In this chapter, I will show that the tip-confined near field of a terahertz waveform
can act as an atomic-scale femtosecond force on key atoms of a molecular switch.
This local manipulation prepares a select rotation of the molecule, which strongly
influences its reactivity during the controlled motion. To visualize the impact of the
force on the molecule’s switching behavior, we develop a novel single-shot detection
scheme appropriate for the statistical nature of atom-scale (quantum) dynamics. In
this way, we directly monitor every reaction event of the switch and resolve the entire
statistics of different reaction paths (section 3.1). We find that the force-controlled
dynamics of the molecule transiently modify its reaction rates by up to 39% on
the femtosecond scale (section 3.2). An ultrafast movie of the switching statistics
confirms the atomic definition of the ultrafast force stimulus (section 3.3).
This chapter follows the presentation in reference 21.
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3 Femtosecond atomic forces choreograph reactions of a molecular switch

Demand for a novel control stimulus. To illustrate why local femtosecond
forces can be expected to be an ideal stimulus for immediate structural control at
the atomic scale, it is instructive to detail how, in contrast, electronic excitation
triggers structural motion indirectly. The experiments discussed so far show that
lightwave-driven femtosecond tunneling allows us to induce and track a vertical single-
molecule vibration. But as a matter of fact, electron tunneling entails this motion
rather as an inevitable effect than in a precisely controlled way. This electronic
stimulus cannot selectively address a particular degree of freedom, or even steer
motion coherently and in a particular direction on purpose.
At the nanoscale, dynamics of several degrees of freedom that occur on different

time scales are often intertwined. This holds true for single molecules which may
undergo structural reactions in response to photoexcitation or ionization110–112. Sim-
ilarly, the experiments presented above demonstrate how electronic excitation of a
single adsorbed molecule can induce structural wavepacket motion. And also in solids
– in particular in strongly correlated materials113,114 as well as nanostructures115 – the
charge, spin and lattice degrees of freedom can be massively interdependent, giving
rise to phase transitions and rich electromagnetic features. In strongly correlated
solids, for example, (meta)stable configurations with intriguing properties may exist
in regions of phase space that are not accessible thermodynamically. Transitions to
such a "hidden phase" can sometimes be induced indirectly, for example as a collateral
effect after drastic photoexcitation116–118. Similarly, in the experiments presented
above, electronic excitation of a single molecule entailed a structural vibration, but
without providing explicit control over the induced motion pattern.

In all these settings, one can indeed impulsively drive a nanosystem out of equi-
librium. But as the available indirect stimuli are generally rather unspecific, it is
not possible to steer any degree of freedom at will and independently, restricting
our access to a very limited range of all possible configurations in phase space. To
manipulate the state of matter ad lib., one would need an ultrafast atomic-scale
stimulus that allows one to steer select degrees of freedom and coherently compose
motion through phase space.

Specifically in chemistry, a major dream has been to choreograph a reaction of an
individual molecule by steering key atoms in slow motion. However, such a degree of
control has been completely out of reach so far for the lack of a selective, local and
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Figure 3.1 |Ground states of a single-
molecule bistable switch. Steady-state images
of the two ground states |l〉 (a) and |r〉 (b) of
a MgPc molecular switch. Constant height mea-
surements, Vbias = 6 mV, image size= 20 Å×20 Å,
grayscale range = 0 − 2 pA. Lattice axes of the
underlying NaCl substrate align with the frames.

ultrafast stimulus. The present chapter will introduce femtosecond atomic forces to
tackle precisely this challenge.

Molecular reactions govern (bio)chemical function. When molecules react
chemically111,112, change their conformation41,110 or desorb catalytically119, they
switch between two stable states that are separated by an energy barrier. The
question how external stimuli influence such transitions lies at the heart of biological
function110 and photochemistry120. As an example from this class of dynamics, we
pick a single-molecule switch to explore molecular reactions.

Bistable molecule as prototype switch. We choose a molecular switch that has
already been characterized through time-integrated experiments121,122. The switch
consists of a bistable magnesium phthalocyanine (MgPc) molecule adsorbed on a
NaCl surface. In STM, we implement the support surface using a copper (111) crystal
as a substrate and growing multilayer islands of NaCl on top to host the switch. When
we record steady-state STM images, we find that one and the same molecule can
appear different in subsequent measurements. Figure 3.1 shows maps of non-resonant
tunnel current at constant tip height. Scanning across the molecule yields a cross-
shaped in-gap pattern that is slightly rotated with respect to the NaCl lattice axes
(Fig. 3.1a). The very same molecule can also appear different in a second, identical
measurement (Fig. 3.1b). Here the cross shape is rotated reversely with respect to
the underlying substrate.

These are images of the two equivalent ground state configurations of the switch. As
will be described in the following, a delicate balance of local atom-scale interactions
between molecule and sample gives rise to a multifaceted potential landscape121,122.
When the molecule is adsorbed centered on a chlorine site of the NaCl lattice, it can
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3 Femtosecond atomic forces choreograph reactions of a molecular switch

Figure 3.2 | Structural motion steered by femtosecond atomic forces. a, Ad-
sorption geometry of MgPc (stick model) on a NaCl layer (spherical ions). In ground
state |l〉, the molecular axes are rotated by an azimuthal angle φ ≈ +10 deg with
respect to the underlying NaCl lattice. State |r〉 is mirror-symmetric. b, The adsorp-
tion energy as a function of azimuthal angle describes a double-well potential, U(φ),
with two degenerate minima (|l〉 and |r〉 at φ ≈ ±10 deg), separated by a barrier.
Femtosecond atomic forces, F(t), might allow us to dynamically navigate on this
potential energy surface. c, To steer a select degree of freedom of the switch, ultrafast
atomic forces (red arrow) confined to the tip apex (blue spheres) act on a key atom
(red stick) of the molecule.

align in either of two symmetric ground state geometries. Figure 3.2a schematically
illustrates one of the two states. The ions of the top-most NaCl layer are shown as
spheres across a plane, and the molecule is depicted in a stick model of covalent bonds.
The geometry of the molecule has been calculated based on density functional theory.
Details about all calculations presented in this chapter are provided in reference 21.

Ground state geometry. What strikes the eye about this ground-state config-
uration is the fact that the molecule does not align with its four isoindole units
along the NaCl lattice directions. In contrast, the molecule breaks the symmetry:
It appears slightly rotated by an azimuthal angle, φ, of approximately +10 deg. We
denote this adsorption state |l〉 and call the mirror symmetric geometry where the
molecule is rotated by φ ≈ −10 deg state |r〉, respectively. Because these two stable
configurations are the ground states of the geometry, they must be separated by
an energy barrier. So the adsorption energy, U(φ), as a function of azimuthal angle
describes a double-well potential121,122 with degenerate minima at φl ≈ +10 deg and
φr ≈ −10 deg (Fig. 3.2b).
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Figure 3.3 | Force-pump charge-probe
experiment.We apply a tip-confined force
pulse F(t) to steer molecular dynamics, and
time-resolve the impact on the molecule’s
transient switchability with a delayed elec-
tron injection.

Steering structural motion. To trigger structural motion in this potential, one
could envisage indirect mechanisms of exciting the molecule. Subsequent to electronic
or optical excitation, for example, the molecule might move in azimuthal direction –
in a manner hard to predict or even control. The most direct way to navigate on this
potential energy surface, in contrast, is to exert local forces on the molecular frame
that leave the electronic system in its ground state (arrow in Fig. 3.2b). While static
forces, which have been available with scanning probe microscopy50,51,63,101,102, could
in principle induce a constant excursion of the switch, a time-dependent force pulse,
F(t), may dynamically steer the system through its configuration space. If the force
pulse is fast enough, one could even exploit ultrafast resonances about a potential
minimum and steer the evolution of the switch fully coherently. An atomically sharp
femtosecond force could selectively steer the key interacting atoms of the system
(Fig. 3.2c) to prepare a coherent structural motion along a select degree of freedom.

This chapter will demonstrate that a tip-confined terahertz waveform can provide
such an atomically sharp femtosecond force F(t). Our idea is to expose the switch
to such a local force pulse and interrogate its response with a delayed injection of an
electron into a molecular orbital. This stroboscopic pump-probe scheme is visualized
in Fig. 3.3.

Force-pump electronic-probe sequence. As will be detailed in the following,
the effect of a local force pulse and an electron injection on the switch are entirely
different. Therefore we systematically analyzed the effects that both stimuli have
on the molecule separately. To facilitate the discussion, first, I will summarize the
behavior of the switch during a full force-pump electronic-probe sequence, which is
presented in the next paragraph. After this overview, I will systematically discuss
the individual stimuli separately.
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Figure 3.4 | Transient switchability probed via electron injection. a, When
suitably steered, a MgPc switch in its neutral ground state |l〉 may be prepared
to perform a coherent in-plane rotational motion about φ ≈ +10 deg. b, Such a
frustrated rotation could be exploited to control transient switching dynamics, where
the molecule has to overcome an energy barrier to arrive in state |r〉. Since the
charged molecule energetically prefers aligning with the lattice directions (c), electron
injection into the LUMO (d, vertical transitions) establishes a new energy landscape
(d, cyan curve). This sudden change prompts an in-plane rotation of the molecule
towards φ = 0 deg, strongly influenced by the previous rotational dynamics (multiple
vertical transitions in d). Tunnel neutralization restores the original bistable potential,
such that the molecule can relax to either state |l〉 or |r〉 (state |r〉 shown in e).
f, The neutralization event can stochastically occur at different instants in time
(decay lifetime τcharge, multiple downward arrows), such that the outcome of every
individual switching process is governed by quantum probability.
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It will be shown below that our ultrafast tip-confined force can steer a coherent
frustrated rotation of the molecule about one of the potential minima. In real space,
this motion corresponds to an azimuthal vibration of the entire molecular frame.
Figures 3.4a and b illustrate the molecule oscillating about its ground state |l〉.
Such force-induced structural dynamics can be even strong enough to influence the
probability of switching between the molecule’s adsorption states |l〉 and |r〉.
To demonstrate this, we interrogate the switching probability with a delayed

electron injection. We exploit lightwave-driven tunneling into the LUMO to perform
a precisely timed charging event, similar to the procedure described in chapter 2.
Because the potential of the charged molecule, U*(φ), has its minimum around
φ = 0 deg121,122, electron injection will cause the molecule to rotate towards geometry
|r〉 (Fig. 3.4c,d). Then after a statistical lifetime, τcharge, the additional electron
tunnels into the substrate and the double-well potential is restored. The molecule
will relax to either |l〉 or |r〉, depending on the quantum probabilistic lifetime of the
charged state (Fig. 3.4e,f).
If initially – at the moment where an electron is injected – the molecule is not

resting in its ground state, it may follow different trajectories through phase space
(vertical blue arrows in Fig. 3.4d). Particularly when the molecule is subject to a force-
driven coherent oscillation, its switching probability could be strongly modulated
on ultrafast time scales. To understand the impact of the force on the switching
statistics, in the following, we will first examine the probing mechanism in detail, i. e.
charge-induced switching. In particular, we will explore how single-electron injection
can be used to time-resolve the transient reaction statistics of the molecular switch
on the femtosecond scale.

Time-integrated observation of switching. The idea that orbital-resonant
electron tunneling triggers the switch has been confirmed with time-integrated
STM121,122. This experiment is briefly reproduced here for illustration. We increase
the bias voltage such that LUMO tunneling repeatedly charges the molecule. Now the
switch starts to toggle back and forth continuously, which becomes directly evident
when we record a map of the LUMO density.

Figure 3.5a illustrates the simulated LUMO wavefunction, which exhibits nodal
planes along the isoindole units. In the measured LUMO topography (Fig. 3.5b),
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3 Femtosecond atomic forces choreograph reactions of a molecular switch

Figure 3.5 | Time-integrated orbital
imaging confirms switching. a, Simulated
LUMO wavefunction of MgPc. Shown is a
stick model of the molecule, together with an
isosurface of the LUMO amplitude. Electronic
nodal planes are centered on the isoindole
units (arrow). b, Measured constant-current
topographic map of the LUMO density
(VDC = 1.1 V, I = 2 pA). Repeated sequential
tunneling events trigger the switch back and
forth numerous times during acquisition of
every single pixel. Hence the map represents a
superposition of the electron densities in both
orientations |l〉 and |r〉. This is illustrated by
pairs of local depressions (arrows) around the
NaCl lattice directions (dashed lines), which
derive from the individual electronic nodal
planes in each of the adsorption geometries |l〉
and |r〉.

Topograp
hy (Å)

432105 Å

3 Å
a

b

however, the nodal planes appear doubled.
During the acquisition of this map, millions of electrons are tunneled for every

pixel to generate a measurable current. Meanwhile, the repeatedly charged molecule
switches back and forth numerous times such that the recorded image shows a
superposition of the LUMO densities in both geometries |l〉 and |r〉. This mixture of
adsorption states manifests in the map as pairs of nodal planes (arrows in Fig. 3.5b)
rotated by approximately ±10 deg with respect to the NaCl lattice axes (dashed
lines).

No separate observation of the individual adsorption states is possible in this way.
In contrast, non-resonant tunneling where electrons must tunnel directly from the tip
into the substrate does not charge the molecule. Making use of this process allows us
to image the orientation of the two ground states separately (Fig. 3.1). We build on
this mechanism to develop a novel single-shot detection scheme based in non-invasive
monitoring of the switch.
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3.1 Single-shot detection of unidirectional switching events

3.1
Single-shot detection of unidirectional
switching events

Having imaged the molecule constantly switching back and forth in steady-state STM
(Fig. 3.5), the stage is set for examining the switching process itself. Intriguingly,
even very fundamental questions are completely open here. It is unclear, for example,
whether the switch toggled only a few times during acquisition of every pixel, or
millions of times. Also we cannot tell whether both switching directions perform
equally, or if the symmetry between |l〉 and |r〉 is somehow broken in the experiment.
As long as we lack quantitative data on the reaction statistics, there is no way to
rationalize and influence them.
Characterizing such a molecular switch quantitatively to address these issues,

however, is a challenge. This is because, in contrast to the dynamics studied in
chapter 2, the MgPc switch does not perform the same motion after every tunnel
event. Its quantum mechanical charge lifetime imposes non-deterministic, statistical
motion in response to every single electron injection. The steady-state map of the
LUMO densities (Fig. 3.5b) drastically illustrates this uncontrollable intermixture
of states in recurrent scenarios.

As a consequence, traditional repetitive pump-probe experiments cannot be applied
here as they require well-defined, repeatable dynamics. The MgPc statistical switch,
however, will not even relax into the same initial state after every light pulse. On
the contrary, the outcome of every laser shot has to be evaluated, one by one.

Single-shot action spectroscopy. We tune the terahertz field to trigger LUMO
tunneling (Fig. 3.6a) and operate the optical source in single-shot mode. At the same
time, we apply a small bias voltage that constantly drives a non-resonant tunnel
current to observe the molecule without switching it. If we position the tip at a
coordinate where this non-resonant detection current, Idet, is different for |l〉 and |r〉
(e.g. cross hairs in Fig. 3.1), we can monitor the adsorption geometry even without
taking images.
Figure 3.6b shows a typical time trace acquired while individual terahertz pulses

were repeatedly injecting single electrons into the LUMO. The arrival of the laser
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Figure 3.6 | Single-shot switching detection. a, Tip-confined lightwaves are
tuned to access the LUMO orbital resonance, VLUMO, and thereby drive single-electron
injection as described in chapter 2. b, Keeping the tip at a fixed position above the
molecule (e.g. crosshairs in Fig. 3.1), the orientation of the molecule can be monitored
by a non-resonant detection current, Idet (black curve). Subsequent laser shots (blue
vertical lines) repeatedly inject single electrons into the LUMO, statistically triggering
switching back and forth between the adsorption geometries. Every switching event
manifests as an abrupt change of the detection current, which is registered for each
laser shot, separately for both directions (arrows).

shots is indicated by blue markers on top of the panel. When an injected electron
prompts the switch to toggle, we observe a sudden jump in Idet, allowing us to register
every switching event with excellent fidelity. The rise time of the signal stems from
the bandwidth of the STM current preamplifier. We adapt the repetition rate of the
pulse train to be able to clearly distinguish every switching event.
From the in-gap images, we know which amplitudes I|l〉 and I|r〉 of the detection

current indicate that the switch is in state |l〉 or |r〉, respectively. Hence, we can
discriminate in which direction any switching reaction occurs (arrows in Fig. 3.6b).
Counting all events in such a time trace allows us to determine the switching proba-
bility per terahertz pulse, separately for both directions: pl-r from |l〉 to |r〉 and pr-l
from |r〉 to |l〉.

This detection scheme is based on so-called action spectroscopy41, which we extend
with well-defined single-electron injection. Since we deliberately confine these tunnel
events to time scales faster than a field cycle of light, we denote the new technique
as ultrafast action spectroscopy.
In order to resolve the switching statistics with high precision, we repeat all
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3.1 Single-shot detection of unidirectional switching events

subsequent experiments numerous times such that we observe a sufficient number of
events. The error margin achieved in this way will be discussed quantitatively below
based on a time-resolved experiment.
With this statistical detection scheme, we are in principle prepared to observe

how femtosecond atomic forces affect the reactivity of the switch. To be able to
interpret the forces’ impact, however, first of all, we will now characterize the detection
mechanism in the absence of force pulses in more detail.

Spatial variation of the switching probability. Interestingly pl-r and pr-l de-
pend on the lateral position (x, y) of the tip, i. e. the location where electron injection
takes place. We repeatedly apply terahertz pulses tuned to the LUMO resonance
as an electronic trigger (c. f. Fig. 3.6a). From thousands of time traces acquired at
different tip coordinates, we obtain spatial maps of the local switching probabilities
pl-r(x, y) and pr-l(x, y) as shown in Fig. 3.7a and b.
The maps unveil rich sub-molecular details and a marked direction dependence.

For both directions, we find eight regions with a locally enhanced switching rate,
highlighted by dashed circles. Pixels where switching cannot be detected are shown
in white. Every other local maximum appears slightly pronounced. Their positions
align with the axes of the molecule in the initial state, which are indicated with
dashed lines.
Strikingly, this pattern strongly resembles the LUMO density in the respective

initial states. Figure 3.8 shows calculated maps of the efficiency of local electron in-
jection into the LUMO in both ground states |l〉 and |r〉. According to equation (2.4),
we calculated these maps from the overlap integral between an s-wave of the tip and
the LUMO density ψLUMO(x, y), which we obtained from a DFT calculation. Similar
to the experimental data, these maps feature eight local maxima. Also here, every
other lobe is more prominent, which stems from an internal torsion of the molecule
as the calculation reveals. Orbital nodes structure the maps. They are aligned with
the axes of the molecule (dashed lines), reflecting the in-plane orientation upon
adsorption in either ground state, |l〉 and |r〉.
Altogether, the measured patterns of local switching probability pl-r(x, y) and

pr-l(x, y) are traced very accurately by the calculated probability of electron injection
in the respective initial states |l〉 and |r〉. In other words, the spatial variation of
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Figure 3.7 | Path-selective maps of locally tunnel-driven switching proba-
bility. Spatial maps of the switching probabilities for both directions, pl-r from |l〉
to |r〉 (a) and pr-l from |r〉 to |l〉 (b) reveal a pronounced sub-molecular structure
and a clear direction dependence. Pixels where switching cannot be detected are
depicted in white. In both maps, eight areas of enhanced switching probability stand
out (dashed circles), four of which are more prominent in each case. The axes of the
molecule in its respective initial state are indicated by dashed lines.

pl-r(x, y) and pr-l(x, y) is predominantly determined by the local efficiency of electron
injection. On the other hand, this linear dependence between local tunnel rate and
switching rate per light pulse means the following: Given an electron has tunneled
into the LUMO, the probability that the molecule switches is approximately constant,
irrespective of the coordinate of electron injection. The following experiment supports
this observation even quantitatively.

Quantitative effect induced by one tunneled electron. We position the tip
on a fixed lateral spot (x0, y0) where switching can be triggered efficiently. Now we
vary the tip height z and record two quantities separately. First, we measure the
lightwave-driven tunneling current through the LUMO as described in chapter 2.
When we calibrate this current, ITHz(z), in units of electrons per pulse, we directly
obtain the probability that a single lightwave prompts an electron injection. This
tunneling probability ITHz(z) is drawn as blue data points in Fig. 3.9a. The relative
height z = 0 Å is defined by an arbitrarily chosen current setpoint in time-integrated
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Figure 3.8 | Calculated local charging probability. The local probability of
electron injection into a LUMO is simulated as the square of the respective overlap
integrals between tip and orbital electronic wave function for both adsorption geome-
tries |l〉 (a) and |r〉 (b). We approximate the tip as an s-wave with a decay length
of 0.6 Å and find the best agreement between this simulation and the maps of local
switching probability (Fig. 3.7) when the tip wavefunction is centered 9 Å above the
top-most NaCl layer.

STM (see caption). Negative values of z describe the tip approaching the molecule.
We find that the tunnel probability decays exponentially with increasing tip-

molecule distance. This behavior is typical for STM tunneling and derives from
the fact that the quantum mechanical wavefunctions of bound electron states decay
exponentially in vacuum. At increasing distance between tip and molecule, the over-
lap integral in equation (2.4), and therefore also the tunnel rate, trace this exponential
decay.

Next we observe a different aspect of the switch. We move the tip along the same
z-coordinates again while lightwaves repeatedly prompt LUMO tunneling. This time
we monitor the switching behavior of the molecule via numerous time traces similar
to the one shown in Fig. 3.6b. From these data we extract the switching probability
per light pulse, p(z), as a function of the relative tip height (red data points in
Fig. 3.9a).
We find that at all tip heights, the switching probability p(z) is smaller than the

tunnel probability ITHz(z). This is reasonable since charging the molecule is a pre-
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Figure 3.9 | Tunnel-induced switchability depends on charge lifetime.
a, We position the tip on top of a MgPc molecule adsorbed on bilayer NaCl and
inject LUMO-resonant probe pulses. While we keep the lateral position of the tip
constant, we vary the tip height, z, and detect both the electron tunnel probability,
ITHz(z), (blue data points) and the switching probability, p(z), (red data points) per
pulse. Both quantities decay exponentially with z. A second dataset acquired at a
slightly different lateral coordinate is shown as light data points. b, Dividing both
quantities gives the average switching probability per tunneled electron, which is
approximately constant at p/ITHz ≈ (21 ± 3)% irrespective of the tip height (red
dashed line). Similar measurements of a MgPc switch adsorbed on trilayer NaCl
where the charge lifetime is longer reveal a higher switching probability per injected
electron of p/ITHz ≈ (32± 1)% (c,d). The tip height is given relative to z = 0 Å at
a setpoint current of 2 pA and a bias voltage of +142 mV on the bare NaCl surface.
z < 0 describes the tip approaching the substrate. We note that the largest error
contribution derives from the calibration of the tunnel current in absolute units,
which is accurate up to a few percent.
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3.1 Single-shot detection of unidirectional switching events

requisite, but not warranty for switching. Moreover p(z) decays exponentially similar
to ITHz(z). We have already discovered an apparently linear connection between
the charging and switching probability in the lateral maps examined above. The
retraction measurements shown here support this observation, and even quantify it:
Dividing the switching probability per light pulse by the tunnel probability per light
pulse, we obtain the switching probability per tunneled electron [p/ITHz](z) at each
tip height. The result is shown as black data points in Fig. 3.9b.

This interesting quantity provides a first insight into the dynamics of switching. To
the best of our knowledge, no other experiment could possibly quantify the statistics
subsequent to a single electron injection in such a single-molecule switch. Intriguingly,
it appears that the outcome of an electron injection does not depend on the tip height.
We find that on average, in (21 ± 3)% of the cases where an electron charges the
molecule, the subsequent dynamics result in a switching event.

Both measurements have been repeated for larger tip heights (light data points in
Fig. 3.9a). These data were recorded at a slightly different lateral position on top
of the molecule. In this case, both the tunnel and switching probability increased.
Apparently the overlap between tip and molecular orbital wavefunction was even
larger at this coordinate. The probability p/ITHz for the switch to toggle after electron
injection, however, remained constant at approximately 21% (light data points in
Fig. 3.9b). This number seems to be an inherent property of the switch, describing
its dynamics independently of the position where electron injection occurs.

Influencing the switching yield statically. The value we obtained for p/ITHz
describes that, in the majority of charging events, the switch ends up in the same
state where it started from. Considering the potential landscape illustrated above, a
possible way to statically enhance the switching probability after electron injection
might be to increase the charge lifetime τcharge. In this way, the charged molecule
should have more time on average to transiently rotate towards φ = 0 deg and cross
the barrier that separates |l〉 and |r〉. So far, we have examined a molecule adsorbed
on a bilayer island of NaCl (Fig. 3.9a,b). The charge lifetime should amount to a
few hundreds of femtoseconds in this case96. Now we repeat the tip retraction study
on another molecule adsorbed on a trilayer island, where we expect the thicker NaCl
tunnel barrier to increase τcharge.
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We note that the relative tip height refers to a steady-state current setpoint on
the bare NaCl surface in both scenarios. Since the apparent height in STM and the
geometric height of atom-scale samples are not the same, one cannot compare the
tip height of bilayer and trilayer measurements in absolute numbers.

Both the tunnel and switching probability per light pulse are comparatively large
in the range of tip heights that we studied on trilayer NaCl (Fig. 3.9c). Again a decay
with increased tip-molecule distance manifests itself. On this trilayer island, however,
the switching probability per injected electron p/ITHz is indeed enhanced (Fig. 3.9d).
It amounts to approximately (32± 1)% and appears constant irrespective of the tip
height. We presume that this increased switching probability is caused by the larger
charge lifetime on trilayer NaCl, which favors phase-space trajectories that switch
the molecule in the statistics.

Electron injection serves as well-defined probing mechanism. These obser-
vations corroborate the overall picture drawn initially. Electron injection serves as
an electronic trigger to switch the molecule. The rotation dynamics of the charged
molecule are subject to the quantum probabilistic lifetime of the charge. Neither the
lateral nor the vertical position of the tip seem to influence the inherent switching
statistics. We conclude that the particular coordinate of electron injection as well as
the proximity of the tip determine the tunnel probability, but do not affect dynamics
and statistics of the switching process. Therefore, we can use this electronic trigger
as a well-defined probing mechanism in order to interrogate a molecule that has
already been excited previously.

In the next section we will see that the reaction statistics of the switch can not
only be influenced statically. With a novel stimulus, we will prepare a coherent
wavepacket motion to modulate the switching rates on the femtosecond time scale.
This innovation gives us unprecedented control over single-molecule reactions on
their intrinsic time scales: We introduce femtosecond atomic forces.
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3.2 Tip-confined fields coherently control femtosecond switching dynamics

3.2
Tip-confined fields coherently control
femtosecond switching dynamics

To implement femtosecond dynamic forces at atomic scales, our key idea is to exploit
strong oscillating terahertz near fields at the metallic tip. If we decrease the amplitude
of the terahertz pulses such that they do not access any orbital resonance, the molecule
is not charged and the switching rate drops to zero. Yet there are still atomically
strong local near fields oscillating at the tip apex, which could drastically interact
with the molecule in principle. The following will show that these fields can indeed act
as an atom-scale femtosecond force, thereby steer molecular motion, and manipulate
reaction statistics with unprecedented precision and control.

Force pulses modulate the switching probability. We apply a novel pump-
probe experiment (Fig. 3.10a). As will be corroborated below, the pump pulse is set
to apply an ultrafast local force, F(t), that induces a coherent structural wavepacket
motion of the molecule. A time-delayed probe pulse injects an electron into the
LUMO of the excited molecule to trigger a switching reaction. Analyzing the outcome
of every laser shot allows us to time-resolve the transient switching probability of
the excited molecule, p(τ). Importantly, the pump pulse is tuned below any orbital
resonance V pump

THz � VLUMO such that it does not drive electron tunneling by itself.
Fascinatingly, we find that, even so, the pump imprints a marked oscillation on p(τ)

at a frequency of 0.3 THz (red data points in Fig. 3.10b). The data can be accurately
described by a negative-cosine function (dashed wavy line), vertically offset by a
certain baseline of switching probability. In the time window observed here, no decay
of the harmonic signal is visible. A similar measurement performed with a slightly
different tip position and field strength on an identical molecule (shown in reference
21) reveals that the coherent modulation can even be as strong as 39% (peak-to-peak
amplitude vs. baseline).

High-precision statistics. To resolve modulations of such a percent-scale prob-
abilistic quantity at all, we had to ensure a very high signal-to-noise ratio in the
statistical measurement. Every data point in Fig. 3.10 represents statistics extracted
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Figure 3.10 |Ultrafast force stimuli coherently control the single-molecule
switching probability. a, In a pump-probe scheme, we apply sub-resonant light-
waves with a tip-confined peak voltage, V pump

THz , below any orbital resonance. The near
fields can directly act as an ultrafast local force stimulus, F(t), driving structural
dynamics, such as an azimuthal rotation of the molecular frame. With a delayed
probe pulse that is tuned to the LUMO tunnel resonance, VLUMO, we inject a single
electron to trigger a quantum-probabilistic switching event with femtosecond defini-
tion. b, The switching probability per probe pulse as a function of delay time, p(τ),
exhibits a prominent coherence at a frequency of 0.3 THz (ruby data points, dashed
sine wave as guide to the eye). Reversing the polarity of the force pulse flips the
phase of the observed coherence (purple data points). In the following, the mean of
such coherent oscillations, p, (dashed straight line) and their peak-to-peak amplitude,
ppp, are systematically analyzed.
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from a time trace where a total of 249 770 pulse pairs was coupled to the STM.
This sequence triggered about np = 5760 switching events observed in one direction.
Statistically every laser shot represents a Bernoulli trial and the overall sequence
follows a binomial distribution. The corresponding shot-noise limited signal-to-noise
ratio is √np = 76, which describes a relative error of 1.3%. In the experiment, we
observe that the oscillatory data points deviate by a relative error of 1.6% from a
fitted sine function (standard deviation divided by mean).
Intriguingly, ultrafast action spectroscopy not only allows us to locally detect

statistics of atom-scale femtosecond dynamics, but with a remarkable accuracy that
reveals relative variations on the order of 10−2. Hence the switching probability
can be determined with an absolute error as small as about 10−4. From a technical
point of view, this precision opens experimental access to a vast range of atomistic
dynamics that leave only most subtle statistical effects as a fingerprint.

Indications of the nature of the dynamics. The observed oscillation that our
sub-resonant pump pulses drive exhibits a frequency typical for structural dynamics,
yet the motion pattern is unclear so far. In fact, the frequency is comparable with a
frustrated azimuthal rotation of the adsorbed molecule as calculated by DFT, which
will be detailed further below. Also, the structural trajectory required for switching
between |l〉 and |r〉 is predominantly an in-plane rotation, thus we assume that the
pump pulse excites this azimuthal eigenmode. This conjecture will be supported by
many observations presented in the remainder of this chapter.

Purely field-driven coherent dynamics. Moreover, the following experiments
will corroborate that the way the pump pulse steers this motion is purely mediated by
the ultrafast near fields, coherently acting as a localized force transient. To prove this
picture, we vary the force pulse while keeping the electronic probe trigger constant.
Then we observe how our modifications affect the transient switching statistics. In
particular, we quantify the sinusoidal modulation of the switching probability in terms
of its time-averaged mean value, p, and its peak-to-peak amplitude, ppp (defined in
Fig. 3.10b).

In this study, it is instructive to calibrate the strength of the pump pulses in terms
of the peak voltage, V pump

THz , that they transiently apply between tip and sample. To
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do so, we apply a calibration scheme which will be discussed in detail in chapter 4
of this work.
We systematically tune the amplitude of the force pulse, starting from zero, and

time-resolve several pump-probe traces p(τ). In total, we measure 13 different curves
where the pump pulses apply voltages V pump

THz ranging from 0 V to almost 1 V across
the tunnel junction. Five traces out of the whole dataset are shown in Fig. 3.11a
(data points). Each measurement covers one period of the 0.3 THz oscillation, from a
pump-probe delay time of τ = 30.0 ps to 32.8 ps. With rising amplitude of the force
pulse, the pump-induced oscillation becomes more and more prominent. Sine fits to
the curves are drawn as solid lines.
These data reveal that the pump has two qualitatively different effects on the

switching statistics of the molecule. First, it induces a marked oscillation of the
transient switching probability p(τ). Second, the pump can add a delay-independent,
positive offset to p(τ). Remarkably these two components scale very differently with
the pump field. From the individual sine fits to all 13 pump-probe traces, we obtain
the scaling behavior including error bars (Fig. 3.11b,c).

When increasing the pump amplitude starting from 0V, the mean of the switching
probability remains flat until the pump pulses access the LUMO resonance with their
peak voltage (Fig. 3.11b). As soon as the pump voltage exceeds 0.7 V, p increases
steeply, which we can attribute to additional switching events of the molecule caused
by pump-induced LUMO tunneling. For weak pump fields below this onset, only
the probe pulse triggers switching events, which leads to a constant mean switching
probability of p ≈ 0.025. In stark contrast, the amplitude ppp of the oscillations of
p(τ) scales linearly with the pump field over the entire field range, starting from zero
(Fig. 3.11c). Even in the regime where pump pulses are too weak to drive electron
tunneling, they can severely modulate the transient switching statistics.
This behavior makes us conclude that it must be the electric field of the pump

pulse itself that steers the molecule, causing the modulation amplitude ppp to depend
linearly on V pump

THz . Our picture is additionally supported by another intriguing ob-
servation: We repeat the pump-probe experiment illustrated in Fig. 3.10 and again
time-resolve the transient switching probability on the very same molecule under
identical experimental conditions. The only difference is that this time, we reverse
the polarity of the pump waveform (schematic insets in Fig. 3.10b). We find that
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Figure 3.11 |Ultrafast near-field forces directly steer coherent dynamics.
a, Force-driven coherent modulation of the switching probability, p(τ), for different
amplitudes of the pump pulse, V pump

THz . Mean value, p, (b) and amplitude, ppp, (c) of
the oscillation as defined in Fig. 3.10. The data points that correspond to the five
panels shown in a possess a black outline. Other pump-probe traces for intermediate
pump amplitudes are not shown. p is approximately constant for pump pulses with a
peak voltage below 0.7 V, but rises steeply at larger voltages where the pump pulse
can trigger LUMO tunneling. ppp, however, scales linearly with the applied waveform
amplitude across the entire measured range, illustrating that the tip-confined fields
can directly steer coherent dynamics, independent of electronic excitation.
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3 Femtosecond atomic forces choreograph reactions of a molecular switch

p(τ) is modulated at the same frequency in this scenario, but with opposite phase
(purple data points in Fig. 3.10b).

These results show that pump pulses below the tunneling threshold can imprint a
coherent motion in the system directly by virtue of an ultrafast electric-field stimulus.
Irrespective of the mechanism, these confined near fields must translate into a force
acting locally: Whereas polar atoms or bonds will directly interact with the fields,
all polarizable matter will react to the inhomogeneity of the near field.

Spatial definition of the ultrafast force. To test the local extension of the
ultrafast force, we perform pump-probe experiments at different positions of the
switch (Fig. 3.12). Throughout these experiments that I will discuss now, we keep
V pump
THz just below the tunneling threshold. Evidently both p and ppp vary across

the molecule, but depend quite differently on the tip position. We find regions
where the overall switching rate p is high, but no pump-induced modulation can be
observed (Fig. 3.12a). Surprisingly, at other tip positions, less than 5 Å apart, p is
comparatively low, but the force pulse induces an oscillation with a large amplitude
(Fig. 3.12b). Figure 3.12c shows a schematic stick model of the molecular frame in
state |l〉. Labeled crosses indicate the tip positions where the pump-probe curves
shown in panels a and b were recorded.
This strong lateral variation of ppp proves that the pump-induced femtosecond

force acts locally, confined to the angstrom scale. Moreover, the different patterns
of p and ppp support the picture that our ultrafast force stimulus is independent of
electronic excitation.

As p is determined by the mean efficiency of electron injection by the probe pulse,
the corresponding spatial pattern follows the LUMO tunnel probability, similar to
the maps illustrated in Fig. 3.7. This will also be confirmed experimentally by an
ultrafast movie that I will show further below. So far, however, there is no indication
of why ppp would vary drastically across the molecule. It is not clear why local
forces applied at certain coordinates efficiently induce a coherence in the switch, but
forces applied elsewhere do not. The key question is which property of the system
distinguishes these coordinates.
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Figure 3.12 |Atom-scale spatial selectivity of the femtosecond force stim-
ulus. a,b, Six traces of the time-resolved switching probability pl-r(τ) at different
tip positions (indicated by labeled crosses in c) reveal strong lateral variations in the
amplitude of the force-induced modulation. c, A DFT calculation illustrates how a
local out-of-plane electric field, centered at different locations across the molecule
(pixel coordinates), acts as an atomic-scale force that induces an in-plane rotation of
the MgPc frame. The map shows that the amplitude of the field-induced azimuthal
excursion (color coded) varies strongly across the MgPc switch. A top view of the
calculated geometry of the molecule in state |l〉 without applied field is overlaid with
select hydrogen atoms highlighted in pink. Both experiment and theory consistently
illustrate that local fields applying forces close to these atoms (region illustrated by
a red dashed ellipse) induce the strongest molecular rotation and coherent dynamics.
Fields applied in other regions (e.g. black dashed ellipse) hardly steer any azimuthal
motion.
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3 Femtosecond atomic forces choreograph reactions of a molecular switch

Effect of local fields on the in-plane rotation. Inspired by our impression that
the pump-induced coherence might be an azimuthal rotation of the molecular frame,
we perform a DFT study. All DFT calculations presented in this chapter have been
implemented together with our collaboration partner Nikolaj Moll at IBM Zurich
(Rüschlikon, Switzerland). Even though this is going to be a static simulation, it will
produce insightful results that help us understand how local forces interact with the
molecule. In the calculation, we incorporate local, atomically strong electric fields to
simulate the effect of the pump pulses. The calculation includes the molecule and a
few layers of the NaCl substrate as a single cluster. To induce external local fields,
we add a pair of vertically separated point charges that enclose the molecule and
substrate layers. Here, the vertical coordinate z = 0 Å denotes the position of the
topmost NaCl layer, and z > 0 indicates the direction towards the tip.
We add a charge of +1.6e at z = +10 Å above the molecule and a second charge

of −1.6e below the cluster at z = −10 Å. e denotes the unsigned elementary charge.
Both charges are located at the same lateral coordinate (x, y). Without considering
any screening effects, we estimate such charge pairs to apply a vertical electric field
of up to 0.5 V/Å to the cluster. We keep the vertical coordinates of the point charges
constant, but vary their lateral position. Hence the charge pairs generate a localized
electric field, which we numerically apply at different locations of the switch.
For every position of the charges, we relax the entire geometry and analyze how

the system reacts. In particular, we observe whether the external local fields cause
the molecule to rotate azimuthally. Figure 3.12c illustrates the angle of field-induced
azimuthal rotation of the molecular frame for every lateral coordinate of the point
charges (color map in the background). Though this is a time-integrated simulation,
the pattern might still give a first qualitative indication of how ultrafast local near
fields prompt the molecule to rotate.

Indeed, the simulated pattern of rotational excursion agrees remarkably well with
our experimental observations. In the region where the pump pulses efficiently drive
a coherence of the switch (red dashed ellipse), local fields induce a strong rotation
of the molecule in the calculation. Conversely, the area where we could not observe
any pump-driven modulation of the switching rate (black dashed ellipse) also stands
out in the simulation: Local fields applied at these coordinates hardly rotate the
molecule.
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a

b

1 Å

Figure 3.13 |Ground-state geometry indicates a lo-
cal interaction of key atoms. a, Top view of the DFT-
calculated molecular geometry in state |l〉 (stick model)
including the underlying NaCl lattice (spheres). The re-
gions where we observe efficient (red dashed ellipse) versus
no (black dashed ellipse) field-induced in-plane motion as
in Fig. 3.12 are marked here. b, Schematic side-view of
the adsorption geometry, in which the z-excursion of the
calculated atomic positions in MgPc is exaggerated by a
factor of 6 for illustration. NaCl ions are shown as a reg-
ular cubic lattice. The geometry suggests an attractive
interaction (red dashed ellipse) between specific hydrogen
atoms (pink) with the underlying chlorine (intense green)
and sodium atoms (intense blue), which might cause the
bistable adsorption energetics. We note that these key
atoms are centered in the region where we observe effi-
ciently field-driven dynamics (red dashed ellipse in a).

Identification of key atoms of the bistable switch. In order to determine
the physical significance of these regions, we analyze more subtle feature of the
adsorption geometry. Figure 3.13 illustrates the calculated atomic positions in the
ground state |l〉 without any fields applied externally. Na and Cl ions of the topmost
substrate layer are drawn as spheres and the molecule is depicted as a stick model.
The areas where we observe a strong versus absent response to external fields are
highlighted via dashed ellipses as above.

A side-view zooming in to this region illustrates a remarkable detail of the geometry.
In general, planar molecules do not bend very strongly when they are adsorbed on a
flat substrate. The individual atomic coordinates usually do not change much more
than a few picometers upon adsorptiona. Specific hydrogen atoms of the adsorbed
MgPc switch, however, are bent remarkably towards the substrate (sticks highlighted
in pink). This deflection suggests a local polar interaction with the nearby ions of

aThis can be rationalized by comparing variations of the typical carbon-carbon bond length in
organic molecules. The most drastic difference in bond dimensions is expected when comparing
single, double and triple bonds, for example. In these extremal cases of covalent character, the
bonding distances vary by only a few tens of picometers97. Consequently, if a molecule is purely
van-der-Waals bound to a substrate, the considerably weaker adsorption interactions should not
deflect individual atoms within the molecule by such a drastic amount.
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3 Femtosecond atomic forces choreograph reactions of a molecular switch

the underlaying NaCl lattice upon adsorption (Na atom highlighted in blue, Cl atom
highlighted in green, interaction illustrated by red dashed ellipse).

We assume that this local polar interaction may play a dominant role in the overall
adsorption energetics. This hypothesis could explain why local fields applied there
efficiently induce structural changes of the system. In the following, a more thorough
theoretical analysis will confirm this picture.

Connection between local atomic interactions and the adsorption geom-
etry. We performed a number of DFT calculations of the switch-on-NaCl cluster
that reveal how individual atoms contribute to the adsorption interaction. We start
from the relaxed geometry without any external fields applied. Our intention is to
see how the atoms react if we artificially rotate the molecule in-plane. To this end, we
constrain the azimuthal angle to values in the range of 0 deg to 20 deg by fixing one
of the in-plane coordinates of two nitrogen atoms, and then relaxing all other degrees
of freedom. In particular, we want to examine whether certain atoms "interlock" in
the adsorption ground states, for example at φ ≈ +10 deg in state |l〉, in a preferred
way.

If such a local interaction occurs between atoms of molecule and substrate, forces
should predominantly occur in the vertical direction. Then one might expect that,
during adsorption, key atoms may deflect noticeably in z-direction, in particular
because bending a planar molecule out-of-plane is generally a relatively soft degree
of freedom123. To identify such interactions, we observe how the vertical coordinate
z of different atoms responds when we force the molecule to rotate azimuthally in
subsequent simulation runs.

Figures 3.14a,b show the result for a pair of atoms that are aligned almost on top
of each other in state |l〉. The pair consists of a hydrogen atom of the molecule and
a chloride ion of the top-most substrate layer, highlighted in pink and intense green
in Fig. 3.14b. In this top-view panel, the geometry in state |l〉 is drawn, and all four
equivalent pairs of atoms are highlighted. We note that these atoms are the same
ones as discussed above and highlighted in Fig. 3.13b. Our previous assumption that
the down-bent hydrogen atom indicates a local polar interaction with the underlying
substrate is confirmed here: Panel 3.14a shows the z-coordinatesb of this hydrogen

bAtomic z-coordinates are indicated relative to the average z-position of the topmost NaCl layer.
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Figure 3.14 |Role of specific atoms regarding the adsorption energetics of
in-plane rotational motion. DFT calculations of the adsorption geometry when
the in-plane rotation of the molecule is constrained to fixed values of φ. a, Pink data
points describe the z-coordinate of four equivalent hydrogen atoms of the molecule
(highlighted in pink in b, top-view of molecule and NaCl layers) as a function of φ
and show a clear excursion of the atoms towards the substrate for rotation angles
around φ = 10 deg (z-coordinates relative to the topmost NaCl layer). Similarly, the
z-coordinate of the closest Cl ion (green data points in a and green atoms in b)
shows a clear upward deflection at similar angles. The vertical distance is minimal
close to the ground state |l〉, suggesting a local interaction between these two atoms.
c,d, In contrast, another pair of H and Cl atoms does not exhibit such behavior.
e,f, The z-coordinate of four equivalent sodium atoms (intense blue) located below
one of the C–C bonds of the molecule’s peripheral benzene rings indicates a large
excursion of up to almost 20 pm towards the molecule for increasing adsorption angles.
Other sodium atoms (light blue) exhibit a vertical excursion away from the molecule.
Notably, all three atoms that indicate attractive coupling when the in-plane rotation
approaches ground state |l〉 are located in the lateral region where local fields induce
the strongest coherent excitation (red dashed ellipses, compare Fig. 3.12 and 3.13).
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3 Femtosecond atomic forces choreograph reactions of a molecular switch

atom, as well as the chloride ion beneath, upon rotation of the molecule. Remarkably,
the atomic positions vary considerably in response to the rotation, in particular the
hydrogen atom is deflected by more than 0.1 Å. The calculation shows that very
close to the ground state at φ ≈ +10 deg (dashed line in panel 3.14a), this pair of
atoms aligns at a minimal distance, which marks a fingerprint of a local attractive
interaction.
Moreover, this appears to be a unique local interaction, and not just simple elec-

trostatic attraction as one would encounter between any pair of polar hydrogen and
chlorine atoms. Comparing another pair of atoms supports this idea (Fig. 3.14c,d).
The hydrogen atom on the other side of the isoindole unit is located on top of another
chloride ion (highlighted in white and light green in panel 3.14d). However, these
atoms do not approach to minimal distance in state |l〉, but rather deflect away from
each other at φ ≈ +10 deg (panel 3.14c).
Further, Fig. 3.14e,f show the z-coordinate of a particular sodium atom (intense

blue) located below one of the C–C bonds of the molecule’s peripheral benzene rings.
We observe that this atom is deflected towards the molecule by up to almost 20 pm
towards increasing adsorption angles. For comparison, we plot the z-coordinate of
another sodium atom (light blue) that plays an analogous role in the opposing switch
position |r〉, but bends away from the molecule in state |l〉.

Altogether we have identified three atomsc that indicate attractive coupling upon
rotation of the molecule (pink, intense green, intense blue). Our conjecture, therefore,
is that these atoms are key to the delicate balance of atomistic energies that gives
rise to the adsorption potential landscape. Notably, all these atoms that apparently
interlock in the ground state are located in a particular region of the cluster where,
in the experiment, local fields induce the strongest coherent excitation of the switch
(red ellipses in Fig. 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14).

We assume that local fields applied there translate into atom-scale forces that
deflect the key atoms in a controlled and very distinct way, such that the molecule
starts to rotate. Further DFT calculations confirm this picture and shed light on the
microscopic mechanism by which the rotational mode is excited, which I will present
in the next section.

cnot counting equivalents due to rotational symmetry
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3.3 Femtosecond forces selectively steer key atoms

3.3
Femtosecond forces selectively steer key
atoms

The central question in the following study is how the system reacts in detail when
we apply local fields at the hot spots that we have identified. To find out, we conduct
further DFT calculations where we let the entire geometry relax without restricting
any degree of freedom. Then we add local out-of-plane electric fields with a field
strength of about 0.5 V/Å, similar to the way presented above, and relax the cluster
again. What we now extract is how the additional field affects all three cartesian
coordinates, (xi, yi, zi), of every single atom i of the cluster. We calculate the field-
induced deflections, (∆xi,∆yi,∆zi) = (xi, yi, zi)field − (xi, yi, zi)no field. Figure 3.15a
illustrates the vertical displacement ∆zi of every atom when we apply local fields at
a position close to the key atoms of interaction (black cross). In this top-view, all
atoms of the molecule are drawn as circles with a black outline, and the atoms of
the top-most NaCl layer are shown in the background as circles with a gray outline.
Every atom’s respective vertical deflection ∆zi is color-coded via the fill color of the
circles. Red colors correspond to a field-induced deflection ∆zi > 0 towards the tip,
whereas blue colors indicate atomic motion ∆zi < 0 towards the substrate.

Locality of field-induced atom deflection. Interestingly, this pattern of vertical
atom displacement unveils a very local response. Considerable atomic deflections are
evident only around the center of the applied fields. In this region, just a handful
of atoms react very strongly to the local field-induced force. The outer part of the
isoindole unit is bent up noticeably, especially the out-most hydrogen atoms deflect
by more than 0.5 Å. Also the ions underneath are strongly polarized in this region.
Therefore the distance between the key hydrogen and chlorine atoms is increased
substantially when the field is applied in the simulation. The key sodium atom
identified above, slightly hidden behind the molecule in the panel, is also deflected
considerably by almost 0.4 Å.

This region where we observe a strong response to the field-induced forces is only a
few angstroms wide laterally. Further away, we observe only very weak displacements.
Two of the three other isoindole units bend up a little, and the central ring consisting
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Figure 3.15 | Field-induced atom displacement couples to in-plane frus-
trated vibration. a, DFT simulation of how the adsorption geometry reacts to
locally applied vertical electric fields with a field strength of about 0.5 V/Å, similar
to Fig. 3.12c. A top-view of the molecule (circles with black outline) and top-most
NaCl ions (circles with gray outline) shows the vertical deflection ∆zi of every single
atom (color-coded fill of the circles) when the fields are centered close to the key
atoms of local interaction identified above (black cross). Under these circumstances,
the key atoms (in particular hydrogen and sodium) are affected very prominently
in comparison with the overall structure. b, In an additional DFT simulation, we
calculate all structural eigenmodes of the combined system of MgPc and NaCl layers.
Then we project the full pattern of field-induced atomic displacement (a) onto several
low-frequency eigenmodes to estimate the field-to-mode coupling γn for every mode
n. One mode at a calculated frequency of 0.4 THz stands out, the motion pattern of
which describes a frustrated azimuthal rotation of the molecule (inset).

of carbon and nitrogen atoms is slightly displaced towards the substrate. This picture
shows that our femtosecond atomic forces can be applied locally, to only a handful
of select atoms.

Structural eigenmode analysis. In principle, distorting the molecule and NaCl
layer in such a local and asymmetric way could potentially excite many different
structural eigenmodes of the system. It is hard to determine a priori which modes this
pattern may couple to efficiently. To find out, we perform another DFT calculation
where we start with the freely relaxed geometry of the cluster without external fields,
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and subsequently, we diagonalize the Hessian matrix of the entire system. This gives
us an approximate picture of all vibrational eigenmodes together with their energies
and, thereby, frequencies. Particularly, this calculation also provides the patterns of
motion for all modes. In the following, we label the oscillatory amplitude (including
sign) of atom i in mode n, in cartesian coordinates, as (∆x̃i,n,∆ỹi,n,∆z̃i,n).
We note that boundary effects in this finite cluster might give rise to unphysical

modes that would not exist when considering the complete physical system. As
an example, we expect that this calculation includes twisting and shearing modes
of the finite NaCl segment, which are actually inhibited when this layer is part
of an extended crystal. Moreover, the interactions relevant for low-energy modes
in the terahertz range include van-der-Waals and small local polar contributions.
Describing such few-meV interactions quantitatively is technically demanding in
DFT124,125. Therefore we do not claim that the vibrational energies we obtain were
perfectly accurate. Without a more detailed theoretical analysis we find it even
challenging to give an estimation for an error bar of the frequencies. Nevertheless,
the DFT analysis proves to be internally consistent as detailed below, and provides
very insightful results in the following way.

Coupling between field-induced atom displacement and vibrational modes.
We want to examine how efficiently the local fields may excite different eigenmodes.
To this end, we project the pattern of field-induced atom displacement (Fig. 3.15a)
onto the cartesian motion pattern of every single calculated mode n:

γn =
∑
i

(∆xi,∆yi,∆zi) · (∆x̃i,n,∆ỹi,n,∆z̃i,n). (3.1)

This projection γn gives us an estimation of the coupling strength between local
field-induced forces, applied at the hot spots of the switch, and structural vibrations
of the geometry. Figure 3.15b illustrates that in the frequency range below 1 THz, one
particular mode stands out. We find a comparatively large field-to-mode coupling
for a vibration at a calculated frequency of approximately 0.4 THz, which is in good
agreement with the 0.3 THz coherence observed in the experiment. Remarkably, the
spatial pattern of this eigenmode describes exactly a frustrated azimuthal rotation
of the molecule, corroborating our assumptions made above.
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3 Femtosecond atomic forces choreograph reactions of a molecular switch

Degree of selective control. All the observations together draw a self-consistent
picture that illustrates the degree of control in our experiments. We observed that
a sub-resonant pump field that leaves the electronic system in its ground state can
induce a strong coherence, which modulates the molecule’s switching statistics at
terahertz rates. The scaling behavior and phase of the modulation reveal that the
near fields of the pump pulse steer these dynamics in a linear and coherent way. We
found that the switching statistics can be modulated drastically by up to 39% at a
frequency of 0.3 THz, suggesting that the dynamics that we steer are a structural
vibration, most likely in azimuthal direction.

Moreover, we identified local hot spots where the tip-confined near fields act most
efficiently on the switch. When we calculated whether local near fields induce an
azimuthal deflection of the molecule, we obtained a similar pattern describing the
same hot spots. The simulated atomic geometry revealed the distinguishing charac-
teristic of these regions: They describe the positions where, in its ground state, the
molecule interlocks with the substrate by a local polar interaction between single
atoms and ions.

Our conjecture that local fields could perturb these interactions and thereby steer
azimuthal motion are confirmed by further calculations: We found that our local
fields deflect only a few key atoms of the switch. Calculating all eigenmodes of the
system showed that this field-induced, highly localized pattern of motion couples
most efficiently to an azimuthal vibration. Not only is the calculated frequency of this
vibration in agreement with the coherence observed in the experiment. Also, both
the calculated hot spots of azimuthal excursion and the projected main eigenmode
confirm our picture: Local fields can exert atom-scale forces on key atoms of the
switch, loosening its interlock with the substrate by a particular and well-defined
pattern of atomic motion. In this way, our ultrafast forces controllably steer molecular
motion along a select degree of freedom, providing us with unprecedented coherent
control of a single-molecule functional device.

Femtosecond reaction videography. This overall picture, and in particular the
local definition of the atom-scale force, are impressively confirmed in a molecular
movie of the switchability. To this end, we performed pump-probe experiments as
above where the pump pulse was tuned to exert local forces, but not tunnel electrons.
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Then we varied both the lateral tip position (x, y) across the molecule as well as
the delay time τ and resolved the switching probability, p(x, y, τ), in both space and
time.
The technical challenge here is to cover this three-dimensional parameter space

(x, y, τ) with spatio-temporal increments fine enough to resolve both sub-molecular
details and oscillatory dynamics. At the same time, the maximum overall measure-
ment time is limited to approximately 48 h by the capacity of the cryostats. We
solved this issue by making use of the symmetry of the system, which allowed us
to restrict the parameter space and avoid to measure any redundant data: Along
the time axis, we detected about one period of the 0.3 THz vibration, covering delay
times from τ = 15 ps to 18 ps. In real space, we probed only a fraction of the molecule,
i. e. a pizza-slice shaped region that covers 1/8 of the molecule’s azimuthal extent.
The remaining 7/8 of the area were deduced from the measured data by mirroring
equivalent positions. To obtain less granular images, the individual frames of the
movie have been interpolated onto a finer cartesian spatial grid.

The resulting frames of the switching probability pl-r(x, y, τ) from state |l〉 to state
|r〉 are shown in Fig. 3.16a. The top row of the panel displays the individual, full
snapshot images of transient switching probability, for increasing delay time from
left to right. In the overall picture, all frames exhibit similar features reminiscent of
the maps of switching probability in the absence of an excitation force, which were
presented earlier in Fig. 3.7: Four pairs of regions with locally increased switching rate
are aligned around the molecular isoindole axes (dashed lines in Fig. 3.16a). Every
other lobe is more prominent, which stems from the internal torsion of the molecule
in the adsorption ground state. In the bottom row of the panel, zoomed-in views of
the individual frames detail one pair of lobes. The regions with maximum switching
rate (labeled A) are located beside the molecular axes in clockwise direction, and
the less prominent regions in counterclockwise direction (labeled B).
Interestingly, when we analyze how the switching rate changes from frame to

frame with increasing delay time, the two regions show a qualitatively different
behavior. While region A retains an approximately constant rate throughout all
delay times, region B reveals one period of a beating pattern. We confirm this
observation by extracting the spatial average of the switching rate within these two
regions separately:
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Figure 3.16 |Ultrafast movie of the single-molecule switching statistics.
a, Snapshot images of the spatio-temporal switching probability pl-r(x, y, τ) of a force-
excited molecule time-resolve the reaction statistics with combined sub-molecular
and sub-cycle precision. Seven snapshots of pl-r cover one period of the previously
observed azimuthal vibration ranging from τ = 15 ps to 18 ps (top panels, guides to
the eye as in Fig. 3.7). Zoomed-in detail views of each map display one pair of local
maxima (bottom panels, regions A and B indicated). b,c, Time-resolved switching
probabilities pAl-r(τ) and pBl-r(τ), spatially averaged over region A and B, respectively
(data points). pAl-r(τ) indicates hardly any temporal variation (gray horizontal line as
guide to the eye). In contrast, pBl-r(τ) exhibits the same coherent modulation observed
previously in single-position measurements (data points in d, data from Fig. 3.10b;
gray sine fits in c and d as guide to the eye). As region B is centered on the key atoms
of the adsorption energetics, atomic forces applied there can efficiently steer in-plane
molecular motion, in agreement with the discussed mechanism of local atomic-force
control.
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3.3 Femtosecond forces selectively steer key atoms

pAl-r(τ) = Ar(A)−1
∫∫

(x,y)∈A

pl-r(x, y, τ) dx dy, (3.2)

where Ar(A) denotes the area of region A, and pBl-r(τ) analogously. The quantities
are shown in Fig. 3.16b,c. Indeed, region A reveals a rather large and approximately
constant switching probability (gray horizontal line as guide to the eye). The values
in region B, however, clearly describe one period of a harmonic oscillation.

To put this into perspective, we compare the data to the coherent modulation that
we measured at a single tip position, as presented above in Fig. 3.10. Panel 3.16d
shows a part of the same data again, restricted to the delay time window which is
resolved by the movie. Sinusoidal fits are drawn in panels 3.16c,d (gray lines). It is
evident that both the single-position measurement and the movie observe the same
0.3 THz oscillation. In addition, the movie demonstrates the spatial extent of the force.
When the tip is positioned in B, the local forces can efficiently drive the azimuthal
rotation of the molecule. With the tip in A, however, no force-induced modulation
manifests. This observation is in perfect agreement with all considerations detailed
above: The hot-spots of molecule-substrate interaction that we identified are located
precisely in the vicinity of region B. Consequently, local forces applied there (B) can
efficiently induce the azimuthal vibration of the molecule, whereas forces applied
elsewhere (A) hardly do.

◦

This movie impressively demonstrates the degree of coherent control that we obtain
with local dynamical forces. By addressing key atoms of a bistable single-molecule
switch, we can controllably steer a select rotational mode that drastically modulates
the switching probability on the femtosecond scale.
We hope that this novel approach will allow future experiments to choreograph

a chemical reaction between individual molecules, and resolve the electronic and
structural dynamics in statistical femtosecond movies.
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Quantitative sampling of
atomic-scale near-field waveforms 4

Nano-confinement of light has opened new avenues across scientific disciplines. Cus-
tom nanoantennas64–66,126, nanoparticles127, nanogaps67,68,128, and tips70,71,74 have
been used to concentrate electromagnetic waves down to extremely sub-wavelength
scales. This toolkit has introduced new prospects in biochemical sensing129, light
harvesting129, lightwave electronics20,23–25,69–71,74, nanoimaging16,20,23–25,76 and spec-
troscopy16,40,76,130, even down to sub-molecular resolution20,109 as also illustrated by
this work.

To tailor such crucial applications of nanooptics, having a detailed picture of the
confined electromagnetic waveforms is vital. With this goal, a given nanostructure’s
coupling efficiency, plasmonic propagation and near-field screening as well as geomet-
rical phase retardation could in principle be described by classical electrodynamics.
Atomically confined fields, however, will also depend on angstrom-scale details of the
geometry128, and can even be strongly influenced by quantum-mechanical effects43,44.
In particular, atom-scale light-matter interaction depends critically on the absolute
field strength and the precise time evolution of the carrier near field, both of which
may be severely affected by quantum dynamics, such as tunneling. This currently
renders a priori predictions of atomically confined near-field waveforms impossible.
Meanwhile, the ability to map out the optical carrier wave of light as it oscil-

lates, directly in the time domain, has prompted a vivid field of research exploring
light-matter dynamics faster than one cycle of light5,20,21,29–35,70,71,74. Electro-optic
sampling and streaking techniques now routinely resolve electro-magnetic waveforms
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4 Quantitative sampling of atomic-scale near-field waveforms

Figure 4.1 | Schematic STM
near-field waveform. When light
is coupled to an STM tip (blue
glow), strongly enhanced near fields
(turquoise arrows) oscillate between
the atoms of the tip apex (top
spheres) and the substrate (bottom
spheres), giving rise to an ultrafast
voltage, VNF(t). The amplitude
and temporal evolution of the near
field (turquoise waveform) may be
strongly influenced by quantum
light-matter dynamics at the atomic
scale.

by stroboscopically scanning them with a short gate pulse. Combining this tech-
nique with near-field microscopy16,76 allows detection of local near-field waveforms
with combined 10 nm spatial and subcycle temporal resolution. Sophisticated nanos-
tructures have further confined light to even smaller volumes below the skin depth
of metals68,69,126. But measuring electro-magnetic waveforms at the atomic scale,
where novel non-classical dynamics have been predicted to shape local fields43,44, has
remained extremely challenging.

Lightwave-driven electron emission from sharp metal tips70,71,74 has accessed com-
plex electron dynamics including interfering trajectories, quiver motion and inter-
ferometric backscattering. But the interaction of lightwaves and electrons is not
rigorously localized in space, hence it is challenging to fully reconstruct the near
field. In lightwave STM experiments, optically gated semiconductor samples have
been used to capture the transient fields in the lightwave-biased STM junction27. Yet
this scheme depends on the assumptions that the carriers relax extremely fast, and
that the steady-state conductance of the semiconductor applies equally for lightwave-
driven tunneling, both of which are not a priori clear. Detection of a femtosecond
waveform with atomic resolution has remained an open challenge, let alone in a
calibrated measurement that provides absolute field units.
In this chapter, I will introduce a novel sampling scheme in lightwave STM that

resolves a quantitative atomic near-field waveform, for the first time (Fig. 4.1). Our
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4.1 Interference sampling using a single-molecule voltage sensor

parameter-free calibration exploits a single molecule as an atom-scale voltage sensor,
which allows us to directly sense the near-field waveform in the tunnel junction (sec-
tion 4.1). The near-field transients we observe differ remarkably from the waveforms
coupled into the STM (section 4.2). We implement a classical solution of Maxwell’s
equations to describe all plasmonic dynamics of the far-to-near-field transfer. While
salient features of this coupling qualitatively follow classical electrodynamics, we
develop a comprehensive understanding of the atom-scale light-matter dynamics
that locally shape the near field with time-dependent density functional theory (sec-
tion 4.3). The simulations validate our quantitative near-field calibration and confirm
that operating deeply in the single-electron regime of tunneling ensures minimal back-
action of the measurement process on the local fields. Our results provide the first
direct access to an uncharted domain of atom-scale light-matter interaction where
femtosecond waveforms are determined by local quantum dynamics.
This chapter follows the presentation in reference 22.

4.1
Interference sampling using a
single-molecule voltage sensor

The experimental setup that we implement for near-field waveform sampling is similar
to what was described in chapters 2 and 3. Terahertz pulses are focused onto the STM
junction, where the metallic tip and substrate act as an antenna that enhances the
gap-confined near field by several orders of magnitude. The oscillating electric near
field, ENF(t), translates into an ultrafast bias voltage, VNF(t), which is transiently
applied across the tunnel junction (Fig. 4.1). To map out the near-field waveform
locally and quantitatively, our idea is to exploit the same single-molecule switch
introduced in chapter 3 as an atomically small voltage gauge directly within the
tunneling gap. The switch can be activated only if the local voltage suffices to charge
the molecule via orbital tunneling. We make use of this threshold behavior to apply
the molecule as a calibrated atom-scale voltage sensor. To add temporal resolution,
we developed a novel interference sampling scheme that allows us to directly trace
the tip-confined near-field waveform in the time domain.
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4 Quantitative sampling of atomic-scale near-field waveforms

Figure 4.2 |Near-field waveform
sampling by interference. We let a
weak test waveform, VNF(t), (a) and
a delayed, comparatively strong gate
waveform, Vgate(t− τ), (b, labeled 1, 2,
3 for different delay times τ) interfere
in the nanotip’s near field. The test
waveform is imprinted on the resulting
sum waveforms, V τ

sum(t), (c, red curves
labeled as in b) as an envelope for the
sub-cycle waveform crests (turquoise
curve). When the peak voltage of
V τ
sum(t) is detected for different delay

times τ , one can retrieve the test
waveform, directly in the time domain
and calibrated in absolute units of
volts. All waveforms shown here are
schematic to illustrate the temporal
sampling scheme.
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Interference waveform sampling. We superimpose the coveted test waveform
(Fig. 4.2a), VNF(t), with a delayed gate transient (Fig. 4.2b), Vgate(t − τ). As the
near fields are a priori unknown, we illustrate our sampling concept via schematic
transients (Fig. 4.2 and 4.3) and note upfront that the working principle of the tech-
nique does not depend on the precise shape of the waveforms. We only require that
the gate transient contains only one single prominent half cycle. In our experiment,
the pulse pairs are generated in a Michelson interferometer, hence both waveforms
possess the same shape. In the linear regime of field enhancement, this holds true
for the respective near-field waveforms as well.

We tune the amplitude of the gate pulse much larger than that of the test waveform
(factor 5 in Fig. 4.2). Hence, when the two pulses interfere, the sum waveform is
mostly determined by the gate pulse. Evidently the waveform crest of Vgate(t− τ) is
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4.1 Interference sampling using a single-molecule voltage sensor

much shorter than the oscillatory period – or even any temporal feature – of VNF(t).
As a result, upon interference, this peak value is essentially offset by the instantaneous
amplitude of the test waveform, VNF(τ). When the delay time, τ , is now varied, the
peak of the sum waveforms, V τ

sum(t) = Vgate(t− τ) + VNF(t), directly traces the test
waveform in the time domain. Figure 4.2c shows the peak crest of V τ

sum for different
delay times τ . The envelope of these field crests (turquoise curve) describes precisely
the test waveform VNF(t), which is to be detected. Hence, if we develop a way to
retrieve the tip-confined peak voltage, V peak, of a given waveform, we can vary τ to
directly trace this envelope, and thereby obtain the near-field waveform VNF(t).

Local peak-voltage detection via a single molecule. We include a MgPc
switch in the tunnel junction. As introduced in chapter 3, we can use a non-resonant
detection current to monitor the switching rate p, which is proportional to the rate
of lightwave-driven orbital tunneling. What turns the molecule into a local voltage
sensor is the well-defined relation between the applied peak voltage we seek, and the
resulting lightwave-driven switching rate that we can measure.

In chapter 2 we have discussed the generic onset behavior of steady-state orbital-
resonant tunneling. Here we now probe the onset of lightwave-driven LUMO tunneling
in a single-pulse measurement. We gradually increase the terahertz field strength
using a pair of crossed polarizers and monitor the switching rate p of the molecule
(Fig. 4.3). As soon as the waveform peak V peak accesses the LUMO resonance voltage
(Fig. 4.3a), the switch starts to toggle. Figure 4.3b shows the monotonic onset
behavior of p(V peak) (data points), which describes an error function (black curve).
Its derivative (gray Gaussian curve) mimics the phonon-broadened LUMO resonance
at VLUMO = 1.2 V.

This derivative dp/dV peak is the ultrafast analogue of steady-state dI/dV tunnel
spectroscopy. We will support this conjecture with a quantum-mechanical ab initio
calculation below in section 4.3. With this connection, we superimpose the resonance
curves obtained by steady-state (violet) and femtosecond (gray) spectroscopy to
calibrate the tip-confined peak voltage V peak directly in units of volts (vertical axis
in Fig. 4.3b).
We are now set to detect the peak voltage of any similarly shaped waveform.

In particular, we can implement our interference sampling scheme as illustrated
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4 Quantitative sampling of atomic-scale near-field waveforms
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Figure 4.3 |Quantitative single-molecule peak-voltage sensor. A MgPc
single-molecule switch as introduced in chapter 3 is used as an atomic-scale voltage
probe. When the local peak voltage accesses an orbital resonance, electron tunnel-
ing statistically induces switching events. Due to the phonon-broadened linewidth
of the tunnel resonance (c. f. Fig. 2.15a), waveforms with different peak voltages
(a, labeled 1, 2, 3) induce different tunnel rates, such that the resulting switching
probability, p, directly encodes the localized peak voltage, V peak (b, data points).
This calibration curve describes an error function (black line), the derivative of which
(dp/dV peak, gray Gaussian curve) represents the ultrafast analogue of steady-state
dI/dVbias-spectroscopy (violet curve). The latter determines the LUMO resonance
to be centered at Vbias = +1.2 V (right vertical axis). Comparing the two resonance
peaks allows us to gauge the calibration curve (left vertical axis) such that we can
quantify the tip-confined peak voltage directly in units of volts without any free
parameter.
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4.2 Near-field waveform shaped by plasmonic features

above and apply any of the sum waveforms V τ
sum (Fig. 4.2c). When we detect the

lightwave-driven switching rate p(τ), we can now use the inverted onset V peak(p) as
a calibration curve to directly retrieve the local peak voltage of V τ

sum, calibrated in
absolute units of volts.

In the following section, I will present how we deployed this scheme to resolve the
first atom-scale near-field waveform, and discuss the very distinct details of its shape
and magnitude.

4.2
Near-field waveform shaped by plasmonic
features

We applied the far-field waveform shown in Fig. 4.4a in our first near-field sampling
experiment. This transient has been detected electro-optically outside the STM
chamber. In order to retrieve the actual far-field waveform that is incident at the
tunnel junction, we mimic the beam geometry that is implemented in the STM, as
well as the relevant in-situ optical components, on the optical table. In particular, we
realize the same focussing geometry and emulate the aperture of the STM thermal
shields that clip a minor fraction of the low-frequency terahertz components. Also,
the beam paths along which terahertz pulses propagate to the STM and to the electro-
optic detector possess comparable path lengths, such that both beams undergo a
similar amount of diffraction. We set the terahertz fields polarized vertically in the
electro-optic crystal, and then detect the z-component of the electric field in the
center of the mode. To abbreviate our notation, we denote this vertical component
EFF(t).

The far-field waveform that we resolve in this way is shaped cosine-like (Fig. 4.4a).
It features only one prominent positive half-cycle, and two half cycles in the opposite
direction with a considerably weaker amplitude only half as strong. Apart from that
the waveform appears almost featureless, hardly chirped and there are virtually no
trailing oscillations, indicating a smooth spectrum with almost transform-limited,
flat phase. The peak field of 0.9 kV/m was chosen such that our sampling method
covers the steepest region of the calibration curve (Fig. 4.3b) to maximize sensitivity.
Strikingly, the near-field waveform induced by this transient looks very different.
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Figure 4.4 | Calibrated atomic-scale near-field waveform. a, A cosine-like far-
field waveform is coupled to the tunnel junction. The transient is hardly chirped and
contains no phase jumps, suggesting an almost transform-limited spectrum. b, The
evolution of the induced near-field voltage is remarkably different (data points). This
waveform exhibits a clearly different carrier-envelope phase, and subtle sub-cycle
features like a kink at t = 0.6 ps are resolved, indicating a more structured spectrum.
A classical numerical simulation of the plasmonic coupling and propagation from the
far field to the near field reproduces most of these features in detail (black line).

First atom-scale near-field waveform. Figure 4.4b displays the corresponding
tip-confined near-field waveform (data points), which we obtained using the sam-
pling scheme introduced above. We retrieved these data directly calibrated in units
of volts, rendering this transient the first quantitative measurement of atom-scale
femtosecond fields. Remarkably, this waveform is longer than its far-field counterpart,
and possesses a different carrier-envelope phase. Sharp sub-cycle features like a kink
at t = 0.6 ps are clearly resolved, which suggest a slightly more structured spectrum.
After a delay time of t ≈ 1 ps where the far-field waveform has basically vanished,
in the near field, we still observe trailing dynamics. For delay times larger than
t ≈ 2 ps, however, no strong near-field oscillations remain. Apparently the geometry
of our junction does not feature any long-lived mode like a sharp antenna resonance
would for example. Hence we successfully avoid trailing oscillations of the near field
that would compromise the sub-cycle nature of this local stimulus. This conclusion
becomes clearly visible when we compare the spectra of the far-field and near-field
waveform.
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4.2 Near-field waveform shaped by plasmonic features

Far-field and near-field spectra. We obtain the spectrum, AFF(f), of the far-
field transient EFF(t) via a Fourier transform

AFF(f) = F{EFF(t)}(f) (4.1)

and similarly for the tip-confined voltage VNF(t). f labels the frequency. Here and in
the following, F and F−1 denote the Fourier transforma and its reverse operation,
respectively. The complex-valued spectra are displayed in Fig. 4.5.
The far-field amplitude (Fig. 4.5a) is centered at a frequency of 0.9 THz and

possesses a spectral width of 1 THz (FWHM) that spans more than 1.6 optical
octaves. Hardly any structure can be recognized in this smooth spectrum. The
spectral phase (Fig. 4.5b) is almost perfectly flat at approximately 0 rad.
In contrast, the measured near-field spectrum (Fig. 4.5c, data points) peaks at

a lower frequency around 0.5 THz and exhibits a subtle oscillatory structure. The
near-field spectral phase (Fig. 4.5d, turquoise line) is almost as flat as that of the far
field, but shifted by a CEP offset of approximately −π/3 rad. Also the phase features
a slight modulation similar to the minor structure of the near-field amplitude.

In the following, we summarize the full spectral characteristics of the far-to-near-
field transfer in a single transfer function. To describe this transition quantitatively,
we will first discuss the relation between tip-confined electric fields and the tip-sample
voltage they induce.

Local voltage and tip-confined electric fields. While our waveform sampling
measurement directly samples the physical tip-sample voltage VNF(t) in absolute
units, it is insightful to consider the time-dependent electric field in the tunnel gap as
well. This allows us, for example, to study the field-enhancement effect quantitatively,
and describe the relation between far field and near field by dimensionless quantities.
To this end, we start with the simplest description where we assume that the electric
field within the tunnel gap is largely homogeneous and polarized vertically. Further
below, an atom-scale ab initio quantum simulation will put these hypotheses into
perspective. For now we assume that we can describe the electric near field by its

aConcerning the sign convention of the phase, we define the Fourier transform (omitting real-valued
prefactors) as F{f(x)}(y) ∝

∫
f(x)e−2πixydx, where i is the imaginary unit.
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Figure 4.5 | Far-field and near-field spectra. The Fourier spectrum of the far-
field waveform shown in Fig. 4.4a is centered at 0.9 THz (a) and possesses a flat
phase of approximately 0 rad (b). c, The spectral amplitude of the induced near-field
transient displayed in Fig. 4.4b, however, is shifted to lower frequencies and exhibits
a minor oscillatory structure with a period of 1.3 THz (data points). d, A similar
slight modulation is visible in the spectral phase of the near-field waveform, which
is otherwise flat and shifted by approximately −1 rad with respect to the far-field
phase (b). A classical numerical simulation reproduces most details of the near-field
amplitude and phase very accurately (black lines in c and d).
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4.2 Near-field waveform shaped by plasmonic features

z-component, which we denote ENF(t), and which is approximately constant across
the tunnel gap. Then the time-dependent near field ENF(t) induces a linear voltage
drop across the tip-sample junction. In this scenario, both the near-field and the
voltage waveform VNF(t) share the same temporal profile, and are related linearly
via

VNF(t) = d× ENF(t), (4.2)

where d is the tip-sample distance. From ENF(t) in electric-field units, we can calculate
the quantitative amplitude spectrum of the electric near field

ANF(f) = F{ENF(t)}(f) (4.3)

and relate it to the far-field spectrum AFF(f).

Transfer function. In a linear regime of electrodynamics where all spectral compo-
nents are independent, one can describe the full spectral evolution of the far-to-near-
field transfer by a single universal transfer function. We define the complex-valued
transfer function for the field, TE(f), via

ANF(f) = TE(f)× AFF(f) (4.4)

where AFF(f) and ANF(f) are the far-field and near-field spectra given in equa-
tions (4.1) and (4.3).

Figure 4.6 shows the result when we assume a gap size of d = 10 Å. As a function
of frequency, the absolute value of the transfer function |TE| indicates the field en-
hancement in the tunnel gap (data points). Its complex argument arg(TE) (turquoise
curve) describes the phase shift induced by the structure. In other words, one can
directly read off from the transfer function how an oscillatory electric field of a given
frequency is modified by the presence of the nanostructure. At a frequency of 1 THz,
for example, incident electric fields are enhanced by a factor of almost 2× 105 within
the tunnel gap. And their oscillatory phase is shifted by approximately −π/3 rad.
The field enhancement increases steeply for low frequencies, in agreement with the
typical 1/f -like response of nanoantennas86. Also the order of magnitude of the field
enhancement can be rationalized as follows: The far field is provided in a focus with
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4 Quantitative sampling of atomic-scale near-field waveforms

Figure 4.6 | Transfer function. The
full spectral evolution of a waveform that
is coupled to the tunnel junction can be
summarized in a complex-valued function.
Relating the near-field and far-field spec-
tra and assuming a locally homogeneous
electric field across a tip-sample distance
of 10 Å yields the transfer function that
visualizes the f−1-like field enhancement
(data points) and CEP shift of approx-
imately −π/3 rad (turquoise curve). A
classical electrodynamic simulation repro-
duces these results including fine details
(black and gray curve).
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a diameter comparable to the terahertz wavelength (≈ 10−4 m). The nanostructure
couples the electromagnetic potentials into the tunnel gap (≈ 10−9 m), effectively
squeezing the fields by a factor of roughly 105 in z-direction.

Dynamics encoded in the near field. In detail, all the shown near-field data
contain much finer features than discussed so far. The near-field waveform (Fig. 4.4b),
for example, exhibits an interesting sequence of fast kinks and slower field dynamics
subsequent to the main half cycle. And in the corresponding spectrum and transfer
function, amplitude and phase seem to be connected by a slight modulation. We
suppose that such subtle features of the sampled near field may accurately encode
elusive details of the involved light-matter dynamics.
On the one hand, the far-to-near-field coupling must be governed by plasmonic

electrodynamics. Design aspects of the geometry, such as the macroscopic tip shape
or the incoupling angle, might induce peculiar features in the near-field waveform.
Understanding this connection would not only allow us to advance lightwave tunnel
microscopy via ideally tailored near-field waveforms. In a broader sense, we believe
that quantitative measurements as introduced here will gauge nano-plasmonic simula-
tions of local fields and thereby pave the way towards predictive design of quantitative
and coherent nano-optical tools.
On the other hand, at the atomic scale, even quantum-mechanical light-matter
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4.2 Near-field waveform shaped by plasmonic features

interaction could shape local fields. In particular, lightwave-driven currents could
significantly modify near fields and lead to retardation effects via accumulating charge
imbalance, as recent theoretical simulations have shown44. Our sampled waveforms
provide the first direct access to this regime of light-matter interaction at quantum-
mechanical spatio-temporal scales. We anticipate that locally detected femtosecond
fields may reveal novel phenomena that can only be described by ab initio simulations
of coupled light-matter quantum dynamics.

In the following, I will present a classical solution of Maxwell’s equations to describe
the plasmonic dynamics of the far-to-near-field transfer. Subsequently, in the next
section, I will introduce a quantum-mechanical simulation of the atomic-scale light-
matter interaction in lightwave STM.

Classical simulation of far-to-near-field transfer. We implement a numerical
solution of Maxwell’s equations to visualize how electromagnetic fields couple to the
STM junction. This analysis will demonstrate which characteristics of the near-field
transfer arise from classical electrodynamics.

As discussed above, expressing the electric fields in the time or frequency domain
contains the same information, directly connected via Fourier transform. Describing
the far-to-near-field transfer in frequency space has the benefit that we can treat each
frequency separately and summarize the overall coupling in a single, universal transfer
function that can be applied to any waveform. We use the commercial frequency-
domain finite-element solver COMSOL Multiphysics131 to solve Maxwell’s equations
for complex-valued electromagnetic fields on a discrete mesh. As a result we obtain
three-dimensional maps of the amplitude and phase distributions of the electric field,
E(x, y, z, f), for a given frequency f . Classical wave propagation, plasmonic coupling
to the tip shaft, screening and localization in the angstrom-sized tip-sample gap are
accounted for via the complex-valued dielectric properties of the materials used in
the experiment.

The macroscopic geometry of the experimental STM junction is modeled within a
cuboid simulation cell. We shape the geometry based on electron microscope images
of the actual tungsten tip used in the waveform-sampling experiments (Fig. 4.7a,b).
The tip is a cylindrical wire terminated with a 200µm long etched region, as the
image illustrates. This taper converges under an opening angle of θ = 15 deg towards
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Figure 4.7 | Parameter-free classical simulation of atomic-scale near-field
coupling. Electron microscope images of the tip employed in the experiments (a,b)
allow accurate modeling of the macroscopic geometry of the STM junction in a
classical numerical simulation (r, tip apex radius of curvature). We solve Maxwell’s
equations on a three-dimensional graded mesh for complex-valued electromagnetic
fields of a given frequency under external excitation. c, A cross section of the obtained
field distribution for a frequency of 1 THz visualizes the real part of the electric field
component perpendicular to the substrate, Ez, (normalized to this component’s
excitation strength) in a color-coded map. The pattern reveals interference of the
incident wavefronts with reflections off the substrate and, in the vicinity of the tip
apex (θ, opening angle), plasmonic field enhancement and phase retardation effects.
Analyzing the spatial field distributions for different frequencies shows that the small
frequency-periodic modulation of the near-field spectrum observed in Fig. 4.5c,d
stems from a resonator for surface plasmon waves formed by the etched tip geometry.

an apex with a radius of curvature of r = 300 nm (Fig. 4.7b,c). We place the tip
at a height of 10 Å above a flat gold substrate. The dielectric functions of gold
and tungsten are adopted from the literature132,133. Employing perfectly matched
layers as boundary conditions avoids reflections and allows us to mimic an infinitely
extended surrounding volume. The incident electromagnetic radiation is coupled into
the simulation cell via oscillatory boundary conditions at one face of the volume
(Fig. 4.7c). We let the beam enter as plane waves under an angle of 40 deg with
respect to the substrate surface, which emulates the geometry in the STM. The
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4.2 Near-field waveform shaped by plasmonic features

50 nm SubstrateTip apex Abs(E)/E
exc

410
510 Figure 4.8 | Plasmonic field

enhancement at the tip apex.
At a frequency of 1 THz, incident
electric fields are enhanced by a
factor of 2 × 105 across the 10 Å
tunnel gap.

dimensions of the simulation cell are smaller than the focal diameter of the terahertz
radiation in the STM scanhead, which is 5.4 mm (intensity 1/e2). This corresponds
to a Rayleigh length of 75 mm at a frequency of 1 THz. Therefore, exposing the
1 mm3-scale simulation volume to plane waves as incident radiation is a reasonable
approximation.
To cover length scales from millimeter wavelengths to atomically localized near

fields, the volume is partitioned into a graded mesh of tetrahedrals with sizes ranging
from 25µm to 5 Å. In the vicinity of all surfaces, the grid is distributed fine enough
to resolve skin depth effects. The tunnel junction contains at least two mesh points
between tip and substrate. For any given frequency, a direct matrix solver computes
the solutions of Maxwell’s equations on the grid to a predefined tolerance level.

Figure 4.7c displays the simulated field distribution upon excitation at a frequency
of 1 THz from the left-hand-side boundary. The panel color-codes the real part of
the vertical electric-field component Ez(x, y = 0 mm, z) across the plane that is
spanned by the tip axis and the direction of incident radiation, which can be written
as y = 0 mm. The electric field is normalized to the excitation amplitude, such that
regions where the field is enhanced or decreased by the presence of the structure can
be identified easily.

In the top left corner of the panel, the incident plane waves that propagate towards
the junction are visible. Their profile is hardly affected by the geometry. Further
towards the junction, though, the wavefronts appear transversally structured, which
stems from interference with a reflection off the flat substrate. In proximity to the tip
apex, the electric fields exhibit strong amplitude enhancement and phase retardation.

We find that directly in the tunnel gap, the electric field is polarized vertically. At
a frequency of 1 THz, we obtain a field enhancement factor of approximately 2× 105

at a tip-sample distance of 10 Å. Figure 4.8 illustrates how sharply the enhanced
fields are confined to the tip-substrate gap.
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4 Quantitative sampling of atomic-scale near-field waveforms

Simulated transfer function. We analyze the calculated electric fields directly
in the tunnel gap in more detail. In particular, we aim to simulate the transfer
function TE(f) to describe the full spectral impact of the geometry on incident fields.
To this end, we perform our simulation for a range of frequencies and extract both
amplitude and phase of the gap-confined electric field. Finally, we remove artifactual
diffraction with the following method: We repeat all calculations using the same
simulation volume and mesh, but replace the entire geometry with vacuum. Relating
both simulations with and without the tip-substrate structure allows us to extract
the pure influence of the geometry on incident fields. In this way we directly obtain
the transfer function TE(f), in absolute numbers, and without any free parameter.
Figure 4.6 illustrates the resulting complex-valued function.

Both its amplitude (black line) and phase (gray line) agree remarkably well with
the experimental transfer function. The simulated field enhancement approximately
scales with the inverse frequency 1/f , as described by antenna theory86. Also the
absolute scale of the calculated field enhancement coincides with the experimental
values, which we obtained assuming the same tip-sample distance that we chose in the
simulation. The phase shift that we observe in the experiment is reproduced as well.
Most surprisingly, though, even the subtle oscillatory structure of both amplitude
and phase is accurately captured by the simulation.

We find that this modulation exhibits a periodicity of approximately 1.3 THz. Its
origin is revealed by the spatial pattern of the field distribution. The curved part of
the tip that converges towards the apex is formed by electro-chemical etching. In
case of the particular tip employed here, for example, this process created a sharp
edge at the circumference of the shaft where etching began, i. e. at the top edge of
the curved region, as shown in Fig. 4.7a and c. This edge serves as a reflector for
surface plasmon waves, such that a standing-wave pattern can form vertically across
the ~200µm large etched region of the tip. Hence we observe a periodic sequence of
frequencies with slightly amplified or attenuated coupling efficiency.

Based on the simulated transfer function, we now extract a quantitative prediction
of the local voltage waveform that does not rely on any free parameter.

Parameter-free quantitative simulation of local voltage. In the simulation,
the tip-sample distance has been a free parameter so far. Moreover, in the experiment,
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4.2 Near-field waveform shaped by plasmonic features

the size of the tunnel gap has not been determined. It turns out, though, that in the
regime of classical electrodynamics, the local voltage transient is independent of the
tip-sample distance d.
Classical antenna theory predicts that the tip-confined electric field is inversely

proportional to the gap size86,

ENF(t) ∝ 1/d. (4.5)

In the picture discussed here, we approximate the tip-sample voltage as the product
of the vertical electric field in the gap times the gap size, see equation (4.2). Then
the tip-sample voltage VNF(t) is independent of d. This consideration allows us to
generalize a given numerical simulation with a particular tip-sample distance d to
predict the local voltage for any gap size.
So far we have described the far-to-near-field transfer with a spectral transfer

function TE(f) that relates the electric fields as

ENF(t) = F−1{TE(f)× F{EFF(t)}(f) }(t). (4.6)

Now we define the transfer function for the local voltage, TV (f), via

VNF(t) (4.2)= d× ENF(t) (4.6)= F−1{ d× TE(f)︸ ︷︷ ︸
TV (f), independent of d

×F{EFF(t)}(f) }(t) (4.7)

and note that TV (f) must be independent of d. Hence we can extract this universal
transfer function from a given simulation, and apply it to predict the experimental
voltage, irrespective of the actual gap size.

We built on the simulation carried out for d = 10 Å, for which TE(f) is illustrated
in Fig. 4.6. Then we determined the universal transfer function for the local voltage

TV (f) = d× TE(f) (4.8)

and applied it in equation (4.7) using the experimental far-field waveform EFF(t).
As a result, we obtained a parameter-free prediction of the local voltage waveform,
which is shown in Fig. 4.4b (solid line).
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4 Quantitative sampling of atomic-scale near-field waveforms

Simulated voltage waveform and spectrum. The simulated waveform agrees
remarkably well with the measured voltage transient. Its overall carrier-envelope
phase is reproduced accurately, and the intense half cycles of the measured waveform
are tracked very precisely by the simulation. Even more subtle features like the kink
at a delay time of 0.6 ps are described, and the overall pulse lengths match.

Remarkably, the simulation describes the measured waveform even quantitatively.
We find that the detected and simulated peak voltages differ by only 2%. This is
almost surprising since several uncertainties could in principle contribute to the error
bar of the simulated near-field voltage. The major ones are the applicability and
accuracy of our plasmonic model at sub-nanometer length scales, and the scaling of
the measured far-field waveform. This scaling was calibrated based on a power mea-
surement of the terahertz beam, and cross-checked through electro-optic polarization
rotation.
In detail, in the latter approach, the terahertz field strength in the center of

the focus is directly derived from the electro-optic polarization rotation. Since the
optics in the EOS setup mimic the focusing geometry within the STM chamber, this
calibration should accurately describe the far-field waveform incident at the tunnel
junction. From the photodiode signals A and B at a given delay time, we obtain the
terahertz electric field EFF as89,134

EFF = sin−1
(
A−B
A+B

)(
λgate

2πn3
0r41tZnTeL

)
(4.9)

with the wavelength of the gating beam, λgate = 800 nm, refractive index of ZnTe at
a wavelength of 800 nm135, n0 = 2.853, relevant electro-optic coefficient of ZnTe134,
r41 = 4 pm

V , Fresnel transmission coefficient of ZnTe at a frequency of 1 THz136,
tZnTe = 0.48, and the crystal length, L = 0.5 mm The major uncertainty here is the
electro-optic coefficient r41.

We confirmed this calibration by a second method: We assumed that EFF follows
the shape of the waveform retrieved by electro-optic sampling, but we derived the
absolute amplitude of the transient from a separate measurement. To this end, we
determined the terahertz pulse energy εTHz by measuring the beam power at a certain
laser repetition rate and taking multi-reflections of the employed silicon beam splitter
into account. Based on the energy density of a classical electromagnetic field, one can
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4.2 Near-field waveform shaped by plasmonic features

relate this pulse energy to the spatial profile and temporal evolution of the terahertz
beam. We assume that the terahertz beam describes a Gaussian TEM00 profile in the
focus. σ describes the lateral distance from the beam axis where the field strength
is lower by 1/e as compared to the center of the mode. Then the temporal evolution
of the electric field in the center of the mode fulfills

∞∫
−∞

E2
FF(t)dt = 2εTHz

ε0cπσ2 (4.10)

where ε0 denotes the vacuum permittivity and c the speed of light. Both calibrations
agree up to 4%.
Moreover, as mentioned above, to obtain the far-field waveform incident on the

tip, we had to mimic beam clipping and diffraction induced by the vacuum chamber
in the electro-optic detection branch. The uncertainty of this particular step is most
difficult to estimate. Altogether we recognize that, for a quantitative understanding
of atom-scale near fields, a direct local measurement such as the sampling scheme
introduced here is vital.

Also the simulated near-field spectrum agrees to a remarkable degree of detail with
the measurement. The calculated spectral amplitude (Fig. 4.5c, solid line) precisely
traces the red-shifted peak that we observed in the experiment. The slight modulation
that stems from the etched region at the tip apex can be identified as well, which
enables a straightforward interpretation and future improvement of the near field.
Also the phase that we obtain from the plasmonic simulation (Fig. 4.5d, black line)
mimics the measurement very accurately, including the CEP shift and the small
periodic modulation.

Predictive design of plasmonic near-field coupling. In future experiments,
we will use such simulations to optimize the tip shape and avoid edges that reflect
surface plasmons. This modification should smoothen the transfer function and
thereby also the near-field spectra. As a result, any trailing features of the near-field
waveform subsequent to the main half cycle should be removed, which would allow
us to access earlier pump-probe delay times and, hence, resolve faster dynamics.
Moreover we aim to use our simulations to tailor near-field waveforms in future
next-generation lightwave tunnel microscopes. When aiming for a different carrier
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4 Quantitative sampling of atomic-scale near-field waveforms

frequency, such as mid-infrared pulses around 30 THz, for instance, one can employ
similar calculations to predict the transfer function. Then we may precondition the
incident waveforms to counter-act the dispersion of the far-to-near-field transfer in
order to obtain perfectly transform-limited near-field transients with an ideal carrier-
envelope phase. In this way, also femtosecond atomic forces as introduced in chapter 3
may be tailored at will. We anticipate that harnessing gauged plasmonic near-field
simulations for predictive design of nano-optical tools, even down to the atomic scale,
will open new avenues in nanotechnology.

Influence of quantum-mechanical dynamics on atom-scale near fields. At
sub-Å length scales, quantum-mechanical effects could strongly influence local dy-
namics and electromagnetic near fields. From a practical point of view, this regime
is vastly unconquered territory for the lack of experimental access so far. We antici-
pate that seizing this domain of non-classical light-matter interaction, and at some
point maybe even harnessing quantum-dynamical near-field phenomena ad lib., will
introduce a new era in nanoscience and -technology. To this end, a thorough un-
derstanding of quantum-mechanical light-matter phenomena at combined ultrafast
temporal and atomic spatial scales needs to be developed.

Previous assumptions during waveform sampling. Our scheme of waveform
sampling is based on two implicit assumptions, which are a priori questionable.

First, we detect the local voltage in absolute numbers based on accessing a molec-
ular orbital resonance. Our gauge builds on comparing the resonance curves ob-
tained via steady-state and lightwave-driven tunnel spectroscopy. Hence we require
lightwave-induced and quasi-static biasing to drive tunneling in the same way.

Second, to avoid perturbing the local waveform by the measurement, our tunneling-
based detection should exhibit minimal back-action on the voltage to be measured.
This requirement is however questioned due to recent theoretical simulations of
light-matter interaction at atomic scales. Calculations have shown that light-driven
electron tunneling can significantly affect near fields via retardation effects due to
accumulated charge imbalance44.
Given these challenges, it is somewhat surprising that the waveform we detected

agrees so remarkably well with a classical simulation that does not even take the
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4.3 Quantum-mechanical simulation of atom-scale light-matter interaction

presence of molecule into account. This calls for a thorough investigation of the
influence of the ultrafast light-induced tunnel currents on the near field. To clarify
the role of non-classical phenomena, we developed a full ab initio description of our
experiment with time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT).

4.3
Quantum-mechanical simulation of
atom-scale light-matter interaction

State-of-the-art theoretical approaches have shed first light on a novel regime of ultra-
fast atomistic light-matter interaction where femtosecond near fields are determined
by local quantum dynamics43,44. Testing such predictions, however, has been out of
reach so far, for the lack of a sensor for atom-scale near-field waveforms. Our quan-
titative waveform detection provides the first direct access to this experimentally
uncharted domain of nano-opto-electronics.

In particular, in our experimental scenario where lightwaves are coupled to an atom-
scale STM junction, non-classical dynamics might already influence the local fields
drastically. Hence these experiments provide an ideal first testbed at the crossover
between classical electrodynamics and quantum-dynamical light-matter phenomena.
In this spirit, we conducted a first-principles simulation of the quantum dynamics
that occur in our lightwave-driven tunnel junction. While the calculation confirms our
general picture of lightwave-steered electron tunneling, we learn that a fundamental
quantum-mechanical principle distinguishes two key regimes of single-particle light-
matter interaction.
This study is, to the best of our knowledge, the first to synthesize bleeding-edge

approaches of both theory and experiments on quantum-mechanical light-matter
interaction at extreme spatio-temporal scales. We hope that the ideas presented in
this last section, and future similar studies, will pave the way towards full quantum
control of atom-scale light-matter dynamics faster than a cycle of light.

Simulation geometry and technical setup. Together with our collaboration
parters Franco Bonafé, Dominik Sidler, Michael Ruggenthaler and Ángel Rubio from
the Max Planck Institute for the Structure and Dynamics of Matter (Hamburg, Ger-
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4 Quantitative sampling of atomic-scale near-field waveforms

Figure 4.9 |Quantum-mechanical simula-
tion of atomic-scale light-matter inter-
action. In a time-dependent DFT simulation,
a tetrahedral tip (top spheres) is positioned
above four layers of substrate atoms (bottom
spheres). The molecule (central spheres) is
placed within the junction in the same geometry
as during the waveform-sampling experiments
(tip apex above isoindole unit). A comparatively
large vacuum gap of 9 Å decouples the molecule
from the metallic substrate in the simulations,
accounting for the additional experimental NaCl
tunnel barrier.

6 Å9 Å
z

many), an ab initio calculation was implemented to simulate the quantum-mechanical
dynamics within the tunnel junction under external electromagnetic excitation. Fig-
ure 4.9 shows the geometric model of the simulation. We adopt the molecular struc-
ture from the DFT calculations presented in chapter 3. The tip is modeled as a
tetrahedral cluster of metal atoms placed 6 Å above the molecule, and several atomic
layers of a metallic substrate are included 9 Å below. This large molecule-substrate
distance accounts for the tunnel barrier that the NaCl decoupling layer causes in
the experiment, which we omit in the simulation to spare computational cost. We
place the tip at the same lateral position that was chosen in the experiment, which
is approximately on top of a phenyl H atom, as indicated by a cross in Fig. 3.15a.

The numerical calculations are performed on a real-space grid with a spatial incre-
ment of 0.4 atomic units, and time-propagated with time steps of 2.15 as. We perturb
the system with an incident electric-field waveform that mimics the experimental
gap-confined fields. To obtain results within a reasonable computation time and at
affordable computational cost (320 cores), we squeeze the excitation waveform in the
time domain and thereby scale the carrier frequency to 40 THz (photon energy of
0.17 eV). Since the atoms are clamped in our simulations, vibrational excitations are
suppressed. Plasmonic modes have higher energies on the order of 1 eV. Hence our
approach to approximate the experiment with a higher-frequency excitation pulse
should remain accurate.

We compute the transient lightwave-driven current as well as static and dynamical
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4.3 Quantum-mechanical simulation of atom-scale light-matter interaction

screening effects induced by the presence of the molecule, for different field strengths.
The range of applied local fields is chosen such that it covers the onset of orbital-
resonant tunneling, which we observe at a field strength of around 0.2 V/Å. In what
follows, all local observables (electric field, current) are averaged over the whole (x, y)-
plane and in a vertical region spanning 3.7 Å around the center of the molecule.
Further technical details about the simulation are elaborated in reference 22.

Outline of the theoretical analysis. In the remainder of this chapter, the results
of the quantum-mechanical simulation will be presented and analyzed in two steps.
First, the influence that the presence of the molecule exerts on the local field

distribution will be examined. In particular, it will be studied to which extent electron
tunneling affects sub-cycle features of the near field.
Subsequently, it will be investigated whether our sampling scheme detects the

transient gap voltage in a non-invasive manner, i.e. whether the two assumptions
stated above are valid. It will be verified, to be specific, whether the main detection
process – the onset of orbital-resonant tunneling – perturbs the local voltage to be
observed.

Influence of the molecule on the local potential landscape. Our simulation
describes local screening of fields by the molecule as well as electron tunneling
between tip and molecule in a self-consistent way. To visualize the impact of the
molecule on the gap-confined electrodynamics, we calculate snapshot maps of the
local potential landscape. Figure 4.10 shows cross sections of the simulated Hartree
potential at the moment where the excitation waveform peaks. Values are indicated
relative to the apex potential at a time before the incident fields arrive.

When we include the molecule in the gap (Fig. 4.10a), the potential landscape and,
hence, the near field distribution change drastically as compared to a bare vacuum
junction (Fig. 4.10b). For example, the localized peak of the potential around the
apex atom of the tip is skewed by the presence of the molecule. Also we observe
that the vertical gradient of the potential within the molecule is locally reversed
(Fig. 4.10c and d). To understand the sub-cycle dynamics that cause these screening
effects, we follow the local electric field over time.
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Figure 4.10 | Tip-confined potential landscape influenced by the molecule.
Waveforms shaped like in the experiment excite the junction as a z-polarized field
transient, in both scenarios with (a) and without (b) the MgPc molecule included.
The peak field is tuned to the onset of lightwave-driven tunneling at 0.2 V/Å. Shown
is a vertical cross section of the dynamical Hartree potential (relative to the apex
atom at t = −25 fs), which reveals inhomogeneous near fields strongly localized
around the front-most apex atom. Including the molecule in the junction locally
alters the field distribution at angstrom scales. c,d, Line cuts through both maps
(position indicated by white dashed lines in a and b) show that the vertical gradient
of the potential within the molecule is locally reversed (red arrow in c).
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Figure 4.11 |Molecule-induced modi-
fication of the near field. We extract
the vertical electric-field component, Ez,
averaged across the molecular region, as a
function of delay time, t. Compared to a free
junction without molecule (black curve), the
field transient is strongly influenced by the
presence of the molecular sensor (red curve).
Its peak value is decreased by a factor of two,
and accumulation of tunneled charge leads to
retardation effects and a trailing field offset.
The peak field of the incident waveform is
tuned to the onset of tunneling at 0.2 V/Å.

Tunnel-induced offset of the local field. Figure 4.11 shows the temporal evolu-
tion of the vertical electric field, averaged in the molecular region. When no molecule
is present in the gap, this local field follows the incident waveform. If we include the
molecule, however, the local waveform is modified strongly.

Most prominently, the overall fields are decreased by a factor of approximately two.
Moreover, the molecule induces distinct sub-cycle features on the transient. While
the initial, negative half-cycle is hardly affected by the molecule, the simulation shows
that the most intense, positive half-cycle drives orbital tunneling, which drastically
affects the subsequent fields. Charge accumulation in the molecule, together with a
hole left behind in the tip, induce an electric field opposite to the waveform peak.
This static component adds to the local field subsequent to the tunnel event. Hence
the third half-cycle appears offset, and the second zero-crossing of the waveform is
shifted to an earlier delay time, due to the presence of the molecule. Even after the
excitation has faded out, the tunneled charge maintains a negative field offset.

Altogether it is apparent that the presence of the molecule has a significant impact
on the local and transient field distribution. It remains to be examined whether our
sampling of the gap voltage waveform is compromised by the sub-cycle lightwave-
driven dynamics. In the following this will be assessed by testing the two key as-
sumptions spelled out above.
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Figure 4.12 | Simulated onset of steady-
state and lightwave-driven tunneling. In
our near-field sampling scheme, we exploit the
onset of orbital-resonant tunneling, i. e. the cal-
ibration curve Fig. 4.3b, for local voltage detec-
tion. To calibrate our single-molecule sensor, it
is key whether lightwave-driven tunneling (red
data points) describes a similar onset curve as
steady-state spectroscopy with quasi-static bi-
asing (black data points), which is confirmed
by our TDDFT simulation. Dashed lines show
error function fits as guide to the eye. Gray
lines indicate the inflection points. Electric field (V/Å)
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Assessment of the spectroscopic voltage calibration. Our waveform mea-
surement is based on detecting the peak voltage across the tunnel gap via orbital
tunneling. To yield quantitative results, the experiment relies on the conjecture that
the onset of lightwave-driven LUMO tunneling occurs at a similar voltage as in
steady-state spectroscopy. The first-principles simulation confirms this picture.
Figure 4.12 shows the onset behavior of the tunnel current as a function of the

external field, which translates into the voltage drop across the gap. We observe
a similar threshold at a field strength of around 0.2 V/Å for both lightwave and
quasi-static biasing. In addition, the simulation shows that retardation effects are
not strong enough to drive a significant current in the opposite direction, which
could alter the onset behavior. Hence our gauge that connects lightwave-driven and
quasi-static tunneling proves to be valid. The current-to-peak-voltage relation that
our experiments rely on appears not compromised by sub-cycle electron tunneling.
Moreover, we had not expected that the tunneling process itself differs when com-
paring steady-state and terahertz-driven tunneling: The Keldysh parameter κ < 1
justifies a quasistatic picture of lightwave-steered tunneling, since the tunnel event
is much faster than a half cycle.
So the first of the two assumptions that our waveform detection builds on is

confirmed. We conclude that, while the near field in the junction is distributed very
inhomogeneously, the total voltage across the tunnel junction is probed accurately
by our atomic-scale sensor.
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Vertical coordinate, zTip Molecule
ee Figure 4.13 |One-electron tunneling

without back-action. Schematic picture
of a symbolic electron wavefunction (blue
curve, dashed envelope) distributed across the
potential landscape (black curve) described
by tip and molecule. In the single-electron
tunneling regime, the electron wave packet
does not affect its own potential landscape.
This fundamental quantum-mechanical prin-
ciple warrants minimal back-action of our
measurements on the near field itself.

Lack of electron self-interaction. The remaining issue is whether the detection
process perturbs the voltage waveform to be detected. We have seen that, subsequent
to a tunnel event, back-action of charges onto the near field can drastically alter local
transients (Fig. 4.11). Our sampling scheme, however, senses the gap voltage by the
peak-field-driven tunnel event itself, and is not sensitive to the subsequent evolution
of the gap-confined fields. So the question is whether lightwave-driven tunneling
perturbs the tunnel process itself.

For this matter, we consider the quantum mechanical principle that a particle does
not alter its own potential. When one isolated electron tunnels through a potential
barrier (Fig. 4.13), it leaves the energy landscape unchanged. At the same time, other
particles or an external observer could sense the electric fields of the electron and
notice altered potentials.
This distinction describes two regimes, which have to be discriminated in such

experiments that involve atom-scale lightwave electronics. When less than one elec-
tron is tunneled on average per light pulse, the voltage transient that we resolve is
unperturbed by the tunneling event. This is the regime in which we conducted our
waveform sampling experiments. However, if more than one electron tunnels during
every single lightwave, these charges might interact and severely modify the local
potential landscape. In this scenario, back-action could modify the voltage wave-
form, and the tunnel dynamics might not even be quasi-static anymore. Moreover,
in an intermediate regime of few tunneling electrons, even pulse-to-pulse quantum
fluctuations might need to be considered.
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◦

Coherent (quantum) control at sub-cycle and atomic precision. These re-
sults conclude our initial works on lightwave-steered femtosecond tunnel microscopy,
and tie all the presented studies together. The observed near fields closely follow
a plasmonic model, which retrospectively confirms our initial design considerations
on lightwave biasing of an STM. From this knowledge, we anticipate future studies
where even the sub-cycle dynamics of lightwave-driven electron motion are examined.
For example, details of the biasing waveform could influence the statistics of elec-
tron injection during one half-cycle – particularly in systems where multi-electron
tunneling is possible. Local correlations could be quantified in this way, in absolute
numbers and on combined atomic and ultrafast scales.

Moreover, from the precise knowledge of the gap-confined fields, coherent control
can be interpreted on a sub-cycle scale. Similar to our femtosecond atomic forces,
we expect strong gap-confined fields to steer sharp coherent dynamics in different
systems under study. We believe that, based on accurately sampled near fields, future
coherent-control mechanisms may be clearly interpreted. Also, with a predictive
simulation at hand, tailoring sub-cycle control will be straightforward.

Finally, the first-principles calculation explored fundamental quantum-mechanical
facets of light-matter interaction at atomic and femtosecond spatio-temporal scales.
We believe that this experimental platform will directly access the limits of classical
nanooptics, and immediately visualize the quantum nature of atomistic light-matter
dynamics.
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Conclusion and outlook 5
This work demonstrates the first femtosecond videography as well as the first ul-
trafast electronic and structural control at the atomic scale. Lightwave-driven low-
temperature STM allowed us to track single-molecule vibrations, steer molecular
reactions with atomic forces and resolve angstrom-scale near fields – all with sub-
optical-cycle temporal precision, for the first time (Fig. 5.1, center). These novel
experiments presented here did not only provide first moving images of elementary
dynamics, such as molecular surface modes and switching reactions, directly in real
space. Our observations also set the stage for a variety of exciting future studies,
across the natural sciences (Fig. 5.1, periphery).

Femtosecond tunnel microscopy. We successfully applied tip-confined terahertz
waveforms in STM to drive electron tunneling through a select orbital of one single
molecule. This energy-selective process allowed us to trigger single-electron tunnel
events with combined 0.6 Å and ~100 fs spatio-temporal accuracy. The spatial distri-
bution of the lightwave-driven current rendered the first femtosecond snapshot of a
single-molecule orbital.
At the same time, electron injection indirectly triggered a dominantly vertical

vibration of the molecular frame, which we resolved in pump-probe experiments.
We found that the observed dynamics encode the interaction between molecule and
substrate: Varying the surface structure or the molecular species influenced the
frequency of the oscillatory mode considerably.
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Figure 5.1 | Schematic illustration of explored phenomena and future per-
spectives in lightwave STM. The main innovations presented in this thesis are
summarized in the center of the figure. Lightwaves EFF(t) induced a near-field distri-
bution ENF(t) in an atom scale STM junction. The local fields could drive ultrafast
electron tunneling to sense the density |ψLUMO(r)|2 (blue glow) of a select single-
molecule orbital. Moreover we used femtosecond local forces F(t) to steer structural
motion (blur) of a molecular switch. For the first time, these processes resolved ultra-
fast single-molecule dynamics and reactions, as well as local fields and light-matter
interaction with combined atomic and femtosecond precision (film strip), and thereby
set the stage for a variety of exciting future experiments (surrounding sketches). Fol-
lowing our initial observations, we anticipate that more complex elementary dynamics
will be uncovered across the natural sciences (left). For example, the formation of
a chemical bond between two individual molecules might be spatio-temporally re-
solved, and mechanisms of energy exchange at the atomic scale could be examined.
More fundamentally, we assume that tip-confined electromagnetic fields will harness
local light-matter interaction for unprecedented means of atom-scale videography
(top). Ultrafast movies of local field distributions E(r, t) could revolutionize design
strategies in nanotechnology, and lightwave-driven forces F(r, t) might facilitate fem-
tosecond atomic force microscopy (AFM). Technical developments can be expected
to improve the degree of control in lightwave STM (bottom). While higher opti-
cal driving frequencies may control tunnel events faster to access the domain of
attosecond dynamics, ultrafast (UF) spin-polarized STM could visualize single-spin
evolution in space and time. Also, optical excitation may prepare novel types of
localized non-equilibrium states. We assume that these advances will eventually al-
low probing new types of quantum dynamics (right). Particularly, local correlations
that shape phase transitions in solids could be observed at the single-particle level.
Ultimately we believe that harnessing the full quantum-mechanical properties of
atom-scale light-matter interaction (γ, photons) will provide unprecedented access
to the quantum dynamics that lie at the heart of all natural sciences.
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Outlook: Elementary energy exchange. We expect that extending the pre-
sented experiments will provide quantitative insights into elementary processes that
underlie all natural sciences (Fig. 5.1, left). For example, observing molecular vibra-
tions up to much longer delay times may directly reveal the coupling mechanisms
of surface adsorbates. While we have not observed any significant decay of single-
molecule oscillations so far, more polar molecular species should in principle couple
strongly to the electron bath and phonons of the substrate137,138.

In fact, the question through which mechanisms adsorbates exchange energy with
a surface, and how fast, has far-reaching consequences for the entire domains of
catalysis and surface (photo)chemistry12,13,139–141, as well as photovoltaics14,15. For
many reactions, multifaceted potential-energy landscapes are known to give rise to
a variety of microscopic transition paths. Characterizing the ultrafast molecular
motion that lies at the heart of such reactions and transitions, however, has so far
almost entirely relied on theoretical modeling138. Lifetime measurements could gauge
transport simulations142 to scrutinize energy exchange at the single-quantum level.
Particularly, the interplay of internal vibrations and electronic wavepacket motion –
the key quantum-chemical coordinates1 – might be disentangled.

We expect that future lightwave-STM experiments will systematically capture the
ultrafast motion and excitation dynamics of adsorbates on various chemically active
surfaces directly in ultrafast movies. In this way, the kinetics of surface chemistry
will become visible in the most direct way.

Ultrafast action spectroscopy. We explored that, in order to observe reactions
that may involve multiple different transition paths, single-event detection is vital.
To this end, we implemented a strategy that allows us to monitor individual switch-
ing events of a single bistable molecule. We found that charging the molecule by
single-electron tunnel injection statistically triggers switching reactions. Our ultra-
fast action spectroscopy resolved these reaction rates non-invasively, separately for
both switching directions, and with an accuracy on the order of 10−4.

Outlook: Complex reactions. We expect that resolving more complex transi-
tions including on-surface reactions between multiple constituents143 will pave the
way towards chemical videography. In particular, we anticipate probing of three-
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dimensional structures such as upright-oriented functional molecules63 and folding
networks of a single protein molecule144 on their intrinsic time scales.
Eventually combining our approach with functionalized tips might enable four-

dimensional probing of local chemical function (Fig. 5.1, left). Preliminary experi-
ments not detailed in this work have shown that lightwave-STM snapshot imaging
also works with tips functionalized via single carbon monoxide molecules. In other
time-integrated studies, reactions between molecules that cling to an STM tip with
substrate-adsorbed species have shed light on how local fields can modify single-
molecule chemistry145. We expect that combining this idea with ultrafast lightwave
control will observe the build-up of chemical interaction between multiple molecules
in space and time, possibly with statistical specificity.

Femtosecond atomic forces. To control matter dynamically in the most di-
rect way, we introduced femtosecond atomic forces as a novel stimulus that steers
structural motion locally, with atomic precision. The forces derive from tip-confined
electric-field waveforms that we tailor externally. In our qualitatively new exper-
iments, we could apply ultrafast forces to coherently steer ultrafast motion of a
molecular switch, which directly modulated its reaction statistics on the femtosec-
ond scale. A more detailed examination of the control mechanism revealed that
the dynamical forces can act locally on key atoms of the switch to steer a select
vibrational degree of freedom at will. The first ultrafast molecular movie resolved
the spatio-temporal switching statistics of the molecule in motion, confirming the
atomic definition of the force stimulus.

Outlook: Detection of ultrafast atomic forces. The rich near-field interactions
accessed by lightwave STM promise that a variety of local observables will be captured
in ultrafast movies in the future (Fig. 5.1, top). For example, detecting local forces in
time-integrated experiments has resolved most subtle interactions at atomic scales,
and imaged matter with unparalleled spatial resolution. Atomic force microscopy
extends the scope of scanning probe techniques to insulating samples. Owing to
steep technological progress146, AFM has become a standard tool for nano-scale
topographic sensing, even down to sub-atomic precision147. Compared to tunnel
microscopy, AFM can also sense bound electrons with an energy far below the Fermi
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edge, allowing for a detailed structural analysis of (artificial) quantum objects62,143.
When synchronized light pulses are coupled to a force microscope, tip-confined

transient dipole fields16 might ultimately allow time-resolved sensing of atomic fem-
tosecond forces. The major technical challenge of ultrafast AFM is measuring such
extremely small force contributions that are strongly confined in time and space at
the same time. To this end, novel detection strategies are under development148,149.
We anticipate that combining femtosecond-force control and detection will probe
kinetics at the atomic scale with unprecedented clarity: Reactions at the single-
molecule level might be captured in ultrafast movies that resolve individual chemical
bonds breaking and forming.

Quantitative atom-scale near fields. All these present and potential future
experiments are intimately connected with light-matter interaction at atomic length
scales. While local electromagnetic waveforms steer the respective dynamics, back-
action may drastically reshape the near fields, possibly even non-classically.

To provide clear access to these mostly unexplored phenomena, we developed the
first quantitative detection of atom-scale femtosecond near fields. The measurement
utilized a molecular switch as a gauged local voltage probe. We resolved tip-confined
terahertz waveforms, which exhibit rich sub-cycle details distinct from the exter-
nal excitation field. These features are reproduced very accurately by a plasmonic
simulation that visualizes how the far-field waves couple to the tip-sample geome-
try. Surprisingly, the classical simulation even describes the far-to-near-field transfer
quantitatively.
A full ab initio calculation of the light-matter dynamics in the tunnel junction

unveils how sub-cycle electron tunneling and local screening affect the near fields.
The simulation confirms our quantitative calibration and shows that, while single-
electron tunneling warrants minimal back-action, multi-electron quantum dynamics
may dominate future more complex scenarios.

Outlook: Near-field videography and predictive nanodesign. With our lo-
cal sampling scheme, atom-scale near fields can now be spatio-temporally mapped.
We expect that similar experiments will make use of the non-linear tunneling onset in-
stead of a molecular sensor, allowing us to capture ultrafast movies of sub-angstrom
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field distributions (Fig. 5.1, top). The electromagnetic dynamics of a variety of
elementary excitations could then be directly visualized, ranging from individual
quasiparticles to on-chip implementations of future information processing.
Also, ultrafast near-field movies may revolutionize the design of nano-plasmonic

technology: State-of-the-art simulations that bridge the gap between macroscopic
light and atomic waveforms can now be precisely calibrated. In the future, novel
metamaterials and atomic-scale devices may harness quantitatively-tailored coherent
near fields for opto-electronic function faster than a cycle of light.

While structural motion such as the molecular vibrations examined in this thesis
often occur on picosecond time scales, such opto-electronic dynamics naturally occur
at a much faster femtosecond pace. To directly watch electron wavefunctions evolve
in ultrafast movies, we anticipate to improve the temporal resolution of lightwave
STM drastically.

Outlook: Attosecond STM. We expect that a number of technical developments
will further improve the performance of lightwave STM, add novel control mechanisms
and provide access to additional atomistic degrees of freedom (Fig. 5.1, bottom).
These developments may provide a qualitatively new access to quantum-mechanical
dynamics that lie at the heart of fundamental light-matter interaction as well as new
materials (Fig. 5.1, right).

We expect that scaling the optical source to higher driving frequencies28 will ramp
up the temporal resolution of lightwave STM. At mid-infrared (MIR) and near-
infrared frequencies of 30 to 300 THz, lightwave-driven tunnel control in the strong-
field regime of light-matter interaction should still be possible. To this end, novel
specifically tailored schemes for waveform generation are required. This demand has
triggered a recent surge in the development of new MIR sources which provide CEP-
stable sub-cycle waveforms at high field strengths and large repetitions rates150–152.
We assume that future MIR-based lightwave STM will enable attosecond atomic
microscopy, opening the door to a wealth of dynamics at the time scale of electron
motion.

Fascinatingly, videography in this spatio-temporal regime will resolve qualitatively
different physics that have not been directly watched in slow-motion so far. Elec-
trons in solids may be prepared in non-equilibrium distributions that induce ex-
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ceptional transport properties on few-femtosecond time scales. Even the dephasing
of (quasi)particles might be visualized, which could shed light on the microscopic
mechanisms of high-temperature superconducting phases, or any bosonic condensa-
tion. Observing such dynamics at combined atomic and few-femtosecond scales will
naturally display correlations.

Outlook: Correlations and phase transitions. We anticipate that upcoming
lightwave-STM experiments will examine phase transitions in solids locally, at the
scale of individual atoms. Ultrafast movies of angstrom-scale phase-change dynamics
could disentangle electronic, structural and other quantum-mechanical degrees of
freedom directly in the time domain. This may resolve the microscopic workings
of a variety of transitions including insulator-metal and superconducting phases,
topologically protected states and (pseudo)spin order (Fig. 5.1, right).

More specifically, we envisage perturbing the inner "functioning" of a certain phase
locally by electron injection, atomically strong fields or tip-confined optical pulses.
This may not only shed light on the spatial structure of complex phases, for example
in highly-correlated materials. We expect that such experiments will also clarify
the role of defects, wavefunction pinning and symmetry-breaking edges, all at the
intrinsic spatio-temporal scale of condensed matter. Resolving these atomistic details
might clear the path towards technological implementations of new platforms for
quantum information processing.

For instance, time-resolved tunnel spectroscopy of solids might track the opening
and closing of energy gaps, with atomic precision. This could, for example, visualize
phase transitions locally, such as a build-up of Kondo screening in an impulsively
perturbed Kondo insulator. Moreover, one might also map spatial order such as
charge density waves113 directly in femtosecond movies. Hence, identifying and char-
acterizing order parameters in different phases of a material could become as direct
and clear as possible.
Also competing orders in highly correlated materials such as the widely studied

copper oxides2 could be followed dynamically. This might visualize their interplay
during ultrafast phase transitions, at the length scale of one atom: For example in
cuprates, one could resolve the spatial nematic texture of the electronic wavefunc-
tions59 during quench or (re)formation of the pseudogap153.
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We expect that also phase correlations will be resolved in space and time, and
maybe even their statistics. For example, tracking phase coherence154 in ultrafast
movies might answer the question how phase fluctuations of preformed Cooper pairs
shape the phase diagram of high-temperature superconductors.

Outlook: Physical limits and new regimes. To resolve even faster dynamics,
another physical regime will be encountered presumably. From a fundamental point of
view, one may assume that the temporal resolution in lightwave STM will be limited
by the plasma frequency of the tip material. Experiments such as our waveform
sampling, however, might explore non-classical physics that eventually grant access
to even faster dynamics. For instance, one could envision that squeezed states of light
might provide more specific quantum control of gap-confined light-matter dynamics:
Eventually, locally correlating light and matter quantum fields could allow for a
tailored information transfer beyond classical restrictions. In particular at driving
frequencies that mix strong-field dynamics and (multi-)photon excitation, even pulse-
to-pulse quantum fluctuations may have to be considered.
Besides possible future probing of even faster dynamics, the photon regime of

light-matter interaction can be readily used as an intriguing new excitation path:
We intend to prepare optically accessible non-equilibrium states and time-resolve
their evolution via terahertz-driven STM.

Outlook: Optical excitation. Light pulses in the visible domain23 can resonantly
pump local transitions, or create electron-hole pairs. Technically, one could make use
of plasma resonances of the tip to propagate optical pulses efficiently into the tunnel
gap (Fig. 5.1, bottom). Grating structures can facilitate coupling to the tip and
tailor dispersion of the apex-confined pulses155,156. Such optical pulses could excite
elementary dynamics in promising opto-electronic platforms such as two-dimensional
van der Waals materials. The effect of atom-scale textures such as defects or Moiré
patterns on femtosecond electron motion might be directly watched. Also localized
electronic states56 could be spatio-temporally mapped. Tailoring the polarization of
optical pulses might even allow spin- or valley-selective excitation, accessing select
trajectories in reciprocal space for ultrafast valleytronics5.
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Outlook: Spin-controlled electron tunneling. Complementary, spin-selective
probing of transient local states could be attained by combining lightwave tun-
nel control with spin-polarized STM. Making use of the tunnel magnetoresistance
through spin-polarized STM tips, writing and detection of individual skyrmions157

as well as single-atom magnets54 has been attained. Also spin relaxation dynamics
on nanosecond time scales could be resolved19. We anticipate that lightwave control
of spin-polarized STM will allow spin-selective injection and read-out of a single
electron, with simultaneous atomic and sub-cycle precision (Fig. 5.1, bottom).

This toolkit could characterize fundamental atom-scale magnetic interactions and
excitations, and resolve dynamics induced by spin-orbit coupling. Molecular spin-
tronics158 may access spin-orbit dynamics within single molecules159 directly in the
time domain. Also, we expect that transport phenomena will be monitored directly
on the relevant spatio-temporal scales, and with spin selectivity. Wavepacket mo-
tion and spin relaxation could be time-resolved, and local dynamics at defects and
custom-engineered edges might be directly observed. In particular, we anticipate fem-
tosecond videography of lightwave-driven transport through spin-textured channels
such as topologically-protected Dirac surface states34 or edge channels in graphene
nanoribbons160.

Outlook: Quantum light-matter interaction and molecular bionics. From
a fundamental point of view, we hope that our exploration of atomically confined
lightwaves will inspire studies that reveal the limits of classical nanooptics, and
directly visualize the quantum nature of atom-scale light-matter interaction (Fig. 5.1,
right). In this spirit, some day, elementary processes like the absorption of light during
an electronic transition may be directly visualized. Such observations could help us
understand and copy those molecular bio-processes that evolution has evolved to
unparalleled elegance.
For example, if we mastered solar-energy conversion in a way similar to natural

light-harvesting complexes7,8 – almost perfectly efficient, bio-degradable and based
on cheap organic materials – the human energy crisis would be solved. Moreover, both
the future of medical treatment as well as a next-generation sustainable chemical
industry seem to depend on the mastery of protein dynamics, at the single-molecule
level. Directed evolution of enzymes161, which are proteins that catalyze chemical
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reactions, has generated levels of activity and specificity not known to exist in na-
ture162. Today’s routine uses include more environmentally friendly manufacturing
of chemical substances, such as pharmaceuticals, and the production of renewable
fuels for a more sustainable transport sector.
The key challenge in discovering novel enzymatic tools is understanding the re-

lationship between the protein sequence, ultrafast molecular dynamics and their
(bio)chemical function. So far, these connections need to be deduced from structural
data, with new approaches employing artificial intelligence to optimize in-vitro evo-
lution163. We hope that femtosecond videography of individual enzymes at work will
eventually uncover these connections in the most direct way. One might directly
observe which dynamics evolution prefers, and how they affect bio-chemical function,
possibly even with quantum-statistical sensitivity. We could watch and learn from
nature’s most efficient elementary processes – possibly the most fruitful ambition of
interdisciplinary natural science.
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